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THE CLASS BLOG: CHINESE EFL NON-ENGLISH MAJOR COLLEGE 
STUDENTS’ ONLINE WRITING EXPERIENCES 

 
Yang Guo 

 
Dr. Roy Fox, Dissertation Supervisor  

ABSTRACT 

          The purpose of this qualitative case study is to explore the Chinese EFL non-

English major college students’ online English writing and communication experiences 

through blogging activities.  From late October 2011 through late April 2012, thirty-one 

students joined in the class blog to communicate their thoughts with peers. In this study, I 

examined the following four areas: 1) students’ experiences with and attitudes towards 

blogging, 2) the benefits and difficulties of blogging, 3) how unassigned blogging 

compared with assigned blogging, and 4) how EFL students’ writing should be evaluated. 

By using the constant comparative and content analysis methods, multiple sources of data 

were analyzed. The findings reveal that the students gained confidence in writing and 

engaged in thinking through blogging. Students used writing as a means of discovery 

during the act of writing; and they employed various thinking strategies during blogging. 

Meanwhile, on the class blog, silent students’ voices could also be heard.  This study also 

makes some pedagogical recommendations, including creating an inviting and 

comfortable writing environment for the students, teachers writing with the students, and 

encouraging peer responses to the students’ writings.  
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CHAPER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Background of the Study 

       During the four years I taught English to Chinese college students, I constantly heard 

my students complain: 

“English learning is so boring, and writing is too difficult!” 

“I just don’t know what to write about and how to write.” 

“I have no interest in English writing!” 

“English writing is just the composition I completed to be graded by my teacher.” 

Many students had negative comments about their English writing abilities: “My English 

is so poor and I am not good at writing.” 

       However, on the other hand, I also surprisingly found that many students 

spontaneously kept their own personal blogs on the Internet in their spare time, and they 

are indeed critical thinkers and productive writers in their mother tongue – Chinese. 

While they invited their friends to view and comment on their blogs, the comment-

response interactions between the writers and readers were intense and intriguing. They 

were not aware that the activity they had been doing all along was also a form of writing.  

       In traditional Chinese English writing classes, after the in-class practice of 

vocabulary learning, sentence drilling, and paragraph building, students are required to 

compose articles upon given writing tasks and submit them on paper, and the teacher will 

be the only person to read and grade their writings. On the graded paper, the teacher 

points out the grammatical errors and marks the nicely expressed sentences. A series of 

questions gradually hovered in my mind: Is English learning all about grammar? Should 
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the writing teacher be the only audience of the messages and meanings that the students 

want to communicate? Why should we use writing to grade students, but not to listen to 

their voices in the first place? Is there a better way to encourage Chinese students to love 

and get more involved in English writing? What roles should English/writing teachers 

play in students’ writing practice? What types of writing tasks could motivate students to 

produce more language and create more interest in their own critical thinking and 

writing?  

       As an ELL (English Language Learning) student myself, I experienced the same 

challenge as my students. After I conquered the fear and the difficulties in English 

writing, I became fascinated to explore what blocked my students’ courage to let out their 

inner voice, in another language, English; and I am willing to help them and the 

classroom instructors to find alternative ways to motivate the students to be engaged in, 

and to enjoy English writing.  

Significance of the Study 

       We are human beings, and we live in human societies. We use language to construct 

meanings and to communicate with others (Vygotsky, 1962), and through interpreting 

meanings, we learn about the world (Dewey, 2005). Freire (2003) argues that “only 

dialogue, which requires critical thinking, is also capable of generating critical thinking” 

(p.92). The past six years of my doctoral studies opened my mind and confirmed my 

beliefs that learning can be developed to the fullest extent when students are engaged in 

authentic and meaningful learning, while the Internet provides an alternative medium for 

motivating them to learn and to engage in meaningful dialogues.  
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       With the rapid growth of globalization and the teenagers’ ever-increasing access to 

the Internet, doing activities online tends to be an important part of daily life for many 

people world-wide. Among those many Internet-connected activities, blogging has 

become one of the most popular ways for people all over the world to exchange 

information and communicate meanings. According to the latest Pew Internet & 

American Life Project (2010), 93% of teens ages 12-17 go online, 14% of them work on 

their blogs as of 2009 and 49% read blogs. Ninety-five percent of Millennials ages 18-33 

go online, 18% of them work on their blogs in May 2010 and 43% read blogs (p.9). 

Meanwhile, more and more educators have realized the influence and positive impact that 

blogs may have on today’s students. Learning specialists Fernette and Eide (2005) find 

that blogs can be beneficial in promoting “critical and analytical thinking,” and enhance 

“solitary reflection and social interaction” (in Richardson, 2009, p.20). A number of 

researchers have explored the online communication and the students’ participation when 

applying blogs in the classroom setting. They find that blogs involve more students to 

participate, and create an inviting and meaningful environment, in which students’ 

reading, writing, and response skills are developed (Allison, 2009; Heskett, 2009).  

       In recent years, weblog related research has also examined the ELL students of 

diverse language background and addressed a variety of issues, such as integrating 

weblogs in literary discussion (West, 2008); blog’s relationship to the development of 

student’s academic writing (Bloch, 2007); blog-based peer response for EFL writing 

(Black, 2007; Horvath, 2009; and Pham, 2009), etc. However, very few studies took 

place in China, hence few pedagogical implications concerning weblog’s usage in L2 

writing instruction were provided for Chinese English writing teachers. 
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       Statistics show that with the prevalence of the Internet, the Chinese users of Internet 

have increased dramatically during the past decade, and the number of the reported 

weblog users tripled from 14.2% in 2006 to 55.1% in 2010. Chinese educators have also 

started to examine the value of the new technologies and discuss the possibilities of 

employing weblogs in the educational settings. However, such weblog related discussions 

in Chinese higher education are rather rare. Moreover, most articles related to weblogs 

mainly propose possibilities and ideas, rather than “documenting research results or 

actual implementation” within one instructor’s teaching practices (Chen & Bonk, 2008, p. 

46), not to mention the exploration of the weblog’s relationship to the development of 

students’ critical thinking and written fluency in L2 writing.  

       As more teachers are attempting to adopt weblogs in Chinese educational setting, it 

is obviously necessary to take a closer look at the whole process and deeply explore the 

Chinese students and instructor’s experiences of using the weblogs in English writing 

class. This study will conduct an in-depth analysis of how Chinese college EFL students 

respond to applying class blog to practice their English writing, their experiences and 

attitudes towards blogging, and will provide informed pedagogical implications for future 

research.  

Definition of Terms 

       The following are brief definitions of some of the terms that I used in this study: 

Blog: A blog is “a page on the Internet, a way to publish on the web” (Heskett, 2009, p. 

3). Blogs are essentially regularly updated online journals (Davies & Merchant, 

2007, p.168) that are comprised of reflections and conversations, in which readers 
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are engaged by ideas, questions and links and prompted to think and respond 

(Richardson, 2009, P. 17-8). 

EFL: English as a foreign language. 

ELL: English language learning. 

SLA: Second language acquisition. It is defined by Ellis (1997) as “the way in which 

people learn a language other than their mother tongue, inside or outside of a 

classroom” (p. 3).  

Writing fluency: It is defined by Chenoweth and Hayes (2001) as the rate of production 

of text (the average length of bursts of proposed language). To supplement, Wolfe-

Quintero, Inagaki and Kim’s (1998) definition of fluency is “how comfortable the 

second language learner is with producing language… (dependent upon) context 

and abilities.” 

Writing apprehension: It refers to the fears and anxiety that writers encounter when 

confronted with a writing task, especially a fear of how their writing will be 

evaluated by teachers and others. People need to look “beyond the abilities of 

writers and contexts of the situation to include the attitude that writers bring to the 

experience” (Lannin, 2007). 

The Pilot Study 

       In the school year 2010, I conducted an eight-week pilot study to explore the Chinese 

non-English major first-year college students’ online communication and writing 

experiences through English blogging practice. I examined 22 voluntary participants of 

mixed genders, who majored in Chinese Language Studies, at a Southern Chinese 
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university. During the eight weeks, the classroom instructor and I designed all the eight 

writing prompts and invited the students to publish posts on them and comment on each 

other’s writings. Each week, students were asked to publish one blog entry and at least 

two comments. According to their instructor, some of the participants “had pretty good 

background of Chinese Literature and writing”, and their English proficiency level was 

“intermediate.” I used the constant comparative method to analyze students’ blog entries, 

commenting posts, and transcribed interviews in order to obtain explicit understanding of 

this online English writing and communicative activity. 

       In the pilot study I observed the interest and enthusiasm the students showed through 

posting their writings publicly and the online interactions among them. I also perceived 

how the students’ writings became meaningful and authentic when they realized that the 

teacher was no longer the only reader of their writings, and that through this process their 

voices could be heard. In addition, I noticed the students’ willingness and openness of 

speaking their minds through the flexibility and freedom the virtual space provided. On 

the other hand, besides the technology difficulties (many students were new to the class 

blog and posting skills), several questions also arose as my pilot study came to an end: 

1. We assigned all the eight topics that the students might be interested in. Did those 

topics really foster each student’s interest? How will students blog without assigned 

topics? What will they likely write about?  

2. What should we value in EFL students’ writings, grammatically correct sentences or 

their ideas, or both? How shall we evaluate the students’ writings?  

3. The online interactions among students were not as intense as I expected. Were they 

too shy to comment on others’ writings or were they just not accustomed to the 
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change of their roles from being writers to being both writers and reviewers?  

       The above questions helped me discover the problems in my pilot study, but also 

guided me to produce a better design for my dissertation. In this research, I made 

necessary modifications to the design. I flew back to China to observe their regular 

English classes and provided face-to-face instructions on how to blog. I extended the 

research period from eight weeks to over fifteen weeks. After seven week’s writing on 

assigned topics, students could blog on any topics that they were interested in during the 

following weeks. In order not to “intimidate” the students in individual interviews, I 

conducted group interviews as well to comfort them and encourage them to speak up 

their minds. In order to obtain a “bigger picture” of the study, I talked to teachers from 

different departments of the university about their opinions on college English teaching. I 

also designed pre-study surveys to the participating students for their attitudes on 

blogging in English. Based on the results I gained from my pilot study, I asked more 

sophisticated and insightful questions in this research.  

Research Questions 

       My research questions stemmed from my exploration over years of English teaching 

and the perceptions and understandings I gained through the studies on my doctoral 

program. In this research, I will try to address the following topic: 

What happens when instructor uses blogging to teach English to Chinese non-English 

major freshmen college students in China? 

The following sub-questions will elaborate the main question from different perspectives: 

1. What are participating Chinese EFL students’ experiences with and attitudes towards 
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blogging?  

2. What are the benefits and difficulties for participating Chinese EFL students to share 

writings on a class blog? 

3. How does assigned blogging (writing on assigned topics) compare with unassigned 

blogging (writing on topics of self-choice)? What kinds of thinking are demonstrated 

in different types of blogging? 

4. What qualities are found in students’ blogging? How shall we evaluate EFL students’ 

writings? 

       Upon answering the above questions, I expect to obtain further understandings of 

how blogging can be integrated into the Chinese English writing instruction and students’ 

experiences with and attitudes towards such an online English writing and interactive 

activity.  

Theoretical Framework 

       My study builds on the theoretical frame of Socio-cultural theory, which views 

language development as social process, and individuals and environment as mutually 

constitutive to one another. In this perspective, persons are not separable from the 

environments, through the interactions of which language development occurs (Foster & 

Ohta, 2005, p.403). 

       The substantive theoretical framework of my study is supported by four areas, 

including SLA (Second Language Acquisition) theories; critical pedagogy: teacher-

student roles; theories and practice in teaching writing; and New Literacies (with a focus 

on blogging).  
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SLA Theories 

       This study is influenced by several SLA theories. Based on Vygotsky’s socio-

cultural theory, three social models of L2 acquisition are proposed: Schumann’s (1978) 

“Acculturation Model”, Byrne’s Inter-Group model, and Gardner’s (1985) “socio-

education model” (Ellis, 1994). All of these models emphasize the importance of 

learners’ meaningful interaction and the influence of the external environment on L2 

learners’ language acquisition. Furthermore, Vygotsky’s (1978) conception of The Zone 

of Proximal Development stresses the importance of social interactions among students. 

According to Vygotsky, with the guidance of or collaboration with the adult or more 

capable peers, children will be able to fulfill the task that they cannot do alone and 

achieve the potential development level through problem solving activities (p.87), which 

is also referred to as “scaffolding”. Previous studies on “scaffolded help” (Wood, et. al., 

1976; Donato, 1998; Foster & Ohta, 2005) and how students developed their L2 through 

assisting each other will be discussed in chapter two. In addition, Long & Porter’s (1985) 

Hypothesis of Interaction, Swain’s (1985) Comprehensible Output Hypothesis and 

Steven Krashen’s (1982) Affective Filter Hypothesis contribute to my conceptual view of 

second language acquisition. According to these hypotheses, language acquisition is 

facilitated when learners assist each other during peer interaction through effective 

communications; and language ability will be enhanced when learners are highly 

motivated, and equipped with self-confidence, good self-image and low anxiety. In my 

study, beyond the classroom, class blog provides students a virtual community, in which 

they interact with each other with less stress.  
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Critical Pedagogy: Teacher-Student Roles 

       Many theorists have discussed the relationship between the teacher and students and 

the roles they play in education. John Dewey’s educational theories regard learning and 

education as social and interactive processes, through which social reform can and should 

happen. Dewey (1897) examines the roles that the teacher and students play in the 

classroom, and claims that all the students should be provided the opportunity of taking a 

role in their own learning, and that the teacher is “not in the school to impose certain 

ideas or to form certain habits in the child, but is there as a member of the community” 

and to assist the child with the selected influences that shall affect him (p. 9).  

       Brazilian educator and influential advocate of critical pedagogy Paulo Freire (1921-

1997) suggests that “banking education” should be replaced by a “problem-posing 

education,” in which teachers are no longer the only one that teach, instead, through the 

“dialogue” with the students, turn to be the ones not only teach, but also being taught by 

the students (2003, P. 80). In addition, hook (1994) proposes to “empower students”, and 

Moffett (1983) argues that the teacher’s role is to “teach the students to teach each other” 

(p.196). 

       Kenneth Goodman, the developer of the Whole language theory, advocates that 

“language learning is universal”, and that students develop language and literacy through 

actively engaging in authentic and real-life experiences (Taylor, 2007, p.6). According to 

Whole Language perspectives, learners are in control of what they learn and the teacher 

is regarded as a “co-learner” with the students (Yetta Goodman, 1989, p.114); and that 

teachers are “kidwatchers” and “advocates” for their students (Taylor, 2007, p. 7).  
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       My study examines the teacher-student role beyond the regular classroom, 

attempting to explore the new relationship between them when confronted with new 

technologies.  

Theory and Practice of Teaching Writing 

       British educator James Britton (1975) categorizes writing into three types: 

transactional, expressive, and poetic, in which poetic writing includes “all genres of 

literary writing”, such as fiction, poetry; expressive writing is used as exploration of 

thinking and learning; while transactional writing is used for communication with others. 

According to Britton, expressive language serves as the matrix, from which other forms 

of language evolve, since it records and explores the writer’s feelings, and “it is closer to 

the way the individual thinks when he thinks by himself than more developed and 

mediated utterance” (p. 141). Moffett’s (1982) notions of writing as “revision of inner 

speech for a purpose and an audience” (p.233) inspire me. Moffett believes that when 

people care about what they write and see connections to their own lives, they both learn 

and write better. In addition, Moffett argues that the most important thing a writer needs 

to know is “how he or she does think and verbalize and how he or she might” (p. 234). 

Blogging, as a form of informal writing, involves more expressive language -- self-

exploration of the students’ thinking and feelings so as to communicate their meanings 

to other members of the community, and my study provides the students the 

opportunities to connect their own life experiences in their writings, to examine how 

their thinking forms, and to communicate what they care about to real audiences.  
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       After researching how writers draft, revise and edit texts, pioneering scholars argue 

that writing is a process (Emig, 1971; Perl, 1979; Flower & Hayes, 1981). In addition, 

Murray (1972) also advocates that writing should be taught “as a process not product,” 

which is believed and practiced by many writing teachers.    

       A primary influence on the practice of teaching writing is the work of Peter Elbow. 

Resonating with Hungarian psychology professor Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) Flow 

theory, which views flow, “a single-minded immersion” and completely focused 

motivation, as ultimately controlling the emotions that serves for people’s learning and 

performance, Elbow’s concept of free-writing, introduced in his book Writing without 

Teachers (1973, 1998), emphasizes the flow of writing and values the spontaneous ideas 

that come into mind during writing. Elbow holds that writers may produce and record 

substantial quality thinking and ideas through uninterrupted, engaged writing. Elbow also 

advocates a “teacher-less writing class” (p.117), which is the root of today’s writing 

groups or writing workshops.  

       Due to the different prior knowledge and life experiences, readers’ feedback may 

also help the writers better understand and improve their own writings. Louise 

Rosenblatt’s (1978) Transactional theory reminds people of the various interpretations 

that different readers may abstract from the same text. Macrorie (1984) suggests that the 

key to effective writing always lies in “writing to be read by real persons who respond” 

(preface). Weblog organizes students in an online writing community, in which they 

share and respond to each other’s writing pieces. In addition, in my study, clarity and 

fluency are emphasized over correctness of form, so that the students’ flow of the 

thoughts can be kept, thus enhancing their flow of writing. 
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       Speaking of fluency, it is inevitable to discuss the term – “writing apprehension”, an 

important factor that may crucially block the fluency and flow of the students’ writing. 

This term is coined by Daly and Miller and defined as the fear and avoidance of writing. 

According to Daly (1979), the individual who is highly apprehensive finds the writing 

experience “more punishing than rewarding and, as a consequence, avoid it…” (p.37). A 

great deal of research has been conducted to explore the relationship between writing 

apprehension and the students’ writing quality and performance, which will be described 

in detail in chapter two. 

New Literacies and Blogging 

       With the emergence and prevalence of the Internet, many educators have inquired 

into how new technologies may benefit classroom instruction in the era of information 

(Baker, 2001, Lankshear & Knobel, 2003, Leu, et al., 2004). Gee (2003) believes that 

meaning and knowledge are constructed through various modalities (p. 111), therefore 

learning and writing certain kind of texts requires students to read and write in certain 

ways (Gee, Hull & Lankshear, 1996, p. 3). The blog, which provides an innovative 

platform for online communication, has attracted increasing attention from educators and 

researchers, many of whom have adopted weblogs in their classroom, and found the 

particular characteristics of blogs, such as inviting critical and creative thinking, 

promoting new identities and community building, and encouraging students to be 

engaged in reading and writing (Block, 2004, 2007; Black 2005, 2007, 2009; Oravec, 

2003; Huffaker, 2005; Lam, 2000, 2004).      
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Methodological Procedures 

       As a researcher of this naturalistic study, I am greatly influenced by the paradigm of 

constructivism, which stresses that knowledge and meanings are co-constructed by both 

the researchers and research participants (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 10). Qualitative 

inquiry methodology guided this study, and the findings that I obtained are presented in 

the form of a case study. This online English writing and communication study took 

place at a public university in the south of Mainland China. It lasted over fifteen weeks 

from October 2011 to late April, 2012, with a pause from late December 2012 to mid-

February due to the winter break in China. Students published writings on our class blog 

on assigned writing prompts during the first seven weeks, and wrote on topics of their 

own choice in the following seven weeks. In the last week they were invited to publish a 

reflection on this blogging experience. Each week students were asked to publish one 

post and comment to at least two other classmates’ posts. I observed the students’ online 

performance throughout the whole study and observed their regular English classes from 

mid-February to late March. Online, I am a “participant observer,” aiming to develop 

“collaborative, reflective data-collecting” (Glesne, 1999), while in class, I kept silent, 

sitting in the back of the classroom, trying not to interfere with their regular in-class 

instructions. Altogether 31 students voluntarily participated in the study. 

       I collected multiple sources of data, including pre-study & post-study surveys, 

students’ blog entries, my observational field notes, my reflection of the students’ 

performance, transcribed group and individual interviews, students’ writing drafts, and 

informal communication with both instructors and students. I used constant comparison 

method developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) to analyze the multiple sources of data. 
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The essence of this method is the “continuous comparison of incidents, respondents’ 

remarks, and so on, with each other” (Merriam, 1998, p. 179). I also examined closely six 

focus students’ experiences to gain in-depth understandings of the study. According to 

their online blogging performance, I categorized them into three groups, and in order to 

protect the participants’ privacy, the names presented in this paper are pseudonyms: 

1. Active Bloggers, who fulfilled almost all the tasks on time and interacted the most 

actively online with the teacher and other classmates: Jane, Oriel 

2. Intermediately engaged bloggers, who completed at least half of the tasks and 

sometimes interacted with their peers: 0lianb, Michael.  

3. Reluctant bloggers, who completed less than 1/3 of the tasks and almost never gave 

feedback to others’ posts: Christine, Marc.  

Limitations 

       Due to the nature of my study, certain limitations emerged. First of all, in my study, 

human instrumentation (me, the researcher) was engaged in data collection and analysis, 

since this method allowed me to better make sense of the actions, meanings and 

understanding constructed by the participants so as to communicate my interpretations 

and what I have learned to others (Hatch, 2002); therefore, the issue of bias and 

subjectivity cannot be neglected. Second, my inquiry is an intrinsic case study, through 

which I intended to explore certain group of students’ online blogging activity; therefore 

it is likely that my findings from this study may not generalize issues of or be repeated in 

other groups or in larger groups, although the participating students were from different 

parts of the country. Third, as a case study, my inquiry was also constrained by the 
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timeframe and my travel schedule (I arrived in China after the online program had 

already started for two weeks, and had to leave China two weeks before the project 

ended). Over fifteen weeks’ classroom and online observation gave me a general 

understanding of the students’ blogging and online interaction experiences; however, 

certainly that cannot account for the whole story of their second language writing 

development process. In addition, I also need to consider the schedule variables for the 

students (the online activity paused for over a month due to the exam week and the winter 

break). Moreover, this study requires internet access and basic computer skills to get 

online and post blog entries; difficulties were added as some students were troubled by 

the unfamiliar English interface of our class blog and inconvenient internet access. 

Finally, since the tasks and activities in this inquiry were not required by the students’ 

school curriculum and all of the blogging activities and interactions took place during 

students’ after-class time, students’ self-regulation and enthusiasm in this activity played 

a decisive role in their active and regular participation. Due to this reason, not many 

students remained till the end of the program and the number of the blog posts fluctuated, 

affected by various reasons, such as activity and exam conflicts, school workload, etc.  

Organization of the Study 

       This research report consists of five chapters. Chapter One gives a brief introduction 

to the study, including the background and the significance of the study, the theoretical 

framework, the methodology and the limitations. Chapter Two reviews theories and the 

previous studies related to my research, including SLA theories, critical pedagogy: 

teacher-student roles, theories and practice in teaching writing, and New Literacies (with 
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a focus on blogging). Chapter Three describes in details the methodological procedure, 

the participants, and the data collection process of my study. Chapter Four outlines the 

findings of my study based on the data analysis. Chapter Five provides a summary of the 

study and the results, as well as discussions and classroom implications for educators in 

future research.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

       By exploring the students’ personal online English writing and interaction 

experiences, this qualitative study examines what happens when instructor uses blogging 

to teach English to selected Chinese first year non-English major college students in 

China. I pose the following sub-questions to address the different perspectives of the 

main question: 

1. What are participating Chinese EFL students’ experiences with and attitudes towards 

blogging? 

2. What are the benefits and difficulties for participating Chinese EFL students to share 

writings on a class blog? 

3. How does assigned blogging (writing on assigned topics) compare with unassigned 

blogging (writing on topics of self-choice)? What kinds of thinking are demonstrated 

in different types of blogging? 

4. What qualities are found in students’ blogging? How shall we evaluate EFL students’ 

writings? 

       This chapter reviews the literature and previous studies that shape the foundation of 

this research: SLA theories, critical pedagogy: teacher-student roles, theories and practice 

in teaching writing, and New Literacies (with a focus on blogging). The first area, the 

SLA theories, begins with an introduction to the theorists and the hypotheses they 

proposed and then describes related research other educators have conducted. In this part, 

the discussions of the pedagogical implications are also included. The second area 
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introduces the major advocates and their explorations of critical pedagogy, as well as its 

classroom implications. The third area examines the influential writing theorists’ 

proposals, their practice in teaching writing, and discusses the implications in classroom 

pedagogy. The final area describes the basic concepts of New Literacies and focuses on 

one of its pedagogical instrument, blogging. However, before the detailed introduction of 

the four theoretical areas, it is necessary to understand the background of the teaching of 

English writing in Chinese colleges first.  

The Background of English Teaching and Writing in Chinese Colleges 

       In this section I describe briefly the history of English language teaching in China, 

the college English curriculum requirements, and then I discuss the major approaches that 

have been employed in the teaching of English writing in China. Following that, I 

introduce the CET-4 (College English Test, level 4), including its impact on the Chinese 

college English learners.   

Brief History of English Teaching in China 

       The missionary schools in the late Ming Dynasty and early Qing Dynasty are 

possibly the earliest pioneers of English teaching. China had been a feudalistic country 

for over two millennia when the Western missionaries arrived. Chinese officials and the 

intelligentsia of that time had “grown accustomed to doing things conservatively,” and 

they often regarded Western ideas “with skepticism, or resisted them altogether” (Wang 

& Fan, 1999). However, the burst of the first Opium War (1839-1842) and the signing of 

the Treaty of Nanking in 1842 forced China to open its door to the western world, and 

learning the western languages had become necessary. Tongwen Guan Academy was 
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thus established in 1864 to serve this purpose, with its principle being “Zhong xue wei ti, 

Xi xue wei yong (study China to extract the cultural essence, study the West for practical 

techniques)” (Adams, 2000, p. 1). Adams believes that the initial goal was to strengthen 

the nation to “resist the foreign encroachment on Chinese soil,” but the principal purpose 

currently is to “enable China to operate effectively on the international political and 

economic stage.” The method of English language teaching in those early days was 

traditional, with an emphasis on reading and translation. According to Boyle (2000), 

much grammar and vocabulary learning was practiced, while pronunciation was learned 

by imitation and repetition, and this method of learning English – widely known as 

Grammar Translation Method, which involves a detailed analysis of the grammar rules of 

the target language and then applies that knowledge to translating sentences and texts 

from and into that language (Richards & Rodgers, 1986, p.3-5) -- was the norm of 

English teaching in China for the first 20 years of the 20th century.  

       In 1922 schools in China were obliged to follow the “Outlines for School Syllabuses 

of the New Teaching System,” which put more emphasis on listening and speaking skills. 

In addition, the best schools of the time, Christian missionary schools, gave more class-

hours to English than other schools (Boyle, 2000, p. 2). 

       Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the status and role of 

English as a school subject in China had fluctuated widely, since 

English has desirable but sensitive connotations. While it is the language 
of international commerce and communications, it also has historical 
connotations of imperialism, capitalism and even barbarianism that have 
proved problematic for the Chinese state seeking to balance economic 
modernization with the maintenance of geographical, political and cultural 
integrity. (Adams, 2000, p. 1)  
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Russian language took the place of English in school syllabi, and by 1954 Russian had 

become the only foreign language taught in Chinese schools. However this phase did not 

last long, since China was already attempting to extend her markets throughout the world 

and immediately recognized its lack of English and needs in English learning. 

Consequently, in 1955 the Ministry of Education announced that English teaching should 

be restarted in secondary schools. The textbooks at that time were very traditional, 

whereas methodology, too, was backward: the teacher was seen as the main source of the 

knowledge and the students “dutifully assimilated the teacher’s words of wisdom, 

working their way ploddingly through the textbook” (Boyle, 2000, p. 3). 

       From 1966 to 1976, Chairman Mao’s Cultural Revolution burst out, and schools 

were closed down so that students could “take the lead in revolutionary activities,” which 

were often violent and targeted at those “with any affiliation with the West” (Adams, 

2000, p. 2). English was again banned from schools and the foreign language teachers 

were labeled as “spies” (Boyle, 2000, p.3). English teaching was forced to a halt.  

       By 1977 the Cultural Revolution had exhausted the country and had come to an end. 

English language teaching was resumed after the Ministry of Education was re-

established. Deng Xiaoping, the leader of China of that time, launched the Four 

Modernizations drive for economic development and instituted the Open Door Policy, 

which allowed foreign investment in China, and stimulated the development of the 

country from all aspects. Suddenly, English became highly desirable for trade, careers, 

study and overseas travel. In the late 1980s, learning English had become “a necessity for 

the ambitious and a hobby for many” (Adams, 2000, p. 2-3).  
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       According to Cheng (2008), since the mid-1990s, students began to learn English 

from grade three in primary schools. As one of the three core subjects along with 

mathematics and Chinese, English is required in important exams. Students are tested 

before being admitted into a junior and senior high school; therefore, English became a 

compulsory subject in the national college entrance examinations for all types of 

universities and colleges. In addition, English is also an “obligatory subject for all 

majors” in Chinese universities and colleges (p. 16-7). In the report of the English 2000 

Conference in Beijing, Bowers (1996) analyzes the reasons for the learning of English by 

Chinese as: 

They learn English because it is the language of science, specifically 
perhaps of the majority of research journals. They learn it because it is the 
neutral language of commerce, the standard currency of international 
travel and communication. They learn it because you find more software 
in English than in all other language put together. (p. 3) 
 

       Today, more and more people are engaged in learning English to meet the needs of 

the society, as well as satisfy their own desire for self-development.  

Chinese College English Curriculum Requirements for Writing 

       Apart from the students’ intrinsic interest in English learning and their desire to 

understand the outside world, English learning is also the school curriculum requirement 

for Chinese college students. In China, Non-English majors are required to take the 

college English course for at least two years, and to obtain a bachelor’s degree, students 

need to pass the College English Test (English language proficiency test) (Cheng, 2008, 

p.17). 
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       According to the College English Curriculum Requirements (2007) made by SEDC 

(the State Education Development Commission, which is the official authority for setting 

educational policy), basic requirements are designed for the teaching of undergraduate 

college English writing: 

Students should be able to complete writing tasks for general purposes, 
e.g., describing personal experiences, impressions, feelings, or some 
events, and to undertake practical writing. They should be able to write 
within 30 minutes a short composition of no less than 120 words on a 
general topic, or an outline. The composition should be basically complete 
in content, clear in main idea, appropriate in diction and coherent in 
discourse. Students are expected to be able to have a command of basic 
writing strategies. (Translated by Xu, 2008) 
 

       However, many Chinese college students still often find little help in developing 

their English writing skills, and English writing remains difficult for most college English 

learners, especially for non-English majors.  

Current Approaches to Teaching English Writing in China 

       In recent years, with the development of English language teaching and educational 

reform in China, increasing attention has been paid to the study of English writing 

instruction in China. The current teaching mode of English writing in China involves two 

major approaches: the product approach and the process approach.  

       In the product approach, according to Porto (2001), compositions are judged as final 

products and the evaluating of writing skills is done on the basis of timed production of 

grammatically and lexically accurate texts. During those writing tasks, the students 

imitate, copy and transform models provided by the teacher or the textbook (Nunan, 

1991). Badger & White (2000) believe that learning to write generally involves four 

stages: 1). familiarization: learners study grammar and vocabulary, usually through a 
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text; 2). controlled writing: learners imitate given patterns; 3). guided writing: students 

study and transform model texts; and 4). free writing: learners use the patterns they have 

developed to write a letter, paragraph, or an essay, etc. The primary goal of product 

writing, according to Nunan (2001), is an error-free coherent text. In most Chinese 

writing classes, teachers give a general explanation of certain writing skills and assign a 

topic to students, and students then complete the task individually and hand in their 

finished work (product) to be graded and receive comments from the teachers.  

       The process approach to teaching writing focuses on the writing process instead of 

the final product, and the most important principle of which is that writing is a self-

discovery process and the writing result is very complex, highly individualized process 

(Zeng, 2010, p. 23). As Nunan (1991) states, whereas the product approach focuses on 

the writing tasks in which the learner imitates, copies and transforms teacher supplied 

models, the process approach focuses on the stages involved in creating a piece of writing 

work, and the process writing acknowledges the fact that no text can be perfect, and that a 

writer will get closer to perfection by “producing, reflecting on, discussing and reworking 

successive drafts of a text” (Sun & Feng, 2009, p. 151). Raimes (1991) suggests that the 

writing process is not linear at all but recursive. Writing process involves communicating 

with readers, receiving feedback from others throughout all the writing stages, and 

constantly revisiting what have been written; during which learners interact and 

collaborate with each other in group or peer work to facilitate this idea-formation process.  

       According to Zeng’s (2010) observation with English majors in normal universities 

in China, both the product and process approaches co-exist in today’s English 

classrooms, with the product approach enjoying a relatively dominant place (p.22). This 
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situation also stays true with the non-English majors of Chinese college students. Luo 

(2002) suggests that both these two approaches to writing instruction contribute to the 

development of writing proficiency for Chinese college EFL (English as a foreign 

language) students; and that the product approach is more effective than the process 

approach for college English learners in the very distinct Chinese EFL context. However, 

Zhang’s (2005) research, which put process-writing as the center of the classroom 

organization and product approach accompanied as a supplement, finds that the process-

centered new model exceeds the traditional product approach in Chinese English writing 

instruction, and the process teaching for English writing has helped to improve students’ 

writing. 

       Many teachers and experts (Cai, 2002; Yang, 2006; Mo, 2012) find that college 

English writing in China is “unsatisfactory and problematic.” Moreover, they reveal that 

the writing competence of college students cannot meet the requirements of the college 

English syllabus and the needs of the society (Mo, 2012, p. 118). Liu (2001) reports that 

after approximately 800 hours of instruction most Chinese students “are still deaf and 

dumb in English.” Mo’s (2012) study indicates that the students’ deficiency in English 

writing is due to the following personal and instructional reasons: ineffective teaching, 

students’ lack of interest in writing, students’ poor linguistic competence, and students’ 

lack of the cultural knowledge of the target language (p. 118).  

       In Chinese universities and colleges, most English teachers have very heavy teaching 

burdens, so that they have little time to consider appropriate resolutions to improve the 

students’ writing skills. Very little time is given to English writing instruction (less than 

two hours per week), and many teachers even have never given in-class writing 
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instruction. Mo (2012) indicates that the teaching of writing in English has been 

neglected for many years in most of the Chinese universities, and they do not value the 

importance of the English writing instruction, since many people think the most 

important things are reading, listening and speaking in English teaching; while writing, 

though good, is not indispensable and most of the students will not have to write in 

English a lot in their future work. Therefore, it is understandable that the students are far 

from satisfied with the teaching of college English writing. In Mo’s (2012) study, most of 

the teachers only assign 3-6 (or even fewer) topics to the students as writing exercises for 

one semester, and after underlining or correcting some grammatical errors, they return the 

papers to the students without giving any suggestions on writing skills. Zeng’s (2010) 

research finds that English writing is still taught with a traditional teacher-centered 

method, in which the teacher’s talk occupies the majority of the class time (75%), with 

little student work in teams or small groups. Both Mo’s (2012) and Zeng’s (2010) studies 

show that more than half of the students do not like English writing and are not 

intrinsically motivated as well. Zeng finds that most students do not like the writing 

topics assigned by teachers.  

       Besides the teaching methods, Lin (2002) argues that the quality and quantity of 

English teachers should be improved in China (p. 9). Fu & Matoush (2012) indicate that 

most English writing teachers are “not academically prepared… to teach writing” (p.31). 

In their study,  

50% of writing teachers claimed that they never had any training in 
teaching of writing; 26% said that they had one course on English writing 
in college, in which they were introduced to the five paragraph format 
associated with the contrastive rhetoric approach, but never had any in-
service training after they graduated from college; 17% stated that they 
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learned how to teach writing from the veteran teachers in their schools. 
(pp. 31-32)  
 

In addition, Mo (2012) also notes that many Chinese college English teachers lack 

experience in teaching writing, and they use their teaching methods based on their own 

learning experience and the CET 4 (college English test, level 4) writing grading criteria, 

which focuses on grammar. Many teachers believe that a good English essay should have 

as few grammatical errors as possible. They neglect the other aspects of the writing 

process, such as the students’ attitudes and their feelings during the writing, and the 

thinking reflected in their writings. Many college English teachers only assign writing 

tasks based on the sample CET 4 writing topics. Speaking of CET 4, it is necessary to 

understand what CET 4 is; what is tested in CET 4 writing; and the influence of it on 

Chinese college English learners.  

The CET-Four (College English Test, Level Four) 

       The CET is a norm-referenced test, but also “criterion related,” the goal of which is 

to “measure the English proficiency of college/university undergraduate students in 

accordance with the College English Teaching Syllabus” (Cheng, 2008, p.29). With the 

changes of test purposes, the forms of CET have also undergone substantial reforms. The 

recent CET-4 tests the students’ English abilities in writing, listening and reading 

comprehension, vocabulary, and sentence translating respectively. For writing part, 

students are required to complete an article of 120 words within 30 minutes upon the 

given prompts. The majority of the test questions are in the form of multiple choice with 

only one correct answer, while sentence translating and writing sections are evaluated by 
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selected qualified college English teachers from different colleges and universities around 

the country.  

       In most colleges and universities, to obtain their academic degree, students need to 

pass the CET-4 since it becomes one of the graduation requirements. University 

graduates may also “stand a better chance in the job market” if they possess a CET 

certificate (Cheng, 2008, p.18-9). However, according to the survey conducted by Han, 

Dai and Yang (2004) among 1194 English teachers in 40 colleges and universities, 77.9% 

of the teachers believe that having a CET certificate does not necessarily mean that the 

students has the language competence as required by the College English Syllabus. Mo’s 

(2012) study also finds that students do not show a positive attitude toward CET 4 as for 

the improvement of their writing competence. In addition, even after years of schooling, 

some students who have passed CET-4 or CET-6 are still found incompetent in their 

communication with native speakers in English. It is worth noticing that although many 

researchers have advocated that testing should support teaching, in reality, “the CET 

drives teaching in China” (Cheng, 2008, p.32). In other words, Chinese English teaching 

is still, to some degree, test-oriented. Therefore the students put much effort in English 

learning just to satisfy the test requirements, and the writings they have produced are 

lifeless and meaningless, lacking of their individualized perception and insights, not to 

mention the exploration and creation of critical thinking.   

Summary 

       English language teaching and learning in China has been practiced for almost 150 

years, during which English teaching has gone through an unpeaceful and fluctuating 
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period. Due to the different situations of the time and the various needs of the learners 

and the government, the approaches to teaching English writing in China have also 

undergone development and modifications accordingly, including the product approach 

and the process approach. Making the teaching of English writing best serve the 

contemporary needs of the learners becomes what the classroom teachers and researchers 

have been striving to achieve. In the following sections I discuss the four areas that 

compose the theoretical framework of my inquiry, which includes Second Language 

Acquisition, critical pedagogy: teacher-student roles, theories and practice in teaching 

writing, and New Literacies. The pedagogical implications from the related studies are 

also provided.  

Second Language Acquisition (SLA) 

       In this section, I discuss the theorists whose theories and hypotheses have contributed 

to shape the main body of knowledge in Second Language Acquisition, and then I 

describe the related studies based on those theories. Finally I examine the studies that 

provide pedagogical implications on SLA.  

Theorists and Hypotheses 

       It is generally accepted that the study of Second Language Acquisition started around 

the end of the 1960s (Ellis, 1994, p.1). From that point SLA research developed rapidly 

and continues to do so in present days. According to Ellis (1997), SLA is defined as “the 

way in which people learn a language other than their mother tongue, inside or outside of 

a classroom” (p. 3), which concerns both processes and products involved in how 

languages are learned. In this study, I focus on the area of TESOL (Teaching English to 
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Speakers of Other Languages), which examines how English language is taught and 

learned, and the following recognizes the influential SLA theorists who have informed 

my thinking in SLA and my current study.  

Vygotsky’s Socio-cultural Theory  

       The Soviet psychologist Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934) proposes The Socio-cultural 

Theory (1978), in which human learning is viewed as a social process, and the human 

intelligence originates in society or culture. According to Vygotsky, the development of a 

child cannot be understood simply by a study of the individual; rather, “the external 

social world” in which the child has developed also needs to be examined (Tharp & 

Gallimore, 1988, p.6-7), and it is through participating in activities which require 

cognitive and communicative functions that the development occurs (Johnson, 2004, 

p.129). In other words, not only the prior learning experiences, but also the social or 

cultural context help shape human’s behaviors and mental processes. The notion that 

social interaction plays a fundamental role in cognitive development constitutes the major 

theme of Vygotsky’s theoretical framework. Vygotsky believes that learning occurs on 

two levels: through interaction with others, and then through integrating into the 

individual’s mental structure. He states that, 

Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first, on 
the social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between people 
(interpsychological) and then inside the child (intrapsychological). This 
applies equally to voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the 
formation of concepts. All the higher functions originate as actual 
relationships between individuals. (Vygotsky, 1978, p.57) 
 

       This intrapsychological cognition process is also described by Vygotsky as 

Internalization, the “internal reconstruction of an external operation” (p. 57).  
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       Another influential concept of Vygotsky is The Zone of Proximal Development, 

which refers to the distance between the actual developmental level and the level of 

potential development. According to Vygotsky, with the guidance of or collaboration 

with the adult or more capable peers, children will be able to fulfill the task that they 

cannot do alone and achieve the potential development level through problem solving 

activities (p.87), which is also referred to as “Scaffolding,” the term developed by other 

socio-cultural theorists based on Vygotsky’s conception.  

Krashen’s Hypotheses 

托      Steven Krashen (1987) is best known for his five hypotheses in the field of Second 

Language Acquisition, including the Acquisition- Learning hypothesis, the Natural Order 

hypothesis, the Monitor hypothesis, the Input hypothesis, and the Affective Filter 

hypothesis. This study is greatly influenced by Krashen’s conception, and I mainly focus 

on the latter three hypotheses.  

       The Monitor hypothesis explains the relationship between acquisition and learning, 

and describes the influence of learning on acquisition. According to Krashen, the 

acquisition system initiates the utterance, while the learning system acts as the “monitor” 

or the “editor,” which also indicates that the monitoring function is the “practical result of 

the learned grammar.” The “monitor” performs the functions of planning, editing and 

correcting when three conditions are met: sufficient time for second language learner, the 

learner knows the grammatical rules, and has the motivation to correct (Krashen, 1987).  

       Krashen’s Input Hypothesis argues that learners acquire language by understanding 

target language input that contains forms a little beyond their present level, for example, 

if a learner is at a stage “i,” then acquisition occurs when he/she is exposed to 
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“Comprehensible Input” that belongs to level “i+1.”  He also suggests that “perhaps the 

main function of the second language teacher is to help make input comprehensible” 

(1982, p.64).  

       In the Affective Filter hypothesis, the affective filter is referred to as “mental block” 

that may prevent comprehensible input from being used for acquisition. Krashen believes 

that a number of “affective variables,” including motivation, attitude, self-confidence and 

anxiety, play a facilitative, but non-causal role in second language acquisition. Krashen 

suggests that learners with “high motivation, self-confidence, a good self-esteem, and a 

low level of anxiety” are more likely to succeed in second language acquisition (Krashen, 

1987).  

Swain’s Comprehensible Output Hypothesis 

       Developed by Merrill Swain (1985), the Comprehensible Output hypothesis stresses 

the importance of giving learners the opportunity of practicing the target language. Swain 

argues that unless it is accompanied by the obligation on the part of the Non-native 

speakers to produce comprehensible output, a supply of comprehensible input is not 

sufficient to the language acquisition process. In other words, in addition to be given 

language input that learners can understand, and opportunities to produce the language, 

learners also need to be pushed into making their meanings clear. According to Swain 

(1995), under some conditions, comprehensible output facilitates SLA in ways that differ 

from and enhance input due to the mental processes connected with the production of 

language (p.371). 
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Long and Porter’s Hypothesis of Interaction 

        According to Long and Porter’s (1985) Hypothesis of Interaction, language learning 

is facilitated while learners are prompted for meaning negotiation through interacting 

with peers. They suggest that learners need not only the opportunity to produce the target 

language, they also need the opportunity of being able to negotiate the new input, hence 

ensuring that the language which is heard is modified to exactly the level of 

comprehensibility they can manage. Long (1985) argues that general knowledge, 

knowledge of the context, and the ability to interpret extra-linguistic clues all play a role, 

but the most important way learners make input comprehensible is by interactional 

adjustments, for instance, requesting the interlocutor to clarify problem utterances and 

then make them understandable. In his updated Interaction Theory, Long (1996) claims 

that “conversational interaction in a second language forms the basis for the development 

of language rather than being only a forum for practice of specific language features” 

(Gass, 2003, p.414).  

Related Studies in SLA 

       Later research continues to expand the socio-cultural theory and the above 

hypotheses. Based on Vygotsky’s socio-cultural theory, three social models of L2 

acquisition are proposed. Schumann (1978) suggests the Acculturation Model, which 

examines the language learners’ process of becoming adapted into a new culture (Ellis, 

1994, p. 230). Giles & Byrne’s Inter-Group Model explores the effect of identity and in-

group boundaries on learners (Ellis, 1994, p. 234). Gardner (1985) proposes a Socio-

cultural Model, which identifies the four factors involved in learning a second language 
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and seeks for the interrelationship of them: “the social and cultural milieu, individual 

learner differences, the setting and learning outcomes” (Ellis, 1994, p.236). In Gardner’s 

model, one of the most influential factors in second language acquisition is the four 

individual learner differences: intelligence, language aptitude, motivation and situational 

anxiety. All these models emphasize the importance of learners’ interaction and the 

influence of the external environment on L2 learners’ language acquisition.  

       Inspired by Vygotsky’s work, in his concept of collaborative learning, Bruffee 

(1984) believes that learning is a “socially constructed activity” that occurs during 

communication with peers (Hansend & Liu, 2005, p.31). Wood, Bruner, and Ross’s 

(1976) idea of “scaffolding” parallels Vygotsky’s work, which is described as the process 

of interaction and supportive dialogue in which adults are engaged to direct and prompt a 

child to take on new learning (Mitchell & Myles, 1998, p. 145). Education expert Nancy 

Balaban (1995) describes scaffolding as “the way the adult guides the child’s learning via 

focused questions and positive interactions” (p.52).  

      In the study of “Collective Scaffolding in Second Language Learning,” Richard 

Donato (1998) reveals that learners at the same proficiency level of second or foreign 

language are capable of providing guided support to each other, opposed to the prevalent 

assumption that scaffolded help may be provided only by a more capable individual, such 

as an expert, adult, or native speaker of a language. Donato claims that learners 

themselves could be regarded as a good source of second language knowledge, and that 

scaffolding (collectively constructed support) provides not only “the opportunity for input 

exchange among learners, but also the opportunity to expand the learner’s own 

knowledge” (Johnson, 2004, p.129). Foster and Ohta’s (2005) study also confirms that 
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learners assist each other through “peer interaction.” In other words, successful 

communication with and supporting a peer learner may facilitate SLA (p. 409). 

Pedagogical Implications 

       Ample research has been conducted to examine the application of the Second 

Language Acquisition theories in education. Many researchers focus on the peer 

collaboration in learning. For example, Pauline Foster (1998, 2005) examines negotiation 

for meaning and peer assistance in second language classroom; Smith (2005) explores the 

relationship among negotiated interaction, learner uptake, and lexical acquisition in task-

based computer-mediated communication; Varonis and Gass (1985), Gass and Varonis 

(1985), and Doughty and Pica (1986) investigate the non-native speakers’ interactional 

adjustments in their spoken language (in Foster, 1998); Brown (1991) looks into how 

collaborative group work and task difference may affect second language acquisition. 

The following are more detailed descriptions of several selected studies related to my 

research.  

       In his article “Task-Based Research and Language Pedagogy,” Rod Ellis (2000) 

discusses both the psycholinguistic perspective and the socio-cultural theory, and 

examines their directory roles in task-based research and educational pedagogy.  

According to Ellis, compared with the psycholinguistic approach that provides important 

information for planning task-based teaching and learning, socio-cultural theory, which 

emphasizes the dialogic processes (such as “scaffolding”) that arise in a task performance 

and how these shape language use and learning, illuminates the kinds of improvisation 

that teachers and learners need to engage in during task-based activity to promote 
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communicative efficiency and L2 acquisition. Ellis claims that rather than viewing the 

two perspectives as incompatible, researchers need to realize that they mutually inform 

task-based instruction.  

       Using Vygotsty’s socio-cultural theory as their research lens, Lo and Hyland (2007) 

look at young ESL writers in Hong Kong when a new ESL writing program is 

implemented, and observe how students’ motivation and engagement are enhanced by 

taking more account of the young learners’ own socio-cultural context. They examine 

both the students’ and teacher-researcher’s perspectives on the new program and 

investigate its impact on students’ engagement and motivation and their writing 

performance. They suggest that encouraging young writers to write about topics of 

interest and relevance to them, and providing them with genuine audiences can have a 

“liberating and confidence-building effect” (p. 216).  

       With the guidance of the SLA theories and hypotheses, many studies explore the 

classroom communication. In the book Teaching and Learning in the Language 

Classroom, Hedge (2000) uses Pica and Doughty’s (1985) study, which looks at the role 

of group work in language learning, as a research example, and proposes “negotiating of 

meaning” (p. 13) as a framework for teaching and learning. Hedge claims that being 

pushed to produce output obliges learners to cope with their lack of language knowledge 

by struggling to make themselves understood, by speaking slowly, for example, or by 

repeating or clarifying their ideas through rephrasing. When a group of students do this 

while talking together, “negotiation of meaning” occurs. Hedge stresses Swain’s (1985) 

Comprehensible Output hypothesis and suggests that learners need to practice producing 
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comprehensible output by using all the language resources they have already acquired. 

He also emphasizes the importance of the interaction among students and teacher:  

Getting feedback from the teacher and from other students in the class 
enables learners to test hypothesis and refine their developing knowledge 
of the language system. (p. 13)  
 

       Ghaith’s (2002) study examines 135 participants who enrolled in 10 sections of an 

introductory English course at a private university, and investigates the correlation among 

cooperative learning, perceptions of classroom social support, feelings of alienation from 

school, and the academic achievement of university-bound EFL (English as a foreign 

language) learners in Lebanon. Ghaith finds that the more cooperative learning is 

involved and the higher degree of academic support is provided by teachers, the higher 

the students’ academic achievement; while learners’ feelings of alienation from school 

(affective filter) are found negatively correlated with achievement.  

       A great number of studies have also been conducted to explore the peer collaboration 

in L2 writing. Miao, Badger and Zhen (2006) conducts a comparative study of peer and 

teacher feedback in a Chinese EFL writing class by examining two groups of students at 

a Chinese University writing essays on the same topic – one receiving feedback from the 

teacher and one from the peers. They believe that feedback plays a central role in writing 

development. It is revealed from their results that students use both teacher and peer 

feedback to improve their writing, but that teacher feedback is more likely to be adapted 

and lead to greater improvements in the writing. However, they also argue that peer 

feedback is associated with a greater degree of student autonomy, so “even in cultures 

that are said to give greater authority to the teacher, there is a role for peer feedback” (p. 

179). Jones, Garralda, Li and Lock (2006) compare the interactional dynamics of face-to-
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face and on-line peer-tutoring in writing by university students in Hong Kong, and their 

results show that face-to-face interactions involves more “hierarchal encounters in which 

tutors take control of the discourse,” whereas online interactions are more “egalitarian,” 

with students controlling the discourse more (p.1). In addition, Pham and Usaha (2009) 

examine the peer response on the medium of the blog with twelve 2nd year English major 

students who take a 15-week academic writing course at a Vietnamese university. They 

recognize the four most common types of comments generated via the blog-based peer 

response, including “clarification, suggestion/advice, explanation, and alteration” (p. 1). 

They find that the peer comments do affect the students’ writing quality, and that the 

students express positive attitudes toward using blog-based peer response in the writing 

classroom.  

Summary 

       In this section, I discuss socio-cultural theory and the major Second Language 

Acquisition hypotheses, which constitute an important part of my theoretical frame. 

Vygotsky (1978) establishes the theoretical foundation that learning is a social process, 

and that external social environment and cultural factors may affect the learning outcome. 

Krashen (1982) emphasizes receiving sufficient and comprehensible input; and Swain 

(1985) stresses being prompted to produce comprehensible output in second language 

learning. Other important theorists in SLA, such as Long & Porter (1985), Long (1996), 

and Varonis & Gass (1985), recognize the importance of the interactions and 

“scaffolding” among peer learners through negotiation of meaning. Many studies have 

been based on these theories and hypotheses, which provide informed guidance and 
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inspire me in my current research. They direct me to look into the socially interactive 

classroom and build my own classroom as a students-centered learning environment 

(Ellis, 2000; Hedge, 2000). They emphasize the importance of both the teacher- and peer- 

response to the development of the L2 writing (Miao, Badger & Zhen, 2006; Jones, 

Garralda, Li & Lock, 2006; Ghaith, 2002), and remind me of the force and knowledge 

coming from the students themselves that should not be neglected (Lo & Hyland, 2007; 

Pham & Usaha, 2009).  

       In the following sections, I continue to discuss the other three areas that inform my 

thinking of this study: critical pedagogy: teacher-student roles, theory and practice in 

teaching writing, and New Literacies.  

Critical Pedagogy: Teacher-Student Roles 

       Having realized the power and the knowledge resource that the students bring into 

the classroom, a critical stance has been adopted by many educators to explore the 

teacher-student roles in the educational setting, and examine how teachers and students 

should behave and act during the process of teaching and learning. The following section 

discusses critical pedagogy theories, which focus on examining the teacher-student roles 

in education, and their pedagogical implications. 

Theories 

       American philosopher, psychologist and educational reformer John Dewey (1859-

1952), whose educational theories have profound influence on the formation of the later 

Critical Literacy and the Whole Language perspectives, regards learning and education as 

social and interactive processes, through which social reform can and should happen. In 
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his celebrated work Democracy and Education (2008), Dewey observes that “the object 

and reward of learning is continued capacity for growth” (p.96).  He argues that people 

will have to live in a democratic society so that equal opportunities may be allowed for 

them to expand their capacities for growth. In addition, Dewey views learning as “re-

organization or confirmation of a cognitive scheme in light of an experience” (Emig, 

1977, p. 124). He notes that the child learns best through direct personal experience, 

therefore, the schools have to provide children not only the insight into the social 

importance of such activities, but above all, the opportunities to practice them in play 

form. In his book How We Think (1997), Dewey suggests that teachers should cultivate 

reflective thinking in students and foster their individual attitudes and talents while 

stimulating students’ natural curiosity and directing them to conduct inquiries. In My 

Pedagogic Creed (1897), Dewey also discusses the teacher and student roles in the 

educational setting. He believes that learners may realize their potential to the fullest 

extent when they are allowed to experience and interact with the curriculum, which 

means all the students should be provided the opportunity of taking a role in their own 

learning. Dewey claims,  

The teacher is not in the school to impose certain ideas or to form certain 
habits in the child, but is there as a member of the community to select the 
influences which shall affect the child and to assist him in properly 
responding to these influences. (p.9) 
 

Therefore, teachers should take the roles of guides and facilitators, becoming partners of 

the students throughout the learning processes.  

       Another primary influence is the work of Paulo Freire (1921-1997), the famous 

Brazilian educator and influential advocate of critical pedagogy. Freire advocates 
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reflecting on the problems in the society and taking “action” to solve them through 

“dialogues” (communication). Freire (2003) proposes the conception of “banking 

education,” in which students are “depositories,” who passively receive, memorize and 

repeat what the teachers teach, while the teacher serves as “depositor,” simply pouring 

out what they know to the student, with no communication between them going on 

(p.72). Freire argues that the “banking education” should be replaced by a “problem-

posing education,” which aims at liberating and empowering the oppressed in education. 

In this education, teachers are no longer the only one that teaches, instead, through the 

“dialogues” with the students, they turn to be the ones that not only teach, but also be 

taught by the students (p. 80).   

       American educator, critical pedagogy follower bell hook (1994) advocates to 

“empower students” (p. 15), which means all of the students’ values and contributions 

should be appreciated within a classroom, and that teachers should teach in a way that 

“respects and cares for the souls” of the students (p.13), rather than ignore any of them.        

       Kenneth Goodman, who is best known for developing the theory of Whole 

Language, advocates that “language learning is universal,” and that students develop 

language and literacy through actively engaging in authentic and real-life experiences 

(Taylor, 2007, p. 6). Whole language perspective is defined by Dorothy Watson as “a 

perspective on education that is supported by beliefs about learners and learning, teachers 

and teaching, language and curriculum” (Wilde, 1996, p. 188). In this perspective, 

Halliday’s (1980) three aspects of children’s language development – “learning language, 

learning through language, and learning about language” – all occur at the same time, and 

no matter what is being taught, learners are in control of what they learn and the teacher 
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is regarded as a “co-learner” with the students (Yetta Goodman, 1989, p. 114). Whole 

language teachers are “kidwatchers” and “advocates” for their students, who engage in 

informed observation of the learners, trust the students’ potential as learners and 

encourage them to take ownership of their learning (Taylor, 2007, p. 7). 

       My inquiry studies the teacher-student roles beyond the regular classroom, aiming to 

explore the new relationship between them in the era of information technology, and how 

students’ critical thinking is cultivated to examine their own roles in their studies when 

confronted with new technologies.  

Implications in Classroom Pedagogy 

       British educator Douglas Barnes (1992) proposes the concepts of Transmission view 

and Interpretation view of teaching and learning, with the former emphasizing the 

knowledge being transmitted from the teacher to the students, while the latter emphasizes 

the knowledge being interactively interpreted between them. According to Barnes, the 

Transmission teacher and Interpretation teacher differ in the following ways: 

1. His view of knowledge: the Transmission teacher believes knowledge exists 

in “public disciplines,” while the Interpretation teacher views knowledge as 

existing in “the knower’s ability to organize thought and action.” 

2. What he values in the students: the Transmission teacher “values the 

learners’ performance insofar as they conform to the criteria of the 

discipline,” while the Interpretation teacher values “the learners’ 

commitment to interpreting reality, so that criteria arises as much from the 

learner as from the teacher.”  
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3. His view of his own role: the Transmission teacher’s task is to “evaluate and 

correct learner’s performance,” while the Interpretation teacher’s role is to 

“set up dialogue, in which the learners can reshape his knowledge through 

interaction with others.”  

4. His evaluation of his students’ participation: the Transmission teacher 

perceives the learner as “uniformed acolyte,” for whom access to knowledge 

will be difficult; while the Interpretation teacher perceives the learner as 

“already possessing systematic and relevant knowledge and the means of 

reshaping that knowledge.” (p.144-5) 

Summary  

       In this section I reviewed the influential theorists’ conceptions and their critical 

thinking in the teacher-student roles in the educational settings. John Dewey (2008) is an 

important figure who points out that learning and education is a social process and 

examines the roles that the teacher and students play in the classroom. He (1897) claims 

that all the students should be provided the opportunity of taking a role in their own 

learning, and that the teacher is “not in the school to impose certain ideas or to form 

certain habits in the child, but is there as a member of the community” and to assist the 

child with the selected influences that shall affect him (p. 9).  Another influential figure 

Paulo Freire (2003) advocates a “problem-posing education” to replace the “banking 

education,” in which teachers are no longer the only one that teach, instead, through the 

“dialogue” with the students, turn to be the ones not only teach, but also being taught by 

the students (2003, P. 80). Whole Language perspectives advocates that learners are in 
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control of what they learn and the teacher is regarded as a “co-learner” with the students 

(Yetta Goodman, 1989, p.114). They claim that teachers are “kidwatchers” and 

“advocates” for their students (Taylor, 2007, p. 7). Douglas Barnes (1992) proposes 

Transmission view and Interpretation view of teaching and learning. He compares the 

two types of teachers and awakes educators to ponder the teacher - student roles in 

education, and to examine which way may realize effective teaching and learning.  

Theories and Practice in Teaching Writing 

       My study examines Chinese EFL students’ online experiences with the L2 writing. 

Theories proposed by pioneering writing researchers and the influential empirical studies 

conducted by previous English writing educators have helped construct my 

understandings and knowledge of writing pedagogy. In this section, I discuss the 

influential theories and practice in teaching writing, and their educational implications.  

Expressive Language and Thinking in Writing 

       In his influential book Language in Thought and Action (1990), the Canadian-born 

American educator Hayakawa suggests that the goal of language study is to “learn to 

think more clearly, to speak and write more effectively, and to listen and read with 

greater understanding” (Preface, vii). We use language to write, to reflect our thinking, 

and to construct meanings and communicate them to others. Hayakawa reveals that with 

words, people cover their nastiest motives and behaviors as well as formulate their 

highest ideals and desires. He challenges the readers to ponder on a series of questions: 

Do the words we utter arise as a result of our thoughts, or are our thoughts 
determined by the linguistic systems we happen to have been taught? To 
what extent does our language make, as well as shape, our meanings? 
(Preface, viii) 
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       After examining the language in thought and action, Hayakawa finds that “report 

language informs us, but that expressive uses of language such as judgments and 

presymbolic functions affect us – that is, affect our feelings,” and that the affective 

language “has the character of a kind of force” to effect our thinking and actions (1990, p. 

43). He believes that “the expression of individual feelings is central to literature,” and 

the affective elements, the informal, expressive explorations are of the utmost importance 

in all literary writing (p. 85). In other words, people acquire the understandings and 

meanings from the written words to formulate their thinking and instruct their behaviors, 

while in return, people’s exploration in thinking and action also affect the words they 

express.  

       Many researchers have also examined the relationships among language, thinking 

and writing. Britton (1975) categorizes writing into three types according to its functions: 

transactional, expressive, and poetic. Poetic writing is “verbal construct, an ‘object’ made 

out of language,” and it includes all genres of literary writing, such as fiction, and poetry. 

Expressive writing is “thinking aloud on paper,” which is used as exploration of thinking 

and learning. Transactional writing is used to “inform, advise, persuade or instruct 

people” (p.90). According to Britton, expressive writing, “being informal, and leaving 

much implicit” (p.141), serves as the matrix, from which other forms of mature writing 

evolve (p. 83), since it records and explores the writer’s feelings, and “it is closer to the 

way the individual thinks when he thinks by himself than more developed and mediated 

utterance” (p. 141). Resonating Britton’s ideas that expressive writing can be used to 

explore thinking, Douglas Barnes (1992) proposes the notion of “exploratory speech,” 
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which means while students are articulating words through informal dialogues with peers 

or teachers, they are also trying to explore and construct meanings. Barnes finds that the 

use of exploratory language does not seem to “reflect different abilities of particular 

children,” but rather, it reflects “the degree of control over knowledge which they felt 

themselves to have” (p.108). Therefore, in either forms of expressive language, written or 

spoken, they both reflect a process of exploration, and help shape one’s thinking.  

       Moffett (1982) defines writing as “revision of inner speech for a purpose and an 

audience” (p. 233), while inner speech refers to as “verbally distilled stream of 

consciousness” (p. 231). Moffett recognizes the importance of keeping the flow of the 

thoughts while writing, and he believes that “writing discovers as much as it 

communicates” (p. 234). He argues that the most important thing a writer needs to know 

is “how he or she does think and verbalize and how he or she might” (p.234). In order to 

better train the brain so that clearer thinking and more effective writing can be generated, 

Moffett suggests two training techniques: inner speech, which emphasizes on the self-

exploration /discovery of one’s mind; and meditation, which focuses on the self-control 

of one’s mind. Moffett believes that not all thinking is verbal, and it is important to let the 

thoughts flow spontaneously to explore what the writer is really thinking about, while at 

the same time witness it and suspend it, “holding the mind on one point until the thinking 

becomes clear and ready to express” (p.239).   

       Murray (1985) assumes that writing is thinking. He believes that writing is one of the 

most “disciplined ways of making meaning and one of the most effective methods we can 

use to monitor our own thinking” (p. 3). He also claims that people write to think -- “to 

be surprised by what appears on the page; to explore our world with language; to 
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discover meaning that teaches us and that may be worth sharing with others” (p. 3). He 

stresses that people do not know what they want to say before they say it, and that it is 

through writing that people know what they want to say. In addition, Odell (1999) claims 

that “a text reflects a mind at work,” and “in order to construct meaning, one has to be 

able to explore, imagine, analyze, speculate, observe – in short, to think” (p. 7). He offers 

a model assessing the students’ thinking in their writings, which includes six categories:  

1. Dissonance: the problems, uncertainties, ambiguities, questions or conflicts the 

students mention in their writing.  

2. Selecting: students intentionally including or excluding certain kind of information.  

3. Encoding/representing: what sort of language students use to articulate their ideas, 

such as feelings, memories, perceptions, etc. 

4. Drawing on prior knowledge: students referring to things they already know to 

understand something new. 

5. Seeing relationships: the relationships, such as cause-effect, if…then, etc., that the 

students mention in their writing.  

6. Considering different perspective: students trying to consider other people’s 

perceptions, interpretations, or responses to a given idea, fact or experience. (p.9) 

       Blogging, as a form of informal writing, involves more expressive language -- self-

exploration of the students’ thinking and feelings – so as to communicate their meanings 

to other members of the community, and my study provides the students the opportunities 

to connect their own life experiences in their writings, to examine how their thinking 

forms, and to communicate what they care about to real audiences.  
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Writing Is a Process 

       Opposed to the traditional notion that writing is the “final product,” Janet Emig 

(1971) proposes that writing should be regarded as a process. Her pioneering case study, 

which was conducted in 1971, examines the composing processes of eight 16- and 17-

year-old secondary school students of diverse social, cultural and academic background 

through four writing sessions. She finds that reflexive writing has a longer prewriting 

period; reformulation occurs more frequently; and the engagement with the field of 

discourse is committed and exploratory. In addition, Emig suggests that writing process 

involves many other different aspects, such as “students’ feelings, attitudes, and self-

concepts” (p. v), other than just content and forms of the writing.  

       Hayes and Flower’s (1981) study furthers Emig’s assumption of writing as a process. 

They use protocol analysis and develop models in indentifying the organization of the 

writing processes, which includes “generating process,” “organizing process,” 

“translating process,” “reviewing process,” and “editing process” (p.161-168).  

       Britton (1975) argues that writing is not just “transferring spoken words to written 

words.” He quotes Vygostky’s ideas about written speech and explains that even the 

minimal development of the written speech requires “a high level of abstraction” (p. 19). 

According to Britton, three stages are involved in the writing process: a). conception: the 

writer has to make the decision to write and has formed some ideas of what is expected 

from him; b). incubation: it is the stage of preparation and planning; and c). production: 

the writer finally produce the writing. Britton claims that “we learn to write by reading 

and talking- and by writing” (p. 37).  
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       Murray (1985) also proposes a model of the writing process, including three steps, 

which is similar to Britton’s model: a). collect: the writer collects information for writing 

through observation, recall or brainstorming, mapping, exploring drafts, or interviewing, 

etc.; b). plan: the writer determines the focus, voice, design, genre and structure, etc. of 

the writing; c). develop: the writer draft, revise and edit the writing (p. 10). Murray 

advocates that writing should be taught “as a process not product.” He believes that the 

most important writing usually takes place before there is writing, and that “writers write 

before they write” (p. 17).  

Reader Response and Writing 

       Britton (1994) states that one’s progress as a writer depends not only on his 

increasing familiarity with forms of the written language, but also on the enlargement of 

his stock of “internalized” written forms through reading and being read to (p. 151). In 

order to assimilate “someone else’s outer speech into one’s ongoing inner speech” 

(Moffett, 1982, p. 232) and produce better writing, people need to read others’ work and 

develop the abilities of critically thinking and analyzing what others state in their 

writings.  

       In the late 1960s reading theories began to turn from the traditional transmission 

approach to a transactional one, and the readers are no longer “invisible” (Rosenblatt, 

1978), instead, their roles in literary experience and their contribution to interpreting texts 

have gradually been recognized. Rosenblatt is an important person in developing Reader 

Response theories. Having noticed that readers are traditionally viewed as “passive 

recipients” who do not carry on his own particular activities when reading (p. 4), 
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Rosenblatt (1995) proposes the Transactional theory, which views reading as a 

“constructive, selective process over time in a particular context,” and that readers and 

signs on the page are “continually being affected by what the other has contributed” (p. 

26). Therefore, both readers and texts are “essential to the transactional process of 

making meaning” (p. 27). Rosenblatt suggests that due to the diversity of individual 

reader’s personal experiences, beliefs and background, what they interpret from the same 

text are different, therefore, “more than one reasonable interpretation is possible” (p. 75), 

and even the same text “will have a very different meaning and value to us at different 

times or under different circumstances” (p. 35).  

       In her book The Reader, the Text, the Poem (1978), Rosenblatt analyzes two types of 

reading processes: a). efferent reading, in which the readers’ “attention is focused 

primarily on what will remain as the residue after the reading,” such as the information 

the readers abstract from the texts and the actions to be carried out (p.24); and b). 

aesthetic reading, in which the readers’ attention is centered directly on “what he is living 

through during his relationship with the particular text,” such as readers’ feelings and 

their personal satisfaction (p. 25). Rosenblatt also introduces the term “poem” to refer to 

“the whole category of aesthetic transactions between readers and texts without implying 

the greater or lesser ‘poeticity’ of any specific genre” (p. 12). According to Rosenblatt, 

teaching is to improve the individual’s capacity of evoking meaning from the text by 

“leading him to reflect self critically on this process” (p. 25-6). In other words, readers 

need to take on an active role in literary experience, bringing their own personal 

experiences, ideas and images to respond to the text and interpret meanings, and then 

reflect on their own responses.  
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       Since reading involves a transaction between the reader and the text, and each 

individual reader will carry their own particular prior experiences, feelings and images 

during interpretation of the texts, the reader’s unique perception and perspectives will 

also benefit writer’s writing experience.  

       Murray (1985) proposes the Respond theory in writing, in which he suggests that 

effective instruction in composition comes in “response to writing in process” (p. 75), 

which means that teachers should respond to and encourage their students, and guide 

them to respond to and improve their own writings. He states that 

We learn best…(when we are) encouraged to write and then have the 
opportunity to examine what we have done with an experienced writer, 
who can help us discover what worked and what needs work. (p.4) 
 

       Britton (1975) introduces the term “sense of audience” to indicate the importance of 

keeping the audience in mind while writing. He defines the term as the manner in which 

“the writer expresses a relationship with the reader in respect to his undertaking” (p.65). 

Britton describes the writer-reader relationship as that the writer “internalizes” his 

audience, therefore a writer needs to understand what is expected from him, as well as 

make his written work understood by his readers.  

       In his book Writing to be Read (revised 3rd Ed.), Ken Macrorie (1984) provides 

samples of the students’ authentic writings to demonstrate what is good writing and what 

can be done to help produce good writing. He suggests that the key to effective writing 

lies in “writing to be read by real persons who respond” (preface), since writing is more 

like “conversation” than people realize, and “it’s talking to others on paper – although 

they may be far away in space and time” (p.6). He also provides strategies inviting reader 
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response for effective writing, such as “the helping circle” (p. 84), which asks the 

students to read, listen and ask for each other’s opinions on their writing pieces.  

       In Writing without Teachers (1973, 1998), Peter Elbow proposes a “teacher-less 

writing class” (p. 117), which is the root of today’s writing groups or writing workshops. 

In this writing class, instead of receiving only the teacher’s opinions, the group members 

also receive their peer learners’ responses on their writings. They not only discuss what is 

right or wrong with the writing pieces, but also find out what effect the writing has on the 

readers in the group. In addition, in Writing with Power (1981, 1998), Elbow presents 

two types of feedback techniques for writing groups: a). “criterion-based” feedback, 

which invites the writers to reflect on their own writings based on the criterion designed 

for what are expected from them; and b). “reader-based” feedback, which lets the writers 

see what thoughts and feelings occur in readers’ minds as they read the article (p. 240). 

Elbow also provides the guiding questions for writers and readers to consider through the 

feedback giving process. In their recent work Being a Writer: A Community of Writers 

Revisited (2003), Elbow and Belanoff re-stress the importance of writing with a 

community so that peer responses will be provided, and they suggest using “sharing and 

responding” strategy to improve writing skills (p. 352).  

Flow, Fluency, and Writing Apprehension 

       The Hungarian psychology professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1990) introduces the 

Flow theory, which indicates that flow, as a “single-minded immersion” and completely 

focused motivation, is very likely to ultimately control the emotions that serve for 

people’s learning and performance. Csikszentmihalyi defines flow as “the positive 
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aspects of human experience – joy, creativity, the process of total involvement with life” 

(p. xi), and describes flow experience as “the optimal experience,” and “the sense of 

seemingly effortless movement,” in which attention can be freely engaged to achieve a 

person’s goals (p. 54). According to him, people who attain the flow experience develop 

a “stronger, more confident self,” since more of their psychic energy has been 

successfully invested in goals they themselves had chosen to pursue (p. 40).  

       Elbow’s (1973, 1998) concept of “freewriting” (p.3) resonates with 

Csikszentmihalyi’s Flow theory by emphasizing the flow of writing and valuing the 

spontaneous ideas that come into writer’s mind during writing. Elbow believes that while 

engaged in uninterrupted writing, writers may produce and record substantial quality 

thinking and ideas. In Nothing Begins with N: New Investigations of Freewriting (1991), 

freewriting is defined by Belanoff, Elbow and Fontaine as writing that is for the self, 

during which mechanics are not to receive the focus, and even nonsense, garbage, and 

tangents are acceptable. They stress that the only rule for freewriting is that writers do not 

stop writing during the process. They also categorize three types of freewriting: 1). 

focused – the writer has a direction to begin the writing; 2). public – the writer knows 

there will be audiences beyond self; and 3). focused/public – the writing has direction at 

the beginning and will be shared with others later. Fontaine points out that certain 

qualities are associated with freewriting, including a lively and authentic tone; discovery 

of new ideas; surprise; and a nonclogged quality of syntax (1991, p. xii). Many educators 

have explored the effect of freewriting on the fluency and flow in students’ writing. In 

her unpublished doctoral dissertation, Dr. Amy Lannin (2007) examines the experiences 

of the 8th and 9th graders during regular freewriting sessions and finds that freewriting 
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builds fluency in student writing, generates motivation to write, and promotes flow 

experiences for student writers, during which the students lose track of time, find 

satisfaction in what they are doing, are in control of the situation and experience a loss of 

self-awareness, yet sustain a focus while writing (p.175). Besides the above five 

dimensions of the flow experience, Csikszentmihalyi (1990) also stresses that an 

equilibrium between the level of challenge and personal skill should be established – 

students have to be sufficiently challenged, and confront tasks which are neither too hard 

nor too easy so that they “have a chance of completing” (p.49). In my present study, 

clarity and fluency are emphasized over correctness of form in the students’ informal 

writing – blogging, so that the students’ flow of thoughts can be kept, thus improving 

their flow and fluency of writing.  

       Chenoweth and Hayes (2001) define fluency as the rate of production of text, in 

other words, the average length of bursts of proposed language. According to Wolfe-

Quintero, Inagaki, and Kim’s (1998) definition, writing fluency refers to how 

comfortable the L2 learner is with producing language, depending on the context and 

their abilities. Studies show that fluency is affected by many factors, such as how 

experienced the writers are with the target language (Chenoweth & Hayes, 2001), the 

influence of topic selection control – teacher assign the topics or students self-select 

topics (Bonzo, 2008), and writing apprehension (Daly & Miller, 1975).  

       Writing apprehension is a term coined by Daly and Miller (1975) as the fear and 

avoidance of writing, which may block the fluency and flow of the student’s writing. 

According to them, individuals with high writing apprehension “fear evaluation of their 

writing,” thus avoiding writing when possible; and when forced to write, they exhibit 
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high levels of anxiety (p. 244). Daly’s (1979) study shows that individuals who are highly 

apprehensive find the writing experience “more punishing than rewarding and, as a 

consequence, avoid it…” (p. 37). When they must write, the anxiety the writers 

experience will be reflected in the behaviors they display as they write, in the attitudes 

they express about their writing, and in their written products (Faigley, Daly & Witte, 

1981, p. 16). Therefore, people need to look “beyond the abilities of writers and contexts 

of the situation to include the attitude that writers bring to the experience” (Lannin, 2007, 

p. 5). My present study looks into how students’ anxiety level in writing may change 

when their writing context has changed from traditionally writing on paper to writing 

online, and its relationship to their writing experiences.  

Pedagogical Implications 

       In his milestone article “Toward an Understanding of the Distinctive Nature of L2 

Writing: The ESL Research and Its Implications,” Tony Silva (1993) points out that 

currently there is no comprehensive L2 writing theory, since it is prevalently assumed 

that L1 and L2 writing are the same for “all intents and purposes” (p. 668). However, 

according to his study, Silva argues that L2 writing is obviously different from L1 writing 

“strategically, rhetorically and linguistically” (p. 669). He suggests that those differences 

should be addressed, and the L2 writers should be treated fairly and be taught effectively 

to realize a successful L2 writing experience (p.671). Therefore, it is essential for L2 

writing teachers to lower their expectations for the students, create an inviting, non-

threatening writing environment, and value students’ thoughts over the correctness of the 

forms in their writing.  
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       In Errors and Expectations: A Guide for the Teacher of Basic Writing (1977), Mina 

Shaughnessy lists the typical types of errors students will most likely make in their 

writings, and analyzes the reasons why they have those problems. She suggests that 

teachers should try to understand the logic of the students’ mistakes, since students bring 

their own “linguistic sophistication” (p.13) into their writings which should not be 

ignored by teachers. Shaughnessy argues that not all basic writing students have the same 

problems and not all students with the same problems have them for the same reasons – 

“there are styles to being wrong” (p. 40). She suggests that teachers should change the 

orientation of their expectations in students’ writing: not to focus on the errors, but to 

understand the reasons behind them, thus helping the students defeat them and improve 

writing. Shaughnessy also stresses the importance of building up students’ confidence in 

writing, and suggests encouraging students to “behave as writers” (p. 73). Student writers 

will have reduced tensions and anxieties once they have realized that their ideas and 

thinking, rather than their errors and their inexperience in language, will be emphasized.  

       In Writing to Learn (1989), William Zinsser observes that writing, thinking, and 

learning are the same process (p. ix), and believes that writing process is an exploratory 

learning process, since the act of writing “clarifies our half-formed ideas” and helps us 

“find out what we know and what we want to say” (p. viii-ix). He further claims that 

writing is also a form of thinking, whatever the subject (p. vii); and that it is not 

necessary to be a “writer” to write well – anyone “who can think clearly can write as well 

as the best writer,” since clear writing is the “logical arrangement of thought” (p. viii). 

Therefore, people from different disciplines can write well about their specialized fields, 

as long as they have “a sense of high enjoyment, zest and wonder” (p. x). Zinsser 
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emphasizes on the transaction going on among the writer, the reader and the text. He 

states that the central relationship in nonfiction lies in the transaction between a writer 

and his subject (p. 139), and a good writer always knows what his readers are thinking 

and what they expect to read next (p. 141). Zinsser also values how good writing can 

cultivate active thinking in readers – it should “teach us how to look,” as well as “give us 

the information we need to understand what we are looking at” (p. 104). 

       Charles Anderson and Marian MacCurdy stress the power of writing in promoting 

physical and emotional healing in Writing and Healing: Toward an Informed Practice 

(2000), in which they point out that everyone can write – writing or poems belong not 

only to professional writers or poets, but every one; and that through writing the 

traumatic incidents happened in the past, people seek comfort and their grief can be 

soothed. According to them, writing has the potential to “help survivors deal with these 

events in a way that mitigates their traumatic consequences” (p. 3), and through “re-

externalizing the event” (p. 6), survivors can free the traumatic moments. Anderson and 

MacCurdy recognize one very important characteristic for trauma survivors: they “feel 

powerless, taken over by alien experiences” that they cannot anticipate and did not 

choose, while “healing depends upon gaining control over that which has engulfed us” (p. 

5). Therefore, they suggest writing, and getting healed, through group writing (p. 405), in 

which group members can understand well each other’s situation and provide mutual 

support and comfort. They also recommend that students should not be forced by the 

teachers to write such traumatic experiences as assignments. Instead, respect and 

understanding should be shown to them, and creating a comfortable writing environment 

becomes critical in the practice of writing to heal. People encounter various unpredictable 
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incidents in life, good or bad, and the students need this forum to free themselves out of 

the traumatic memories and painful experiences, as well as share their happiness with 

others. 

Summary of Theories and Practice in Teaching Writing 

       In this area I have reviewed the major theories and discussed the influential practice 

in teaching writing. Hayakawa (1990), Britton (1975), Moffett (1982), and Barnes (1992) 

explore the relationship between language and thoughts and discuss how expressive 

language can help inform and shape thinking in writing. Odell (1999) identify and 

categorize six types of thinking in writing. 

       Emig (1971), Britton (1975), and Hayes & Flower (1981) are the pioneering 

educators who have proposed that writing is a process, opposed to the traditional view of 

writing as a “final product.” Murray (1972) further advocates that writing should be 

taught “as a process not product,” which is believed and practiced by many writing 

teachers. 

       Rosenblatt’s (1978) conception of reading as a transaction among the writer, the text, 

and the reader, has profound influence on the later writing researchers as well as reading 

theorists. Due to the different perspectives and the prior experiences the reader brings to 

the text-reading experiences, the writer may also benefit from the reader’s responses 

during their writing processes. Murray (1985) proposes the Respond theory in writing, 

and Britton (1975) emphasizes the importance of keeping “the sense of audience” while 

writing. Macrorie (1984) suggests that effective writings come from real reader’s 
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responses, and Elbow (1973, 1998) advocates the “teacher-less writing class,” in which 

students share writings and provide peer responses to each other. 

       Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) Flow theory proposes that “single-minded immersion” 

can engage people, and those who attain flow experiences can achieve their goals 

“effortlessly.” This theory is related to Elbow’s (1973, 1998) concept of “freewriting,” 

which values the flow of writing and the spontaneous thinking generated during writing. 

Flow and fluency in writing can be affected by many factors, including writing 

apprehension, the term coined by Daly and Miller (1975), which refers to the fear and 

avoidance of writing.  

       The pedagogical implications have also been discussed. Silva (1993) suggests 

writing teachers lower their expectations towards L2 writers, address L2 writers’ needs, 

and create a non-threatening writing environment. Shaughnessy suggests understanding 

the reasons behind the students’ errors and building up students’ self-confidence as 

writers. Zinsser (1989) believes that writing is an exploratory learning process, and 

recommends writing to think and writing to learn. Anderson and MacCurdy (2000) 

advocate writing to heal through small group responses to writing. 

New Literacies 

       In the following section, I discuss the basic conceptions of New Literacies, which, 

though a relatively new field, represents the trend of the literacy changes occurring in the 

age of technology. I particularly focus on one of the writing venues in New Literacies, 

the blog, and its pedagogical implications in writing instruction.  
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Technology and the New Literacies 

       As Yancey (2004) states, never before has the development of writing outside the 

academy differed so greatly from the composition inside, and that never before have the 

technologies of writing contributed so quickly to the creation of new genres (p.298). 

Technology has continuingly and profoundly influenced the societies and cultures in 

which it “fostered and supported an unprecedented expansion of human communication” 

(Writing Framework for the 2011 National Assessment of Educational Progress in 

Herrington, Hodgson & Moran, Eds., 2009, p. vii). Traditional composition pedagogy 

has, therefore, also substantially changed. According to the 2010 Pew Internet American 

Life Project, 93% of teens ages 12-17 go online, and 95% of young adults ages 18-33 use 

the Internet. When the Internet prevails in the society and becomes indispensible in 

people’s daily life, more and more educators have realized the challenges and 

possibilities the Internet has brought to their classroom teaching. 

       As many educators inquired into how new technologies may benefit classroom 

instruction in the era of information, the term, “New Literacies” was introduced to the 

public, which has various definitions due to different perspectives. Generally speaking, 

there are two theoretically distinct approaches to study the field of new literacies. One is 

informed by cognitive and language processing theories, such as cognitive psychology, 

psycholinguistics, constructivism, and other similar theories, and focuses on examining 

the cognitive and social processes involved in comprehending online or digital texts (i.e. 

Leu, 2001; Coiro, 2003; Coiro & Dobler, 2007). Therefore, from this orientation, new 

literacies is defined as internet-based reading, critical thinking and communication skills 

and strategies (Leu, et. al., 2004). Informed largely by psycholinguistic perspectives, 
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Donald Leu (2007), a prominent researcher in the field of new literacies, has identified 

four defining characteristics of new literacies: 

1. New skills and strategies are required to effectively use the new technologies (such as 

the internet) and the novel literacy tasks pertaining to those new technologies.  

2. They are a critical component of full participation – civic, economic, and personal – 

in the society. 

3. New literacies are deictic, which means they change regularly as new technology 

emerges and old technologies fade away.  

4. New literacies are “multiple, multimodal, and multifaceted”. (p. 43) 

From this perspective, New Litercies is a broad concept, which includes common 

findings emerging across multiple theories in literacy of the new age, and exhibits the 

rapidly changing nature of literacy in a dialogical world.   

       The other approach to studying new literacies is based on the “social practice” 

perspective. According to Lankshear and Knobel (2006), new literacies refers to “new 

socially recognized ways of generating, communicating and negotiating meaningful 

content through the medium of encoded texts within contexts of participation in 

discourses” (p. 65). From this perspective, new literacies are constituted by “new 

technical stuff,” which refers to the use of digital technologies as the means of producing, 

sharing and interacting with meaningful content; and “new ethos stuff,” which involves 

participation in a collaborative social environment (Lankshear & Knobel, 2007, p. 21). 

       The emergence of new technologies brings challenges for people to read and write. 

However, it also provides more possibilities for people to reflect on their traditional ways 

of reading and writing. Karchmer, Mallette, Kara-Soteriou & Leu (2005) argue that 
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educators should “think in new ways about what it means to become literate and how to 

provide effective literacy instruction for their students” (p. vi) when the Internet has 

become an important communication tool in this new era of information. Howard 

Gardner (1983, 2004) proposes the theory of multiple intelligences, which differentiates 

human intelligence into specific “modalities,” such as linguistic intelligence, musical 

intelligence, spatial intelligence and bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, rather than seeing it 

as dominated by a single general ability. Gardner states that “no two people possess 

exactly the same profile of intelligences” (p. xvii), therefore, multiple modalities of 

teaching should be provided to foster different people’s various needs in learning. Gee 

(2003) argues that rather than just words, meaning and knowledge are constructed 

through various modalities, such as images, texts, symbols and interactions (p. 111); and 

learning to read and write particular kinds of texts requires participants not only read 

texts of this type in this way, but also talk about and socially interact over such texts in 

certain ways (Gee, Hull & Lankshear, 1996, p. 3). Moreno & Mayer (2007) propose to 

engage students in “interactive multimodal learning environments” so that 

“multidirectional communication” can be enabled (p. 310). Therefore, it is essential that 

classroom teachers develop the perspectives of new literacies and accommodate the 

curriculum, as well as their own teaching methods to the needs and new requirements of 

society and the students. Since the use of the Internet, many teachers have turned their 

attention to one of the most popular implementations of new literacies – the weblogs.  
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The Weblogs and Other Major Writing Venues 

       Richardson (2009) notes that blogs are comprised of reflections and conversation, in 

which readers are engaged by ideas, questions, and links and prompted to think and 

respond (p. 17-8). He claims that blogging is a genre, which engages students and adults 

in “a process of thinking in words,” instead of simply recording the day’s events or 

feelings (p. 20). Blogs, then, are essentially regularly updated online journals (Davies & 

Merchant, 2007, p. 168), and a way for internet users to express themselves creatively or 

to record their experiences. According to the latest Pew Internet & American Life 

Project, about one in ten internet users contribute to a blog; one in three internet users 

read blogs, and these ratios increase when it comes to teens and young adults. In 2010 

Pew Internet project report, 14% of teens of ages 12-17 worked on their blogs as of 2009 

and 49% read blogs; 18% of young adults ages 18-33 worked on their blogs in May 2010 

and 43% read blogs (p. 9). More and more educators have realized the influence and 

positive impact that blogs may have on today’s students. According to learning 

specialists Fernette and Brock Eide, blogs can:  

- promote critical and analytical thinking; 

- be a powerful promoter of creative, intuitive, and associational thinking; 

- promote analogical thinking; 

- be a powerful medium for increasing access and exposure to quality information; 

- combine the best of solitary reflection and social interaction. (Eide Neurolearning 

Blog, 2005) 

       Deng and Yuen (2009) emphasize the “reflective” and “interactive” functions of 

blogs in their pedagogical benefits, by which they explain that blogs share with the 
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traditional paper-based journals “the affordances for reflective thinking and have the 

potential to excel as tools for promoting learning,” since they enable peer interaction and 

collaborative learning (pp. 95-6). In addition, Richardson (2009) summarizes six basic 

characteristics of blogs that make them an attractive addition to the teacher’s instruments:  

1. Weblogs are a constructive tool for learning; 

2. Weblogs expand the walls of classroom by providing possibility of connecting 

students with others outside the classroom; 

3. Blogs archive the teacher and students’ learning, facilitating all sorts of 

reflection and metacognitive analysis;  

4. Weblog is a democratic tool which supports different learning styles; 

5. Weblog can enhance the development of expertise in a particular subject; 

6. Blogs can teach students the new literacies that they encounter in an ever 

expanding information society. (pp: 27-8) 

Therefore, Richardson concludes that blogs can “enhance and deepen learning,” in which 

students are learning to “read more critically, think about that reading more analytically, 

and write more clearly” (p. 20). Through the unique process of blogging, the relationships 

among students, teachers, mentors and professionals within the weblog environment are 

built as well.  

       Besides weblogs, there are other writing venues in new literacies that have also 

attracted the attention of many educators and researchers, such as Wikis, and the social 

Web.  
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Wikis  

       The word wiki comes from the Hawaiian wiki-wiki, which means “quick,” and the 

first wiki was created by Ward Cunningham in 1995, who aimed at designing an easy 

authoring tool that may stimulate people to publish. Therefore, a wiki, according to 

Richardson (2009), is “a Website where anyone can edit anything anytime they want” (p. 

55), which represents the potential of collaboration on the Web. He regards Wikipedia as 

“the poster child for the collaborative construction of knowledge and truth that the new, 

interactive Web facilitates” (p. 57), since in the process of using Wikipedia there is much 

to learn, which can help students become better learners and develop their collaboration 

and negotiation skills (p.58). Although Steve Jobs calls Wikipedia one of the most 

accurate encyclopedias in the world (http://tinyurl.com/33uqlh), and Richardson believes 

that we need to teach Wikipedia to students (p. 57), there are challenges for teachers 

using it in schools, such as checking to ensure Wikipedia’s accuracy; encouraging the 

students’ particular perspectives in finding out the information and evaluating it, instead 

of fostering a neutral viewpoint in Wikipedia’s entries; and changing the way we think 

about the content the students create on their own.  

The Social Web 

       With the rapid increase in the number of people joining in social networking sites, 

such as Facebook and Twitter, the power and influence of the social Web has been 

realized in education. The term, “social Web” was coined by Howard Rheingold in 1996, 

which is described as a “virtual community center” that listed online communities for 

users interested in socializing through the Web to work together. According to 

Richardson (2009), the social Web indicates that 
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we have many friends out there just waiting to be found and connected to, 
and those friends have other friends who can just as easily connect with us 
and point us to new and interesting information or learning. (p. 85) 
 

Richardson claims that “learning is a continuous conversation among many participants;” 

because of those social networking sites, people can build complex networks of 

resources, in which “more information, more teachers, and more learning” can be found 

(p.86).  

       Twitter, originally, was created as a way to “send quick updates to anyone who was 

‘following’ the person posting the update” (Richardson, 2009, p. 86), but now, it has 

evolved and has been applied by many teachers to create a virtual social learning 

environment, where teachers and students from classrooms around the world can share 

resources, ideas and experiences together, and receive instant feedback from others. 

Richardson argues that it is the blend of the professional and the personal that makes 

Twitter such a cool tool, on which people feel “more a part of the larger conversation, 

more a part of the community” (p. 87).  

Pedagogical Implications 

       When applying blogs in the classroom, Allison’s (2009) research finds that blogging 

builds up “a meaningful, dialogic, motivating environment,” in which students get 

inspired to reflect on their own reading, writing, research, and response skills together 

with their peers. It also shows that students become enthusiastic “self-guided learners” 

who attempt to “improve their skills to keep up with and to impress their peers” (p. 75). 

In addition, Heskett (2009) notes that “blogs allow everyone to participate, regardless of 

ability,” in which quieter or silent students may feel more comfortable communicating 
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with peer learners via the “written word” (p.5). Kajder & Bull (2003) also believe that 

blogs provide scaffolded help for struggling students in reading and writing. 

       In recent years, weblog related research has also examined the ELL students of 

diverse language background and addressed a variety of issues. West (2008) employs 

weblogs into her 11th-grade American literature class and invites her students to post their 

own literary responses onto the class blog and exchange ideas with each other online. 

Bloch (2007) studies blog’s relationship to the development of student’s academic 

writing; Black (2007); Horvath (2009), and Pham & Usaha (2009) examine blog-based 

peer response for EFL writing; Oravec (2003), Block (2004), Huffaker (2005), and Black 

& Steinkuehler (2009) conclude that using weblogs will promote literacy and community 

building; and Lam (2000, 2004), Black (2005, 2007) investigate how new identities are 

built in virtual space through online interactions. However, very few studies take place in 

China, hence few pedagogical implications concerning weblog’s usage in L2 writing 

instruction are provided for Chinese English writing teachers. 

       According to the most recent CNNIC (China Internet Network Information Center) 

report (2010), up to June 2010, the total number of the Internet users in China reached 

420 Million, while that number in 2006 was 111 million, with an increase of almost three 

times. The average weekly online hours reached 19.8 hours, compared with 15.9 hours in 

2006. Almost one third of the “net citizens” were students (30.7%), and the utilization 

rate of blog increased from 14.2 % in Jan. 2006 to 55.1% in June 2010. Chinese 

educators have also started to examine the value of the new technologies and discuss the 

possibilities of employing weblogs in the educational settings. Li & Hu (2003) evaluate 

the usage of weblog and find that it enables different groups of people to be involved in 
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the process of assessment; and that it may prompt students into critical thinking. In 

Jiang’s (2004) article “Comment on Archive Bag and Blog,” he analyzes weblog as a 

useful tool to “make full use of resources, collect and issue information” if introduced 

into teaching evaluation. Liu (2005) introduces the knowledge and the role of blog. Liu 

(2004) demonstrates his initial exploration of integrating weblog into high school English 

teaching in China and invites parents to see the development of their children and to 

comment on the blog entries that the students have produced. However, such weblog-

related discussions in Chinese higher education are rather rare. Moreover, most articles 

related to weblogs mainly propose possibilities and ideas, rather than “documenting 

research results or actual implementation” within one instructor’s teaching practices 

(Chen & Bonk, 2008, p. 46), not to mention the exploration of the weblog’s relationship 

to the development of students’ critical thinking and writing fluency in L2 writing.  

       Chen & Bonk’s (2008) two case studies of using weblogs with undergraduate 

students involve new ideas in student assessment, and discuss the possibilities and 

potential problems of using weblogs in learning and assessment in Chinese higher 

education. They conclude that weblog is beneficial in improving the students’ thinking, 

communication, writing, and learning skills. On the other hand, they also warn the 

educators of several problems that they need to address in their future research, such as 

technology and infrastructure problem, management problem, and instructional strategies 

the instructor will use on weblog. However, their studies are focused on how weblogs can 

facilitate innovation in the assessment field. They do not describe the students’ exact 

experiences, so that there is no detailed portrayal of implementing weblog into English 

language teaching as a process. Therefore, a closer examination needs to be conducted to 
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understand what really happens when integrating weblogs into English writing 

instruction.  

Summary of New Literacies 

       In this section, I discussed what are the new literacies and the major writing venues 

of new literacies. With the emergence and proliferation of new information and 

communication technologies, writing teachers have also attempted alternative ways to 

involve students in learning and communication. Having examined the new literacies 

from both cognitive and linguistic perspective (Leu, 2001, 2004; Coiro, 2003; Coiro & 

Dobler, 2007), and “social practice” perspective (Lankshear & Knobel, 2006, 2007), 

many educators find it necessary and indispensable to engage students in multimodal 

ways of reading and writing (Gee, Hull & Lankshear, 1996; Gee, 2003), especially 

reading and writing online. One particular novel medium for online communication, the 

blog, has attracted increasing attention.  

       Empirical studies have examined the application of blogs in classroom and found 

particular characteristics and benefits pertaining to it, such as providing a flexible and 

collaborative learning environment, stimulating critical thinking, inviting peer responses 

and communication (Allison, 2009; Heskett, 2009; West, 2008; Block, 2007; etc.). They 

suggest that integrating blogs in ELL classrooms is promising (Li & Hu 2003; Chen & 

Bonk, 2008).  

Conclusion 

       Chinese English teaching has been practiced for almost 150 years and the teaching 

approaches of English writing have gone through substantial changes from the product 
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approach to the process approach and to a combination of both approaches through these 

decades. However, the probing for effective teaching methods to address the 

contemporary needs of society and especially our students never ends.  

       Guided by the socio-cultural perspective as my theoretical lens, and informed by the 

Second Language Acquisition theories that language learning will be facilitated when 

students are engaged in collaborative learning with sufficient language input and are 

prompted to produce comprehensible output, I conducted my current study, exploring the 

writing process and communications through Chinese college EFL students’ online 

writing experience.  

       I then reviewed the theories of critical pedagogy, with a focus on the teacher-student 

roles, since writing is also a form of thinking (Murray, 1985), and critical thinking will 

help the students to discover not only the meanings of the literary words, but also those of 

the worlds; and to realize the power they have with the words to change the world that 

they live in. My study invited the students to write upon various topics, including both 

the topics assigned by teachers, and the topics of students’ choice, in the hopes of 

deepening the students’ thinking through their informal and expressive writing processes. 

Theories and important practice in teaching writing inform my thinking on how to 

conduct my study of online writing, such as establishing an inviting and non-threatening 

writing environment; emphasizing on the processes, rather than the products of writing; 

and valuing the students’ ideas and thinking, instead of picking on their errors in writings.  

       The last area I reviewed that supports my theoretical frame is the literature of New 

Literacies. I discussed the definition and characteristics of New Literacies and introduced 

some of its major writing venues, such as blogs, wikis, and the social Web. I focused on 
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the discussion of weblogs and its pedagogical implications in classrooms. Researchers 

examined the integration of weblogs in classrooms and addressed various issues, such as 

blog’s relationship to the development of student’s academic writing (Block, 2007), 

blog’s advantages in promoting literary study (West, 2008), peer response in EFL writing 

(Horvath 2009; Pham & Usaha2009), and community building (Allison, 2009; Heskett, 

2009). Undoubtedly, more studies are on the way to explore the potential benefits of 

using blogs in educational setting. Nevertheless, few of them have addressed the use of 

blogs in Chinese English teaching, in particular, English writing instruction. What are the 

experiences and attitudes of the Chinese EFL students when the instructor integrates 

blogs in their writing class? What are the benefits and difficulties? What roles should the 

teacher and students play during their blogging processes? What kinds of thinking are 

reflected in the students’ blog entries? How does unassigned blogging differ from the 

assigned blogging? All the above questions help guide this study.   
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

       During the four years that I was teaching English to my non-English major college 

students, their complaints about how hard English writing was had always been a 

prominent theme. As a second language learner and also an English teacher myself, I 

understand my students’ struggles and challenges in English writing; but also, I 

appreciate the magic power of how writing can free a person’s mind and let out the deep 

emotional cry when needed, which I wish I could guide my students to appreciate as well. 

I’d been trying different methods with my students to soothe their pains and fears in 

English writing, and I’ve also been exploring a natural way which can both engage the 

students and create a comfortable writing environment for them, and fortunately, 

blogging came into my world.  

The Pilot Study 

       From March 21, 2010 to May 24, 2010, I conducted an 8-week pilot study, 

investigating the Chinese first-year non-English major college students’ online 

communication and writing experiences through English blogging practice. I examined 

22 voluntary participants, who majored in Chinese Language Studies at a southern 

Chinese university. In the pilot study, I observed the interest and the enthusiasm the 

students showed through posting their writings publicly and the online interactions 

among them. I also perceived that the students’ writings became meaningful and 

authentic when they realized that more people, instead of just their teacher, would be the 

readers of their writings. Due to the time constraint, the students were writing only upon 
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given prompts, and they did not have the opportunities to write on topics of their own 

choices. In addition, the lack of instructions on class blog etiquette and certain technical 

difficulties added to the obstacles that the students encountered during the project. 

Having recognized the limitation of my pilot study, I designed a new research project.  

The Present Study 

       From October 2011 to late April 2012, I conducted this inquiry by involving a class 

of 31 Chinese first-year college students majoring in Business Administration in a 15-

week English blogging activity. The purpose of this study was to describe and analyze 

the participating students’ online communication and writing experiences through 

blogging in English. In this study, I considered the question and problems that arose from 

my pilot study, and modified the research questions and the design to include a wider 

range of perspectives of students’ blogging experiences. In order to obtain in-depth 

understandings, I conducted a qualitative case study and examined seven focus students’ 

blogging experiences and their online interactions with others.  

       In this chapter, I will describe the research questions, the research method that 

guided me throughout the study, the data collection procedures and data analysis, as well 

as the trustworthiness and limitations of the study.  

Research Questions 

       My research questions arose from my exploration over years of English teaching and 

the perceptions and understandings I gained through the studies in my doctoral program. 

In this research, I will address the following topic: 
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What happens when instructor uses blogging to teach English writing to 

Chinese first-year non-English major college students in China? 

The following sub-questions will elaborate the main question from different perspectives: 

1. What are participating Chinese EFL students’ experiences with and attitudes towards 

blogging? 

2. What are the benefits and difficulties for participating Chinese EFL students to share 

writings on a class blog? 

3. How does assigned blogging (writing on assigned topics) compare with unassigned 

blogging (writing on topics of self-choice)? What kinds of thinking are demonstrated 

in different types of blogging? 

4. What qualities are found in students’ blogging? How shall we evaluate EFL students’ 

writings? 

Research Method 

Paradigm 

       Creswell (2007) indicates that qualitative research is shaped by examining the 

researcher’s inquiry paradigms, which, according to Lincoln & Guba (1985), are world 

views and general perspectives that people use to understand the complexity of the real 

world (p. 15). Guba (1990) further defines paradigms as “a basic set of beliefs that guide 

action” (p. 17). As a researcher, I am obviously influenced by the paradigm of 

constructivism, according to which, 

concepts and theories are constructed by researchers out of stories that are 
constructed by research participants who are trying to explain and make 
sense out of their experiences and/or lives, both to the research and 
themselves. (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p.10)         
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       Hatch (2002) states that constructivists assume a world in which “universal, absolute 

realities are unknowable, and the objects of inquiry are individual perspectives or 

constructions of reality” (p. 15). Therefore, when asked the ontological question “What is 

the nature of reality?” I believe in the existence of “multiple realities,” which are 

constructed by individuals through their own experiences of the world from their own 

perspectives. In answering epistemological questions of what can be known and what is 

the relationship of the knower to what is to be known (Hatch, 2002, p. 11), the researcher 

and participants co-constructed knowledge through mutual engagement in this study. The 

research intent was to “make sense the meanings others have about the world” (Creswell, 

2007, p. 21), and I developed understandings together with my participants of how 

students’ English writing experiences were influenced when they were engaged in online 

interactions and English blogging activity.  

Approach 

       Corbin & Strauss (2008) note that the “fluid, evolving, and dynamic nature” (p. 13) 

of the qualitative approach allows researchers to explore the participants’ inner 

experiences, to examine how meanings are constructed by the participants through and in 

culture, and to “discover rather than test variables” (p. 12), which make qualitative 

approach more desirable than quantitative approach in educational settings.  

       Qualitative research is defined by Strauss & Corbin (1990) as “any kind of research 

that produces findings that are not arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other 

means of quantification” (p. 17); while Creswell’s (2007) definition emphasizes the 

process of research as “flowing from philosophical assumptions, to worldviews and 
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through a theoretical lens, and on to the procedures,” which inquire into the meanings 

individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem (p. 37). According to 

Creswell, in addition to “explore,” and obtain a “complex, detailed understanding” of the 

inquired issue, people choose to conduct qualitative research to also “empower” the 

participants so that the “power relationship” that often exist between a researcher and the 

participants could be minimized, and their voices can be heard. Furthermore, the context 

or settings, in which participants in a study “address a problem or issue;” and the 

interactions among people during the study, which are impossible for the quantitative 

methods and statistical analysis to measure, can be better understood through the 

qualitative approach (p. 40). 

       Based upon the complex nature of individuals’ responses to blogging activity, I 

chose to use qualitative approach in this study, since this method exhibits more directly 

the nature of the transaction between the researcher and research participants (objects), 

and is more “sensitive to and adaptable to the many mutually shaping influences and 

value patterns that may be encountered” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 40) in the study.  

       According to Creswell (2007) and Hatch (2002), qualitative research presents the 

following characteristics, which also guided and impacted my study: 

1. Natural settings: Researchers do not bring individuals into a lab; instead, the “lived 

experiences of real people in real settings” are the objects of study (Hatch, p. 6). 

Researchers gather information by “actually talking directly to people and seeing 

them behave and act within their context” (Creswell, p. 37). 

2. Participants’ meanings: Qualitative researchers seek to understand the world and 

meanings “from the perspectives of those living in it” (Hatch, p. 7), rather than the 
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meaning “that the researchers bring to the research or writers from the literature” 

(Creswell, p. 39).  

3. Emergent design: The initial plan for research is not tightly pre-scheduled, and “all 

phases of the process may change or shift” once the researchers enter the field and 

start the data collecting process (Creswell, p. 39). 

4. Researcher as key instrument: The qualitative researchers collect data directly by 

themselves through “examining documents, observing behavior, and interviewing 

participants” (Creswell, p. 38).  

5. Inductive data analysis: The researchers “collect as many detailed specifics from 

the research setting as possible” (Hatch, p. 10), and establish their patterns, 

categories, and themes by “organizing the data into increasingly more abstract units 

of information” (Creswell, p. 38). 

6. Interpretive inquiry: Hatch argues that all qualitative research is about 

“understanding the meaning individuals construct in order to participate in their 

social lives” (p. 9), and Creswell believes that through qualitative inquiry, 

researchers “make an interpretation of what they see, hear and understand” and 

communicate this interpretation to the readers of a broader range (p. 39). 

7. Wholeness and complexity: Qualitative researchers report multiple perspectives 

and identify the many factors involved in a situation so as to provide a larger 

picture. They identify the “complex interactions of factors in any situation” 

(Creswell, p. 39) without “breaking them down into isolated, incomplete, and 

disconnected variables” (Hatch, p. 9). 
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8. Reflexivity: “The capacities to be reflective, to keep track of one’s influence on a 

setting, to bracket one’s biases, and to monitor one’s emotional responses” are 

what allow researchers to pay closer attention to participants’ lived experiences and 

to understand what is going on (Hatch, p. 10).  

       Lincoln & Guba (1985) suggest that constructivist use naturalistic qualitative 

research methods as their data collection and analytic tools. According to Patton (2002), 

the basic rationale for naturalistic inquiry is to minimize “investigator manipulation of the 

study setting and places no prior constraints on what the outcomes of the research will 

be” (p. 39). In my study, I used naturalistic qualitative methods, such as interviews, field 

observations, researcher’s memos, to capture “naturally occurring activity in natural 

settings” (Hatch, 2002, p.26). I also followed other naturalistic research principles, 

including “use purposive sampling,” and “negotiate outcomes” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 

p. 39-41) during the process of data collection and data analysis.  

       In addition, the context of this study fits with what Merriam (1998) defines as 

qualitative case study: “an intensive, holistic description and analysis of a single instance, 

phenomenon, or social unit” (p. 21). In order to obtain an in-depth understanding and 

examine “one particular event” (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007, p. 59) – college EFL students’ 

English writing experiences via blogging, the final findings of this naturalistic research 

was reported in the mode of a case study. Yin (2003) and Merriam (1998) stress that case 

studies examine a “contextualized contemporary phenomenon within specified 

boundaries;” and Hatch (2002) indicates that the key decision point in case study design 

is to define the boundaries, or to specify the “unit of analysis” (p. 31). According to 

Creswell (2007), case study research is a qualitative approach in which the researcher 
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inquires into “a bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time, 

through detailed, in-depth data collection,” which involves multiple sources of 

information such as observations, interviews, audiovisual material, documents and 

reports, and “reports a case description and case-based themes” (p. 73). My study 

specified the “bounded system” by focusing on a particular group – a class of 31 first-

year college EFL students at a southern Chinese university, and explored their English 

blogging experiences and online communications over 15 weeks. Rather than “hypothesis 

testing,” my goal was discovering and interpreting (Merriam, 1998, p. 29) how blogging 

may influence Chinese EFL students’ English writing and be integrated in regular 

English writing instruction at Chinese college classrooms, and I sought the essence of 

that understanding through “detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources 

of information” (Creswell, 2007, p. 73), such as field observations, interviews, students’ 

blog entries and other artifacts.  

       My role in this case study was as a facilitator, who assisted the students and 

classroom instructor to gain memorable experiences of an alternative form of writing and 

provided technical support and suggestions on blogging skills. My role of this case study 

was also a constructivist and interpreter, who co-constructed meanings and knowledge 

with research respondents, interpreted what I know from my findings constructed by the 

participants, and communicated this knowledge to others. Online, I was a “participant 

observer,” sharing writings with students and responding to their posts, aiming to develop 

“collaborative, reflective data-collecting” (Glesne, 1999); while in class, I was a 

“participant as observer” (Merriam, 1998, p. 101), keeping silent, sitting in the back of 

the classroom, trying not to interfere with the students’ regular in-class instruction. I 
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believe that the perceptions and understandings I gained from this case study will be 

applicable and provide informed knowledge for other ELL educators for future research.  

Research Context 

The Setting 

       The main interaction among the participants took place on the blog setting created 

exclusively for the purpose of this research. The host of the blog is Blog.com 

(http://www.blog.com/), which is “the choice for more than two million bloggers” to 

have “their own voices among the online crowd” heard. Blog.com was launched in 2004 

and offers free Internet space for people to write their ideas and share with friends in an 

easy way. This blog site supports multi-author blogging and various online activities, 

including publishing, commenting, discussing, and posting multi-media files such as 

pictures, music and video clips, etc. In order to protect the participants’ privacy and block 

other search engines, a members-only restriction was set on the blog by the 

administrators (me, and the classroom instructor, Susan), so that only the participants of 

this study could post. In order to have a smaller number of participants post, and to 

maintain a closer community within one blog, the students were divided randomly by 

Susan into two blog groups of approximately equivalent number of students (15 students 

in one group, and 16 in the other), therefore two blogs of the same settings and same 

writing tasks were created.  

       In addition to the blog, this study also involved a school setting in China. The 

university chosen for this study is located at a capital city of a southern province in the 

country, with a city population of approximately two million people. The student 
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population of the university is 89,890 with over 71,696 full-time undergraduate students 

and around 8,391 postgraduate students, and this is a comprehensive university which is 

listed among the top 100 key universities in China. In order to develop the quality of 

college English teachers and better prepare them for the English instruction, since 2001, 

the university had sponsored a teacher’s training program in summer, sending a small 

group of English teachers each year to English speaking countries, for example, York and 

Nottingham in the U.K., to attend one-month training courses, including Teaching 

Methodology, Practical English Language Teaching, and British Cultural Studies. The 

tuition fees were covered by the university and the teachers were responsible for the 

flight fares and living expenses there. 

       Since the school year 2003, the university had launched a series of reforms in college 

English teaching for non-English majors, including dividing students into class A (top 

level in English proficiency), class B (intermediate English proficiency level), and class 

C (lower proficiency level), based on their English score in college entrance 

examinations. Each class was instructed with different teaching materials and syllabus, 

aiming to teach students in accordance with their aptitude. At the end of each semester, 

according to the students’ English scores in the final exams (all the three groups of 

students worked on the same English test paper), the classes would be rearranged – those 

who got higher scores in class B may join class A, and those who did not get a satisfying 

score in class A may also be downgraded to class B. By doing so, the policymakers 

expected the students to grow a sense of competition and work hard to enter a higher-

level class.  However, this action had remained controversial among teachers and 

students ever since this measure was implemented – students felt uncomfortable being 
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labeled differently, and sensitive teachers who taught class C found them being regarded 

as inferior to other colleagues.  

The Participants 

The Participating Class 

       My former colleague, the classroom instructor, Susan, invited one of the three 

freshmen classes that she taught in the 2011 school year -- 31 students (24 girls and 7 

boys) majoring in Business Administration – to participate in my study. They were 

grouped as class A (high English proficiency) based on their English score in the college 

entrance exams. They were separated from their original class only to attend English 

classes together, while for the courses of their majors, they joined other students 

classified as B, and C. In the first semester they had very large course load, and some 

students complained that they had to attend over 30 classes (50 minutes per class) per 

week, including both obligatory courses and elective courses. During the second 

semester, this situation was alleviated, but still, many had to attend around 25 classes 

every week.  

       As non-English majors, the students in this study were required to take English 

classes for the first two years of their college life, and were expected to take the CET 4 

(College English Test, level 4) in the second year (some students who present high 

English proficiency level may take the CET 4 in the first year). To graduate successfully 

and receive the diploma, they need to possess a CET 4 certificate by the end of their 

undergraduate program. There were four English classes each week – two Listening & 

Speaking classes on Tuesday morning in a computer-equipped classroom, with two 
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students sharing a computer screen; and two Reading & Writing classes on Wednesday 

afternoon in a regular classroom with rows of desks and chairs. Besides the regular in-

class English instruction, students were also required to use the computer center, where 

English reading and listening materials were stored in computers as a supplement for 

students’ English study. The students were required to register at least 20 hours at the 

computer center in the first semester and 18 hours for the second semester.  

       According to Susan, since the participating students were from class A, most of them 

were able to express some of their opinions in English, either by speaking or writing. 

Overall, Susan thought their writings were acceptable and the students were capable of 

expressing their ideas on certain topics. Susan said, since the students were still freshmen, 

she did not have high expectation with them at the beginning, only, she hoped that “they 

would observe some basic grammar in their writings.” All the 31 students voluntarily 

agreed to participate in the study and signed the research consent form when the inquiry 

began, however, after the first semester, when my study proceeded to the half way, four 

students left class A – one student was promoted to the gifted program, and three were 

moved to class B based on their English scores in the final exams. Among the 27 students 

(5 boys and 22 girls), due to various personal or social reasons, not all students posted 

writings – six of them did not publish anything after their initial registration to the blog; 

and the number of the posts published by students for each task varied greatly.  

The Instructor 

       The classroom instructor Susan, my former classmate of undergraduate studies and 

my former colleague, was at her early 30s, and it was in her 10th year of the college 

English teaching for non-English majors when this inquiry began. Susan obtained her 
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Master’s degree in English Language Studies in a comprehensive university in China. In 

the summer of 2007, she participated in the teacher’s training program sponsored by the 

university and attended the training courses offered in Nottingham, U.K. In 2012, Susan 

was elected by the students as “My Favorite Teacher” and ranked the 9th place out of over 

1,000 teachers of the university in the evaluation completed by students, peer teachers 

and supervisors due to her hard work during the previous school year. Susan was a 

creative teacher, being brave enough to bring new teaching materials into her classroom, 

and was always ready to introduce innovative methods in her English teaching. Before 

this blogging activity, she once involved students in a free-writing session in her Reading 

& Writing class. Besides what were required by the syllabus, Susan also included popular 

English vocabulary and phrases, interesting English video clips, critical social issues, and 

heated topics in her class. “Students have very few opportunities to practice English 

writing, and few assistances are provided to students in this area,” said Susan, “therefore, 

English teachers need to encourage students to write something in English, for example, 

writing homework, and weekly journals.” Susan showed great interest and enthusiasm 

when I proposed to conduct my pilot study in 2010 and continued to assist me during the 

process of data collection for this study. Before I arrived in China, Susan collected the 

students’ consent forms, administered the pre-study writing apprehension forms and 

survey questions in class, and helped the students register into the blogs. She also spent 

some time in class to debrief the students’ performance on the blogs and commented to 

students’ posts. Susan believed that the most important skills in college students’ L2 

writing were “generating ideas and writing with meanings,” however, she found that “few 

students seemed to be able to have some creative ideas in their writings.” My study 
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provided her an alternative method of encouraging students to produce creative and 

meaningful writings.  

Students in the Case Study 

       Lincoln & Guba (1985) suggest that a purposeful sampling be adopted to maximize 

information (p. 201). Patton (1990) also indicates that purposeful sampling helps 

“selecting information-rich cases for study in depth” (p. 169). In order to “discover, 

understand, and gain insight” from the sample so that “the most can be learned” 

(Merriam, 1998, p. 61), I chose seven individual students as the focus students. Based on 

their online writing performance and interactions with others, I categorized them into 

three groups, and in order to protect the participants’ privacy, the names presented in this 

paper are pseudonyms: 

1. Active bloggers, who fulfilled almost all the tasks on time and interacted the most 

actively online with the teacher and other classmates: Jane and Oriel. 

2. Intermediately engaged bloggers, who completed almost half of the tasks and 

sometimes interacted with their peers: 0lianb, Michael, and Christine.  

3. Reluctant bloggers, who completed less than 1/3 of the tasks and almost never 

gave feedback to others’ posts: Marc, and Rainy.  

 Jane 

       Jane was a happy, outgoing girl and active participant both in class and online, who 

impressed me with her bright smiles. She was more of a talker than a thinker and would 

like to express in class whatever she thought about. When attending classes, she always 

sat in the first row with her friends, which is the closest to the platform and the teacher. 

Whenever Susan asked a question or assigned some tasks, she was always the first one to 
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respond. Going to library, hanging out with friends for fun, and taking part-time jobs 

composed the majority of Jane’s spare time. Jane viewed writing as “just to express your 

own thoughts,” and she was a sentimental girl, who kept writing on her personal blog and 

already had over 10,000 views on her blog space. She enjoyed writing down something 

when she was free and expected others to view and comment on her posts. Since Jane did 

not bring her personal computer to the campus, she borrowed her roommate’s computer 

to publish writings for this project. Jane was one of the few students who persisted in 

publishing posts from the very beginning till the end. She submitted altogether 23 entries, 

including required 15 posts, and additional 8 posts about personal experiences and 

feelings out of her own initiative; however, she only commented 7 times in total. Jane 

thought there were not many opportunities for them to practice English writing at school, 

so she appreciated this activity for providing a forum for her to write and to tell her story. 

However it seemed she was not quite used to the environment where all her classmates 

published writings using pseudonyms. “Sometimes I want to read others’ writings, but I 

don’t know who the writers are, since we are using pseudonyms,” said she, “why do I 

need to know them if I don’t know exactly who they are?” Maybe this also explained 

why she were not active responding to other classmates’ posts.  

Oriel 

       Oriel was a quiet girl from the north of China. Contrary to Jane, she was more of a 

thinker and doer than a talker. She was prudent and thought twice before she really spoke 

what was in her mind, and it always took her some courage to stand up and express ideas, 

but she always managed to do so. Sometimes I noticed her standing there quivering a 

little while speaking because she was too nervous. In her spare time, she enjoyed reading 
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and spending time at the library. Oriel was fascinated about English learning. She joined 

the Crazy English Club and often went to the English Corner (a specific place on campus 

set by the school as an open forum for students to practice oral English) to practice 

English. In order to participate in our project and get online, she sometimes went to the 

Internet bar which was located at the back street of the campus. Due to the technical 

difficulties, it was one month later after the project had already begun that she started to 

post on the blog, however, once she got in there, she performed very actively, not only 

making up the previous writing tasks, but also viewing and commenting to others’ 

writings. Even after the project had officially come to an end, she continued to post. She 

published 19 blog entries and commented 25 times on others’ postings.  

0lianb 

       0lianb was a boy full of ideas and thoughts who came from the south of China, 

though he was quiet in the class. He always sat in the last row in the back of the 

classroom with other boys, and he would not take the initiative to respond to Susan’s 

questions until he was called on. However, once he got engaged in some tasks, he tried 

all he could to make it the best. He liked sports and playing computer games when he was 

free, and he also enjoyed reading and would like to participate in certain activities to 

better prepare him for the studies. In order to broaden his horizon and gain lived 

experiences of English learning, he registered for the university sponsored summer 

training camp in the U.K.. Due to the technical problems (he always forgot his username 

and password) he registered three times in the two blogs using different email accounts. 

0lianb posted 9 writings and commented 3 times to others’ posts.  
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Michael  

       Michael, a tall boy from the north of China, enjoyed communicating with people, 

and would like to communicate his thoughts to the teachers. However, maybe due to the 

fact that the boys in this class were the minority, they exhibited quietness on the whole in 

class. He believed that the girls in the class were too active, so that the boys appeared to 

be silent. He was quite athletic and loved playing basketball in his leisure time. Michael 

sat together with 0lianb in the last row in the classroom, and seldom expressed his 

opinions on his initiative; however, it was interesting that sometimes he wrote down his 

responses to Susan’s in-class tasks, which he did not have a chance to express in class, on 

the class blog. He brought his personal computer to the campus, so except that the 

Internet speed was slow, he had convenient access to the Internet. Michael published 11 

writings on the blog and commented 11 times in total.  

Christine 

       Christine was a considerate girl who cared for others’ feelings. She came from a 

northern city in China and always sat in the middle rows with her friends in the class. 

Like many other quiet girls in her class, Christine seldom took the initiative to express 

opinions in class. Christine preferred to spend most of her spare time at her dormitory, 

reading novels or watching TV to relax, and “seldom went to the library.” For the 

required assignments and in-class tasks, she followed the teacher’s instructions carefully, 

and she believed blogging would be beneficial to practice her English; however, she was 

not performing actively on the blog, probably due to the reason that this activity was not 

required by the school curriculum. She published 4 blog entries and only one comment to 

her classmates’ posts.  
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Marc 

       Marc was a “headache” for Susan, who once “hurt” Susan’s feelings, because “he 

closed himself, and rejected attempts coming from others to knowing about his thoughts,” 

said Susan. She told me that there was such an incident which happened in the first 

semester: after having assigned the group discussion task, Susan noticed Marc was 

learning over the desk, sitting in the back row alone, instead of discussing on the topic 

with a partner. When asked for the reason, Marc simply replied that he had no interest. 

When Susan wanted to initiate a conversation with him and asked for his opinions and 

thoughts on the topic, Marc just said “no comments” and refused to talk to her any more. 

For the most classes that I observed, Marc was quite a loner, although he sat together 

with other boys in the last row, he almost never had any interactions with them in class. 

Many times he leaned over the desk and took a nap, sometimes he just worked on other 

things irrelevant to English class. Marc brought his own computer to the school and 

enjoyed listening to the music and watching TV and movies online. He loved playing 

basketball and was also a big fan of NBA games, interested in many little-known gossips 

of those basketball players. After this blogging activity had proceeded halfway, Marc 

hadn’t published anything on the blog yet. However, it was interesting that he started to 

publish writings after our face-to-face interview. He posted two writings by the end of the 

study, and he said he viewed a couple of others’ posts, but still, he never commented on 

others’ posts.  

Rainy 

       Rainy was a sweet girl with sharp insight, who came from a northern city in China. 

Rainy was always quiet and shy in class, and she sat together with her best friends in the 
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middle rows of the classroom. Rainy was a sensitive girl, writing diary and writing on her 

personal blog. She viewed her friends’ blogs and commented to them in her spare time. 

She brought her personal computer to the dormitory; however, she did not apply for the 

internet connection on her computer, because her father had concerns about the Internet 

and believed “it was not a good thing to get online” while she was still studying in the 

college. Susan once told me that Rainy was such a sweet and considerate girl that she 

texted messages to Susan and thanked her for an interesting English class Susan taught 

and said she would study English even harder in the future, which encouraged Susan a 

lot. Rainy expressed her appreciation towards this program in our interviews, however, to 

my surprise, she didn’t publish any post, nor did she respond to any one’s writings on our 

class blog till the end of our project. Being lazy was her excuse; the troubles with the 

logging account and password, inconvenient internet access and the conflict of other 

activities on her schedule explained the actual reasons. The day before I left China, I 

received an Email from Rainy, who said although she didn’t post any writings, she was 

grateful for my effort and providing them such a good opportunity to practice English 

writing. My world became bright again.  

Gaining Entrée 

       Lincoln & Guba (1985) call for naturalistic researcher’s early attention on four 

implementation elements, among which, making initial contact and gaining entrée is 

listed first. As early as in December 2009, when I prepared to conduct my pilot study, I 

contacted Susan in China both by phone and Emails discussing my tentative attempts of 

integrating blogging into Chinese college English writing instruction. Susan showed great 
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enthusiasm and gave me the permission, as part of my IRB application documentation, to 

conduct research with her classes to put this idea into practice. It was with Susan’s 

generous assistance and valuable insights that I conducted my 8-week pilot study 

successfully from March to May 2010, and completed the data collection of this research 

from October 2011 through late April 2012. On one of the important documentation I 

prepared for IRB review – participants consent forms (Appendix A and B), sufficient 

information was provided in both English and Chinese to the students and instructor 

about my research, my personal and school contact information, the benefits and potential 

risks of their participating in this study. I emphasized that students would make their own 

decision whether or not to participate and that they may stop participation at any time 

without any forms of punishment. I also stressed that all the information collected in this 

study will be confidential and pseudonyms will be used to protect their privacy. After the 

students voluntarily agreed to participate in this inquiry, Susan collected their signed 

consent forms (I was still in the U.S. when the study began).  

Research Team 

       Lincoln & Guba (1985) suggest that teams of researchers be used in naturalistic 

study since they have overwhelming advantages such as “accommodate multiple roles,” 

represent various value perspectives, provide “internal checks,” and “provide mutual 

support” (p. 237). With myself being the primary investigator, my research team 

consisted of my advisor, my fellow English Education doctoral students, and the 

participating teacher Ms. Susan. The major roles for my team members were to offer 

advice on the study’s design and implementation; assist with data collection; and provide 
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different perspectives and insights in data analysis. Meetings with team members 

occurred periodically, one-on-one, either in person or via Emails. Throughout the process 

of the data collection, I constantly discussed with Susan about the progress of the project, 

the students’ feedback and consulted for her reflections and insights. My committee 

teachers also provided valuable suggestions whenever I encountered difficulties 

implementing this project. During the data analysis, “concepts and insights” developed 

by different team members were triangulated (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 237) so that 

different opinions and perspectives could be examined to generate in-depth and rich 

information.  

Data Collection 

       Primary data were collected from October 2011 to April 2012. The following 

sections describe in detail the data sources and how they were collected for my study. 

Preparation 

       The new semester for Susan’s first year college students began in early October 2011 

after students’ obligatory one-month college military training program (in September), 

and the Chinese National Day holiday (from Oct. 1 – Oct. 7). Before I flew back to China 

(in late October) to conduct the study in person, I had completed a series of preparation 

work, which included setting up two identical class blogs for two groups of students and 

posting the class blog etiquette and expectations; designing writing tasks; having all the 

participants sign the consent forms with Susan’s assistance; and having students answer 

the pre-study survey questions and complete the pre-study writing apprehension forms. In 

the meantime, Susan gave in-class instructions of blogging skills and guided the students 
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to register into the class blogs. I also gave handouts on blogging tips (Appendix F) and 

provided plenty of face-to-face technical support during class breaks and interviews after 

I arrived in China. The first writing task was posted by me on Oct. 29, 2011, and the 

online data collection of the 15-week blogging activity started from here.  

Procedures and Data Sources 

       Yin (2003) suggests using “multiple sources of evidences” to make the case study 

more valid and reliable (p. 97). My data sources include: pre-study survey questions, pre- 

and post-study writing apprehension forms, blog entries, interviews, observation notes 

and reflection memos, informal communications with the participants, and students’ 

writing samples.  

Survey Questions 

       Right after the new semester began in early October, Susan helped me send out the 

pre-study survey sheets (Appendix C) to the students and the participants answered the 

questions anonymously. In the survey, I asked the questions in both English and Chinese 

to obtain general information, which included a). students’ understandings of and 

attitudes towards traditional English writing and blogging; b). their major obstacles in 

English writing; c). their usual online activities; and d). their individual preference in 

writing topics, so that as the study proceeded I could modify the writing tasks that I 

designed for them to enhance their engagement in this activity. On the other hand, since I 

was still in the U.S. during the survey phase, I sent Susan survey questions (in both 

English and Chinese) (Appendix D) to get the following information: a). a brief 

introduction of this group of students; b). Susan’s expectations of students’ English 
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writing; c). her opinions about students’ major difficulties and problems in their writings; 

d).Susan’s previous experiences of teaching English writing and her attempts of 

alternative ways in teaching English writing; and e). her view of traditional English 

writing instruction and current English writing situation in Chinese universities. Both the 

students and Susan completed the survey questions after class and Susan collected the 

materials to me after I arrived in China in late October, 2011. Susan answered the 

questions in English. The students were allowed to answer in Chinese, but many chose to 

respond in English, and altogether 27 students submitted the surveys. 

Pre- and Post-Study Writing Apprehension Forms 

       Since this study examined not only the contents of the students’ English writings, but 

also other aspects of the students’ blogging process, I looked into students’ anxiety level 

during writing as well. In order to compare how their anxiety level changed before and 

after they started blogging in English, I invited the students to complete Daly & Miller’s 

(1975) Writing Apprehension Scale (Appendix E) on Nov. 8, 2011 and May 8, 2012 

respectively. The Writing Apprehension Scale included 26 statements about writing; and 

the students wrote down a “1” to “5” based on how each statement applies to them, with 

1 indicating “strongly agree” and 5, “strongly disagree.” The students calculated their 

final scores according to the scoring directions. The normal score range is 26-130, and 

the higher the score, the higher the apprehension. The Writing Apprehension forms were 

given to students in English with Chinese equivalence. The students signed and dated the 

forms with the pseudonyms they used on the class blogs. Thirty-one students completed 

the pre-study writing apprehension form and 26 students submitted the post-study form.  
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Blog Entries 

       In order not to interrupt Susan’s regular classroom instruction, students’ weekly 

blogging activity and online interactions took place after class, which lasted over fifteen 

weeks from October 2011 to late April 2012, with a pause from late December 2012 to 

mid-February due to the winter break in Chinese universities. Students published writings 

on our class blogs upon writing prompts (Appendix G) designed by me during the first 

seven weeks, and wrote on topics of their own choices in the following seven weeks. In 

the last week, students were invited to publish a reflection on this blogging experience, 

writing about their questions, thoughts and suggestions on integrating blogging in English 

writing instruction. I discussed each of the writing prompt with Susan and posted the 

final writing tasks onto the two class blogs on Saturdays, and the students were expected 

to complete and publish their writings onto the blog before the midnight of the successive 

Sunday. Susan briefly explained about the requirements to students and debriefed their 

performance of the previous week on the following Tuesday classes. Before the first 

writing task was posted, I published the blog etiquette and our expectations of students in 

this blogging activity (Appendix H), in which I emphasized that students’ ideas and 

thinking, rather than the errors in their writings, were stressed; and that they need to read 

and communicate their ideas with others to improve writing, since they were both readers 

and writers. Each week students were asked to publish one post and comment to at least 

two other classmates’ blog entries. The writing tasks covered a broad range of topics, 

including sharing favorite music, introducing a book, understanding a poem, sharing 

personal experiences, and sample CET4 writing task, all of which were mentioned as the 

favorite writing topics by the students in the pre-study survey. There was no specific 
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requirement or limit on the length or topics of the posts that the students published, and 

they were allowed to use some Chinese phrases if they were not able to express 

themselves well in English. Students were encouraged to include multimedia, such as 

pictures, hyperlinks, sound or video clips, to make their writings rich and meaningful. 

Susan and I read each one of the students’ writing posts and commented to them, not to 

pick on their errors, but to express what impressed us the most and sometimes to provide 

suggestions and ask questions. In order to enhance the students’ engagement and online 

communication, after seven weeks’ assigned writing, I started to post my own writings 

online as well to share with the students and let them know that “the teacher” was also 

writing together with them. By the end of the study (late April 2012), class blog group 

One had 54 blog entries and 109 comment entries, with 34 comments being submitted by 

the students and the rest coming from Susan and me; group Two had 104 blog posts and 

177 comments, among which 50 comments coming from the students. In addition, two 

students in group two continued blogging and posted 8 additional writings even after the 

study came to an end. Therefore altogether I collected 166 blog entries and 84 student 

comments.  

Interviews 

       According to Mishler (1986) and Spradley (1979), qualitative interviews are special 

kinds of “conversations or speech events” that researchers use to explore “informants’ 

experiences and interpretations.” In addition, researcher will uncover the “meaning 

structures that participants use to organize their experiences and make sense of their 

worlds” through interviews (Hatch, 2002, p. 91). In the case of my inquiry, “their worlds” 

are participants’ personal experiences with English blogging. From March 2012 to Aug. 
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2012, I gave a number of formal face-to-face interviews with both the instructor and 

participating students to discover what is “in and on someone else’s mind” (Patton, 1990, 

p. 278). Bogdan & Biklen (1992) hold that good qualitative interviews are characterized 

by “respect, interest, attention, good manners, and encouragement on the part of 

researchers” (Hatch, 2002, p. 107). In order to generate effective interview questions, I 

followed the guidelines suggested by Hatch (2002), which included asking clear, neutral, 

and “open-ended” questions; using language that is familiar to informants; respecting 

interviewees, presuming that they have valuable knowledge; and asking questions that are 

related to the research objectives (pp. 106-7). Merriam (1998) notes that taking a 

“nonjudgmental, sensitive, and respectful” stance of the informants is only a beginning 

point in the process (p. 87). During the interview process my participants and I were 

equal conversational partners and I acted more like a “listener” than a “speaker” who 

dominated the conversation. In order not to intimidate the participants and to include 

more “silent” students’ opinions, I conducted group interviews with 3 students in each 

group before the individual interviews. After the study ended, I also conducted follow-up 

interviews with the selected focus students and use “probing questions” to encourage the 

participants to “go more deeply” (Merriam, 1998, pp. 108-9) into the topics so as to gain 

in-depth understandings about their thoughts and questions towards blogging.  

       From March 1, 2012 to March 27, 2012, I conducted four formal face-to-face group 

interviews (Appendix I) and eleven individual interviews (Appendix J), during which I 

tried to understand a). students’ online activities; b). their major difficulties in blogging; 

c). the writing processes of the students and their blogging routines; d). their opinions 

about assigned and self-initiated blogging; and e). the reasons why some participants 
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were not actively engaged. The group and individual interviews lasted from around 20 

minutes to 40 minutes each, and were conducted in a cafe on campus so that they felt 

comfortable during the interviews. On March 27, 2012, I interviewed the instructor 

(Appendix K), Susan, which lasted for almost 3 hours, for her opinions of the students’ 

writing performance; her thoughts of the application of blogs in writing classes; and the 

current teaching situation of Chinese English writing. I also invited Susan to share with 

me the anecdotes of her teaching experiences, and her opinions towards some of the 

focus students. From March 22, 2012 to Aug. 2012, I conducted one face-to-face follow-

up group interview and seven follow-up individual interviews (Appendix L), including 

five face-to-face interviews and two long distant interviews via chatting software. 

Through these follow-up interviews I aimed to discover what were missed from the 

previous interview questions, and looked into a). students’ own perceptions of themselves 

as writers; b). their reactions to others’ comments on their writings; and c). the changes 

that they have noticed in their English writing process.  

       Since Chinese is our mother tongue, I used Chinese to ask questions and participants 

answered in Chinese as well so that the exact meanings expressed by the interviewees can 

be captured and well understood. With participants’ permission, all the interviews were 

digitally recorded to ensure that “everything said is preserved for analysis” (Merriam, 

1998, p. 87). The recordings were transcribed and translated into English. I also took field 

notes to record the non-verbal information of the interviewees such as their facial 

expressions, body language, and any other things that were worth paying attention to 

during the interviews.  
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Informal Communications  

       In additional to the formal face-to-face group and individual interviews, I also had 

numerous informal communications with Susan and students after class either face-to-

face or via Emails or chatting software such as QQ (Chinese version of MSN). I 

constantly consulted Susan about her ideas of how to improve students’ engagement, her 

opinions of students’ writing products, and the major problems we encountered in the 

inquiry. I talked to the students to understand and help solve the technical difficulties 

they had with blogging; to obtain the information of their individual study and life 

situation; and to consult for opinions on how to improve this activity to engage more 

active participation. Some of such informal communications were digitally recorded and 

transcribed; while for most of them, I took notes and wrote my thoughts and reflection in 

my research memos.  

Observation Notes and Research Memos 

       After I arrived in China in late October, 2011, I started the classroom observation 

with the participating class. The class met twice a week, two periods each time, and 50 

minutes each period. There were two Listening & Speaking classes on Tuesday 

mornings, and two Reading & Writing classes on Wednesday afternoons. In order not to 

interfere with Susan’s regular classroom instruction and not to make my presence too 

noticeable to the students, I always sat in the last row in the back of the classroom, taking 

notes on my laptop computer. My role was both an observing researcher and a guest 

student. I listened to Susan’s lectures and students’ discussions, and observed their 

behaviors and performance in class. I took notes on students’ engagement in English 
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classes, their reactions to classroom activities, the questions and problems they had, and 

Susan’s actions and instructions.  

       Since I started analyzing data as the data collection began, I kept writing down my 

initial thoughts, questions and reflections on this project in research memos to help me 

dig deeper into the phenomenon of the ongoing project and the questions that I had, and 

to explore solutions and answers. By the end of the study, I made 18 field observations 

and recorded 27 reflection memo entries. 

Writing Samples 

       In order to compare the thinking elements and other differences in students’ writings 

between their regular academic essays and their blogging entries, I also collected several 

students’ academic writing samples that they submitted on paper to Susan during the first 

semester. Considering the students’ workload in school and the time they need to spend 

on this project, Susan only assigned 2-3 writing tasks in the first semester as writing 

assignments; while in the second semester, in order to encourage the students to better 

engage in this blogging activity, Susan did not arrange any other writing assignments. 

Based on their willingness, I collected altogether twelve writing samples from eight 

students, among whom six of the focus students submitted their academic writings, 

except that Oriel withdrew her papers on second thought.  

       The following table illustrates the data collection specified to answer each 

preliminary question. 

Table 1. Data Sources Used to Answer Each Research Question 
Research Question Data Sources 
Main Question:  
What happens when instructor uses 
blogging to teach English writing to 

 
 Pre-study survey: 27 surveys 
 Observation notes and memos: 
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Chinese freshmen college students in 
China? 

      18 observation notes and 27 memos 
 Writing apprehension forms: 
       31 pre-study apprehension forms, 
       26 post-study apprehension forms 
 Blog entries: 
       166 Blog entries and 84 student        

comments 
 Interviews: 
       5 group Interviews, 11 individual 

student interviews, 1 instructor 
interview, 7 follow-up interviews 

 Informal communications 
 Writing samples: 12 student writing 

samples on paper 
Sub-Questions: 
1. What are participating Chinese EFL 

students’ experiences with and 
attitudes towards blogging? 

 

 
 Pre-study survey 
 Writing apprehension forms 
 Observation notes and memos 
 Interviews  
 Informal communications 
 Blog entries 

2. What are the benefits and difficulties 
for participating Chinese EFL 
students to share writings on a class 
blog? 

 Interviews  
 Blog entries 
 Informal communications 
 Observation notes and memos 

3. How does unassigned blogging 
(writing on topics of self choice) 
compare with assigned blogging 
(writing on assigned topics)? 

 Writing apprehension forms 
 Blog entries 
 Writing samples on paper 
 Interviews 
 Informal communications 

4. What kinds of thinking do students 
demonstrate in their assigned and 
unassigned blog posts? How do we 
evaluate thinking in their writings? 

 Blog entries 
 Writing samples on paper 
 Observation notes and memos 
 Interviews  
 Informal communications 

 

Data Analysis 

       Data analysis is defined by Hatch (2002) as “a systematic search for meaning,” by 

which researcher processes qualitative data so as to communicate what have been learnt 

to others (p. 148). During this process, investigators organize and question data so that 
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they can “see patterns, identify themes, discover relationships, develop explanations, 

make interpretations, mount critiques, or generate theories” (Hatch, 2002, p. 148). 

Merriam (1998) suggests researchers analyze data “simultaneously with data collection,” 

and that simultaneous data and analysis can take place both in and out of the field (p. 

162). Patton (2002) also notes that it is part of fieldwork and the beginning of qualitative 

analysis to record and track analytical insights that happen during data collection (p. 

436). Following the above guidelines, I kept researcher’s field notes and wrote memos to 

initiate data analysis when the data collection just started in late October 2011.   

       According to Corbin & Strauss (2008), field notes are data that may contain some 

“conceptualization and analytic remarks,” while memos are “lengthier and more in-depth 

thoughts about an event, usually written in conceptual form after leaving the field” 

(pp.123-4). During the first and all readings of the data, I jotted down my thoughts and 

questions in my field notes and research memos so that they can help me “identifying the 

essence or meaning of data” and extract “concepts out of data” (p. 160), the process of 

which is also referred to as coding. Wicker (1985) emphasizes that coding requires 

“thinking outside the box,” which asks researchers to put aside their preconceived notions 

and let the data and interpretation of it guide analysis.  

Data Analysis Methods 

       In-depth data analysis began in late April 2012 when a great amount of multiple 

sources of data had been collected. In my study, the constant comparison method 

developed by Glaser & Strauss (1967), the essence of which is the “continuous 

comparison of incidents, respondents’ remarks, and so on, with each other” (Merriam, 
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1998, p.179), was used during the process of my data analysis. My analyzing procedure 

followed the steps below: 

1) I read through all the contents of data, which include my field notes from the 

observations, the transcripts of interviews, students’ blog entries, research memos, 

and writing samples, etc., and got a sense of whole. I also noted down my 

observations, questions, comments and interpretations of the data – anything that 

impressed me as “interesting, potentially relevant or important” in margins.   

2) I picked up one informant’s file (the interview transcript, his writing sample or blog 

entry), worked through it and went back to the previous notes and comments in the 

margins, then tried to group those that seemed to go together.  

3) I did the above “grouping” work with another informant’s data in the same way. I 

then compared the terms and comments, clustered the similar topics and marked 

unique topics that I wanted to address. 

4) I created lists for all the participants, compared all the topics and terms, noted down 

the recurrent topics and patterns and abstracted concepts out of them as codes. 

5) I wrote those codes next to the correspondent segments of the textual data, and saw 

whether new codes or incidents occurred. 

6) I generated categories that best described and accounted for all the topics and 

incidents I had in my data, compared the categories, examined their relationship and 

removed topics that overlapped in different categories. 

7) I made final decisions on the terms of the major categories and produced sub-

categories that reflected the hierarchical abstractions in topics. 
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8) I collected the data sources that belonged to each category together, examined them 

closely and performed the initial analysis. I also recoded the existing data after 

receiving suggestions from my research team members when necessary. 

       On the whole, my process of constant comparison method was to break data down 

into “bits of information” and then allocated these bits to categories or classes which 

brought these bits together again in a new way (Merriam, 1998, p.180).  

       In addition, since “it is the content of interviews, field notes, and documents that is 

analyzed,” Merriam (1998) argues that “all qualitative data analysis is content analysis,” 

therefore, I also took reference to the conception of content analysis, which focused on 

the “communication of meaning, especially the frequency and variety of messages,” to 

help me better understand and analyze my data. Guided by this data analysis method, my 

procedure involved simultaneously coding raw data and constructing “categories that 

capture relevant characteristics of the documents’ content” (p. 160). 

How Data Were Analyzed 

       In my research questions, I inquired into students’ English blogging experiences and 

their communications with blog members online. Therefore, I particularly focused on the 

cognitive strategies and development, and social interaction displayed in students’ blog 

entries and transcribed interviews when I started coding. I found Odell’s (1998) model of 

assessing thinking in writing, Barnes & Todd’s (1977) social and cognitive functions in 

exploratory talks (Appendix M), and Britton’s (1975) functions of written utterances 

suited my coding needs most; therefore, most of my codes were pulled from these 

sources. Barnes’s theory of using exploratory talk as a learning tool inspired me; Britton 
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(1975) categorizes three types of written languages according to their functions; while 

Odell informs people of the thinking elements that are represented in writings (See 

Chapter Two). I used Odell’s (1998) terms when investigating the thinking strategies 

used by the students: dissonance, selecting, encoding/representing, drawing on prior 

knowledge, seeing relationships, and considering different perspectives (Figure 3.1).  

Figure 3.1 Analysis Codes for Students’ Thinking in Writings 
Code Explanation Examples 
Dis. Dissonance The problems, uncertainties, ambiguities, 

questions, or conflicts mentioned in 
students’ writing. 

Sel. Selecting Students intentionally include or exclude 
certain kind of information, the certain 
content or topics that they particularly 
choose to write. 

Enc. Encoding/representing The particular sort of language students use 
to articulate their ideas, such as using 
different fonts or colors of words to express 
their emphasis, feelings, perceptions, 
memories, etc.  

Pri.K. Drawing on prior 
knowledge 

Students refer to things they already know 
to understand something new, such as relate 
to stories or experiences that they lived 
before. 

Rela. Seeing relationships The relationships, such as cause-effect, 
if…then, etc., that the students use in their 
writing 

Dif.P. Considering different 
perspective 

Students try to consider other people’s 
perceptions, interpretations, or responses to 
a given idea, fact or experience.  

 

I borrowed Britton’s (1975) three types of writing to identify the writing purposes and 

writing techniques that students used in both blogging and academic writing samples 

(Figure 3.2).  

Figure 3.2 Analysis Codes for Students’ Blog Entries and Writing Samples 
Code Explanation Examples 
Tran. Transactional writing 1. Demonstrate or instruct  
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2. Analyze and solve problems 
3. Inform or explain 
4. Argue or persuade by providing evidence 

Expr. Expressive writing 1. Explore ideas or meanings 
2. Expression of feelings 
3. Elaborate ideas 

Po.  Poetic writing Narrate, Pure “verbal construct,” writing for 
one’s own enjoyment 

 

When examining the communications among students and instructors through comment 

entries, I modified Barnes and Todd’s (1977) descriptions of social and cognitive 

functions in exploratory talks, such as discourse moves, logical process, social skills, 

cognitive strategies, and reflexivity, and created my own codes (Figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.3 Analysis Codes for Students’ Comments & Interactions 
Code Explanation  Examples  
Sup. Support 1. Greeting 

2. Explicit agreement 
3. Explicit approval of others 
4. Expression of shared feelings 
5. Encourage others to write and share 

Clf. Clarify 1. Ask for more information 
2. Ask others to repeat/elaborate ideas 
3. Ask questions about previous 

expressions 
Ctra. Contradiction 1. Show disagreement 

2. Challenge or dispute 
3. Identify problems 

Ctri. Contribute 1. Provide opinions from different 
perspectives 

2. Suggest or advice 
3. Share experiences, information or 

ideas 
Expl. Explain 1. Bring in additional information, such as 

examples, experiences, stories, etc. 
2. Modify previous expressions 

Sum./Eva. Summarize or Evaluate  1. Summarize previous expressions 
2. Evaluate self or other’s expressions 
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When looking into the transcribed interviews, my observation notes, students’ reflection 

and my research memos, certain categories emerged, and I took reference of Hayakawa’s 

(1990) ladder of abstraction, moving up and down the ladder of abstract and concrete 

conceptions, and created codes for each category (Figure 3.4).  

Figure 3.4 Analysis Codes for Observation, Memos and Interviews 
Code Explanation Examples  
S/UW Students’ understanding of 

writing 
1. Students’ views of writing 
2. Students’ self perception of themselves 

as writers 
3. Students’ composing processes 
4. Students’ views on current English 

writing instruction 
S/UB Students’ understanding of 

blogging 
1. Students’ views of blogs 
2. Whether they have personal blogs 

S/E Students’ experiences with 
blogging 

1. Students’ blogging processes 
2. Students’ difficulties in blogging 
3. The benefits of blogging 
4. Students’ engagement in blogging 
5. The questions and suggestions they 

have about blogging 
6. The help they sought for blogging 

difficulties 
S/A Students’ feelings and 

attitudes towards writing 
1. The anxiety level of students while 

blogging 
2. The students’ preferences on blogging 

and traditional writing 
3. Students’ enthusiasm in blogging 

S/WP Student’ writing preference 1. Personal life stories or interests 
2. Social issues or media reports 
3.  Practices on formal/academic writings 

S/RC Students’ reactions to 
comments 

1. Whether they read and comment to 
others’ posts  

2. How students feel and react to others’ 
comment to their posts 

3. What kind of comments they look for 
4. Whether they will adopt suggestions 

from comments and revise their writing 
S/BP Students’ behaviors and 

performance in class 
1. Where students select to sit in the 

classroom: front or back rows 
2. Whether students follow instructions 

such as listening to lectures, discussing 
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with others, and writing 
3. Whether students answer questions and 

give presentation on their own initiative  
4. Other activities they are involved in 

class, such as gossiping, sleeping, 
reading materials irrelevant to class, etc. 

T/R Teacher’s roles 1. The teacher-talk and its relationship to 
student-talk in class 

2. The teacher’s roles in class: guide, 
leader, evaluator 

3. The teacher’s roles on the blog: guide, 
participant, evaluator, co-learner, 
facilitator 

Trustworthiness 

       For an inquirer, it is essential that the findings and the descriptions of the study are 

trusted by others and are of some value. According to Lincoln & Guba (1985), the basic 

issue in establishing trustworthiness is to persuade the audiences that the findings of the 

study are “worth paying attention to” and “worth taking account of” (p. 290). They also 

propose four criteria for naturalistic inquirers to consider, including credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability. I applied all of these guidelines 

throughout the design and implementation of my study, and examined them constantly 

during the process of writing up this final report.  

Credibility 

       As is suggested by Lincoln & Guba (1985), the implementation of the credibility 

criteria involves two-fold task: enhance the probability of the credible findings and 

“demonstrate the credibility of the findings by having them approved by the constructors 

of the multiple realities” (p. 296). As a second language learner and EFL college English 

instructor myself, I understand the struggling and obstacles the L2 learners have 

encountered during their L2 writing process. The pilot study I conducted from March to 
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May 2010 also provided me rich information and perceptions on the possibility of 

integrating blogging into EFL students’ writing class to enhance their enthusiasm and 

abilities in English writing. As this inquiry proceeded, I adopted the following techniques 

to produce credible findings and interpretations: 

1. “Prolonged engagement” and “persistent observation” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 

302, 304). This study started from October 2011 and lasted till the end of April 2012. 

During the almost seven-month inquiry period, I constantly contacted both the 

instructor and the students, and made eighteen field observations. My engagement in 

both the online and regular classroom settings was sufficiently long enough to gain 

in-depth understanding of their behaviors and school cultures. I went into the 

participants’ classroom and observed the class twice a week to build up familiarity 

and mutual trust with the students. I also obtained important information of the 

students’ concerns, interests and desires through the observations and informal 

communications with them. In addition, the main setting of this study – the blogs that 

I set up exclusively for this inquiry – provided me another forum to observe the 

students, as well as to communicate with them and listen to their voices.  

On the other hand, I initiated data analysis as data collection began. Besides the field 

notes that I kept during classroom observation, I also kept writing reflection memos 

when certain topics or particular incidents occurred. I reflected on what I had 

observed both in class and online, analyzed the emerging themes, and asked questions 

about the problems and concerns reflected in my ongoing research.  

As the study proceeded half way, I started to conduct both group and individual face-

to-face interviews in a cafe on campus, which was an open, friendly and comfortable 
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environment, to encourage participants to speak up their minds. During the 

interviews, I acted more like a listener, listening to what the students’ real thoughts 

were; rather than a controller, who “induced” the students to speak what were 

expected of them.  

2. Triangulation. This technique helped me “confirm the emerging finding” (Merriam, 

1998, p. 204). I obtained credible findings and interpretations by looking into 

multiple data sources such as students’ blog entries, my observation notes, interview 

transcripts. On the other hand, my research team also provided their particular 

insights and suggestions on my research design and offered their perspectives on 

interpretations of the data. I discussed with Susan about the implementation of the 

inquiry and constantly modified the design as the study proceeded. My advisor and 

doctoral committee members gave me valuable suggestions when certain problems 

emerged, and eased my worries and concerns using their own research experiences 

and expertise.  

3. “Peer-debriefing” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 308). I shared the data and my 

interpretations of the data with my fellow doctoral students periodically, and invited 

them to ask questions and challenge my findings from their points of views. Their 

perspectives and questions helped me better probe biases, explore meanings, and 

clarify the basis for interpretations.  

4. “Referential adequacy” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 313). All the participants’ blog 

entries were electronically archived, and all the interviews were recorded by a high 

quality digital voice recorder and transcribed so that I could capture the participants’ 

important messages and crucial meanings to the fullest extent. I also quoted the 
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participants’ original sentences in my final report so that their real meanings could be 

conveyed.  

5. “Member checks” (Merriam, 1998, p. 204). I also took the data and tentative 

interpretations back to the participants, and checked with them whether my findings 

and interpretations were correct and reasonable. 

Transferability 

       Transferability concerns the degree to which the findings of the study may apply in 

other contexts or with other respondents (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 218). In my study, I 

tried to use purposeful sampling to achieve transferability. Thirty-one students, who were 

at similar ages, with same cultural background and similar English language learning 

experiences, participated in the blogging activity; therefore, their engagement and 

specific blogging performance were the main criteria for me to select focus students and 

interviewees. In addition, I used the technique of “rich, thick description” (Creswell, 

2007, p. 209) to describe in detail my research design, interview protocol, participants’ 

characters, as well as the context and settings of the study so that other researchers with 

similar data may make decisions whether or not, or how to make the transfer in their 

research.  

Dependability 

       According to Lincoln & Guba (1985), dependability is concerned with the 

replicability of the study, which asks whether the findings of the study would be 

“consistently repeated if the inquiry were replicated with the same (or similar) 

respondents in the same (or similar) contexts” (p. 218). In order to establish 
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dependability, besides the many methods described above, such as collecting multiple 

data sources so that redundancy of data can be established, overlap of data, conducting 

observations and giving thick description, and keeping reflection memos, the technique 

of “audit trail” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 318) was used. Dey (1993) states, “if we 

cannot expect others to replicate our account, the best we can do is explain how we 

arrived at our results” (Merriam, 1998, p. 207). Therefore, I described in detail my data 

collection procedures and the data collected, including the recorded and transcribed 

interviews, blog entries, field notes, reflection memos, and the students’ writing samples. 

How categories were derived and interpretations were made were also included explicitly 

in my final research report.   

       In addition, in order to tackle the issue of obtrusiveness, reliability of transcript 

content and coding, and inquirer sophistication, the techniques of peer debriefing and 

expert debriefing were also adopted.  

Confirmability 

       Confirmability addresses to the issue of objectivity or “neutrality” of the inquiry. 

Audit trail was adopted to ensure that the findings of an inquiry stem from the 

characteristics of the participants and the context, rather than from the biases, 

motivations, interests, and perspectives of the inquirer (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 218). 

On the other hand, the previous methods described above were also used to address 

confirmability, such as triangulation of the multiple data sources, member checks, and 

debriefing interpretations out of the data with my research team to reduce my personal 

objective, or biased opinions. In addition, I was reflective and critical on the 
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interpretations and findings through constantly examining them and writing down the 

problems and questions in my research memos to establish confirmability.  

Limitations 

       Due to the nature of my study, certain limitations emerged:  

1. In my study, human instrumentation (me, the researcher) was engaged in data 

collection and analysis, since this method allowed me to better make sense of the 

actions, meanings and understanding constructed by the participants so as to 

communicate my interpretations and what I have learned to others (Hatch, 2002, p. 

7), therefore, the issue of bias and subjectivity can not be neglected. However, I took 

credibility measures to handle the value-free issue.  

2. My inquiry was an intrinsic case study, through which I intended to explore certain 

group of students’ online blogging activity, therefore it is likely that my findings from 

this study may not generalize issues of or be repeated in other groups or in bigger-

sized groups, although the participants were from different parts of the country. In 

addition, since I was working with highly motivated, A group students, I had no ideas 

of what would have happened with the B or C group students. However, I gave thick 

description of the settings, context, the characters of the participants, so that the data 

base made transferability judgments possible on the part of potential appliers (Lincoln 

& Guba, 1985, p. 316). 

3. As a case study, my inquiry was also constrained by the timeframe and my travel 

schedule (I arrived in China after the online program had already started for two 

weeks, and had to leave China two weeks before the project ended). Over fifteen 
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week’s classroom and online observations gave me a general understanding of the 

students’ blogging and online interaction experiences, however, certainly those could 

not account for the whole story of their second language writing development 

process. To tackle this concern, a redundancy of data was achieved when the coding 

of the blog entries and other students’ writing samples progressed toward the end of 

the inquiry.  

4. This study required internet access and basic computer skills to get online and post 

blog entries, difficulties were added as some students were troubled by the unfamiliar 

English interface of our class blogs and inconvenient internet access. To conquer this 

challenge, Susan and I provided both written and hands-on instructions and technique 

supports.  

5. Since the task and activities in this inquiry were not required by the students’ school 

curriculum and all of the blogging activities and interactions took place during 

students’ after-class time, students’ self-regulation and enthusiasm in this activity 

played a decisive role in their active and regular participation. Due to this reason, not 

many students remained till the end of the program and the number of the blog posts 

fluctuated affected by various reasons, such as schedule variables for the students (the 

exam week and the winter break), activity and exam conflicts, school workload, etc.   

6. Due to the fact that all of my participants were Business Administration majors, 

which means that the students were not oriented towards writing and language the 

ways other majors, such as English, Literacy or Teaching, often are; therefore, the 

writings they produced and the language they used may not be as fluent and proficient 
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as those of the above majors, and we need to adjust our evaluation criteria and 

expectations towards them. 

Summary 

       This inquiry is influenced and instructed by the paradigm of constructivism, which 

acknowledges the existence of multiple realities, and that the researcher and the 

participants co-construct meanings (Creswell, 2007; Hatch, 2002). Qualitative research 

methodology guided this study, and a case study was conducted to obtain in-depth 

understandings of the participants’ experiences. During the almost seven-month research 

period (from Oct. 2011 to April, 2012), a group of Chinese college EFL students were 

engaged in assigned and unassigned English blogging and online communication 

activities. Thirty-one students in total participated in this project and my case study 

mainly focused on the experiences of seven focus students.  

       I collected multiple sources of data, which included pre-study survey, pre- and post- 

study writing apprehension forms, students’ blog entries, my observation notes and 

reflection memos, group and individual interviews, informal communications with both 

instructor and students, and students’ writing samples. I adopted the constant comparative 

method and content analysis method to analyze my data. Multiple sources were 

referenced for my analysis codes and to examine certain themes and categories that 

emerged during my data analysis process. Finally, four aspects of the trustworthiness, 

including credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability, were examined 

and certain techniques were adopted to carefully address those issues.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 

       The purpose of this study is to examine the experiences of Chinese first-year Non-

English major college students with blogging and to explore whether blogging can be 

applied by instructors in Chinese college classrooms to teach English writing. During the 

15-week study, 31 students presented their experiences and understandings with blogging 

from various perspectives, as well as their questions and expectations for blogging. In 

this chapter, based on the data collected from the blog posts, surveys, interviews and 

observations from the students and their instructor, I will organize the following results 

into four main questions:  

1. What are participating Chinese EFL students’ experiences with and attitudes 

towards blogging?  

2. What are the benefits and difficulties for participating Chinese EFL students to 

share writings on a class blog? 

3. How does assigned blogging (writing on assigned topics) compare with unassigned 

blogging (writing on topics of self-choice)? What kinds of thinking are 

demonstrated in different types of blogging? 

4. What qualities are found in students’ blogging? How shall we evaluate EFL 

students’ writings? 

Overview of Methodology and Data Analysis Procedures 

       In order to answer the above questions, I conducted a case study involving 31 

Chinese first-year non-English major college students, focusing on the experiences of 

seven focus students. From early October 2011 to late April 2012, the students and their 
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instructor participated in this study. All of the students submitted the pre-study open-

ended surveys about their writing, and the majority of the students completed pre- and 

post-study writing apprehension forms. Eleven students and the instructor were 

interviewed about their blogging experiences. Eight students published the written 

reflections on blogging. The primary data source was from the post entries the students 

published on the class blog, and my observations.  

       I began analyzing data early in the study by reading students’ post entries on a daily 

basis and recording brief comments and thoughts about each entry, which include the 

word count, the topic choice and the ways students use to present their ideas (inserting 

pictures, sound or video clips, or using different fonts or colors). I initiated the data 

analysis by firstly reading through one participant’s data profile, including his interview 

transcripts, post entries, and my observation notes to determine codes. I then further 

analyzed the data by rereading his data, comparing and contrasting with other 

participants’ data profiles to modify and create new codes.  I also noted down my 

questions and consulted for opinions from my committee members and peer doctoral 

students constantly throughout the analysis. My codes were based on such sources as 

Odell’s (1999) model of assessing thinking in writing, Barnes & Todd’s (1977) social 

and cognitive functions in exploratory talks, Britton’s (1975) functions of written 

utterances, and Hayakawa’s (1990) ladder of abstraction.  

Research Findings 

       In Chapter 3, Methodology, I introduced the participating class and the seven focus 

students involved in the study. In this section of research findings, I will highlight a few 
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students for each of the topics to present a full story of these students’ English blogging 

experiences. The results of the inquiry are organized into four categories to answer the 

main research question: a). students’ experiences with and attitudes towards blogging; b). 

the benefits of and difficulties in blogging; c). how unassigned blogging is different 

compared with assigned blogging; and d). the evaluation of students’ writing.  

What Are Participating Students’ Experiences with and Attitudes towards Blogging? 

There are five topics concerning the participating students’ experiences with 

English blogging in university settings: 1) the students’ views of writing and writer; 2) 

their understanding of and attitudes towards blogging; 3) focus students’ blogging 

experiences -- their blogging routine and writing environment; 4) the students’ attitudes 

and reactions toward peer response; and 5) the types of students’ comments. The 

information of the above topics was collected mainly from the face-to-face individual and 

group interviews, and the observations of students’ online and classroom activities and 

performance, which provide the knowledge of these students’ first-hand contact with 

English blogging, such as their views and attitudes towards writing and blogging, their 

blogging environment and processes, and their attitudes and reaction to the peer response.  

Students’ Views of Writing and Writer 

       In spite of the fact that all the participating students come from the same country, 

share the same cultural background, and have a similar educational background, their 

understandings towards the concepts of writing and writer vary from individual to 

individual. In order to better understand their blogging experiences, it is also important to 

know how they view writing and writer in their minds.  
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Most students viewed writing as simply expressing the writer’s thoughts 

       When discussing their understandings of writing, most of the students believed that 

writing was to express the thoughts of the writer. Jane and Marc viewed writing as just to 

“express your inner thoughts.” Christine thought of writing as “writing down your 

thoughts.” In Michael’s mind, writing was “just turning what you want to say into the 

written form,” and to “express your own ideas.” For Leo, writing was “just to express 

your thoughts in the form of words,” and “it’s more like the outcry of your own thoughts, 

because language is the uttered form of your inner thinking.” They described their 

understanding of writing purely from the angle of expressing ideas of the writer; however, 

they neglected the other important characteristic of writing – communicating meanings 

with the readers.    

Some students viewed writing as communicating with the readers 

       In 0lianb’s definition writing includes two types:  

One is writing per others’ requests. In this situation, I will just write 
according to the requirements. The other situation is that I just want to 
note down some particular thoughts or let out my emotions in my writings. 
(Interview, March 15, 2012) 
 

In 0lianb’s opinion, these two types of writing led to two different writing styles and left 

him different feelings. For the former, he needed to consider the writer’s expectation, and 

tried to satisfy the requester’s requirements; therefore, he would spend more time 

pondering what can be written and what should not. While for the latter, he may write 

down things more freely, so that his deeper emotions could be let out and his inner 

pressure would be alleviated. For him, the first type of writing was more like “talking to 

others, and writing for others;” while the latter one was “talking to myself, and writing 
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for myself.” 

       Oriel proposed her understanding of writing, which was quite different from 

most of her classmates: 

I am not taking writing as simply “write,” I think it’s a good way for me to 
communicate to others my feelings, thoughts, and experiences. Although 
it’s not face-to-face (communication), I think it’s a way of communicating 
with others, which I think is absent in our society, since it is fast-speed for 
everything, nobody is willing to sit down and listen to you quietly. We 
have great pressures, and we need a forum to express ourselves. 
(Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

Oriel believed that writing may allow different people to understand each other’s 

ideas and have their own voices heard; therefore, writing was much more than merely 

writing down and expressing ideas, but also involved making what was written 

understood by the readers.  

Most students viewed writing as an end product 

       Influenced by the idea that writing was just to include the writer’s thoughts, most 

students viewed writing as an end product. 0lianb considered the action of writing as a 

process: “sometimes you want to write more, having more to say during the process of 

your writing, so it’s process.” However, “after you’ve written it up, you and others will 

read it and have some responses…” and in this sense “a finished writing became a 

product,” he said. 0lianb further noted, 

After I’ve finished the writing, I won’t want to revise it. I just hope that 
others will give me some comments on the content of my writing or 
resonate with my feelings and emotions in the passage. As for revising…I 
don’t think we need to revise it after we’ve finished it. (Interview, March 
15, 2012) 
 

In 0lianb’s mind, after he produced the writing, it became an end product. He welcomed 

others to leave comments and ask questions. “If they don’t understand, I will reply to his 
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comments and explain to him, but I won’t revise my writing,” he stated.  

       When asked whether he would revise the writing after he had finished the writing, 

Marc stated that he would revise if he found he had made mistakes, while these mistakes 

were defined by him as “grammatical errors” only. What was also worth noticing was that 

when I asked him, “What do you expect your teacher do with your writing? How do you 

expect her to respond to your articles?” Marc answered, “It doesn’t matter, because I 

won’t revise it even after I already know I need to. All in all, it doesn’t matter, and the 

teacher won’t care.” From my classroom observation through those four months, I 

noticed that although Susan assigned three or four writing tasks and marked good lines 

and the points where the students need to revise on the students’ paper, she never 

collected the writings back and further worked with the students on their revisions. It is a 

very common phenomenon in most English classes in Chinese colleges. Therefore, it 

never occurred to the students that they still need to work on an already submitted writing. 

Since the teacher usually did not collect the revised essays and check for revisions, the 

students simply treated each writing as a task, and once submitted, it was the end.  

Few students saw themselves as good writers 

       Although the participating students were grouped as Class A for English course, 

which means they possessed higher English proficiency level than the rest of the students, 

and their instructor Susan thought their English writings were acceptable and they were 

“capable of expressing their ideas on certain topics,” most students didn’t see themselves 

as good writers, let alone good English writers. Michael thought he was not a good writer 

yet:  

Sometimes I know I have many things to say, but I just don’t know how to 
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organize my language, and I still need to improve expressing myself…the 
organization and maybe the expression of my writing are loose. I think I 
am not good enough in writing. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 

Same problem also troubled Oriel. “I have a lot of ideas in my mind, but I’m not quite 

able to express myself using language,” said Oriel, “I always feel that what I wrote 

couldn’t well express what I really meant.” 

       Jane brought up the issue of criteria -- “whether you are seeing inspiring thinking or 

a beautifully worded, error-free passage.” “I am the kind of person that I’ll be satisfied if 

I can express my ideas, no matter in what way I say,” said Jane, “I think they can still 

understand me, but maybe the writing is not that beautiful.” In other words, she could 

express the basic meanings, but the writing was not good enough in the sense of rhetoric.   

      On the other hand, some student believed their communication skills were 

constrained by their language. “If it’s in English, maybe I am not that satisfied, but in 

Chinese, I am quite good,” stated Leo. He found that “sometimes I think of some 

sentences in Chinese, but I just can’t use English to appropriately translate them, the 

feelings are not right.” Many other students faced the same situation: they were quite 

confident with wording and sentence structuring in Chinese language, but they just felt 

incompetent writing in English.  

       In my interview, I also found another interesting thing: some students held 

misconception about the definition of writer. “A writer is the one who lives on writing 

and publishing articles and books,” said Michael; therefore, “writing is the writer’s 

thing.” He did not see himself as a writer, let alone believing that he could be a good 

writer.  
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The majority of students believed English writing as important and useful 

       Although the selected participating students were non-English majors, the majority of 

the students believed English writing as important and useful, and English learning 

occupied a considerable amount of their spare time. For example, when they were free, 

Jane and Leo borrowed and read English books and magazines to “know more about the 

outside world,” Oriel joined English clubs and went to the English corner to practice her 

spoken English, and Michael watched English movies and listened to English songs to 

learn English. Leo said, “I think communicating with others is an important skill. If you 

know and have learned how to communicate with others, you’ll live better in the future.” 

On the other hand, since many college students chose to work at a foreign enterprise after 

they graduate, where English is the official work language, they also realized the value of 

English writing. “When writing in English to communicate with others becomes a must at 

work, English writing abilities will be especially important to us,” said Christine.  

Students’ Attitudes towards Blogging  

       Since weblog came into people’s social world in the early 21st century, it has not 

been a new thing for Chinese people. It especially attracted a large population of young 

people. However, integrating blog in the English classes in China is undoubtedly a new 

attempt. Therefore, understanding students’ attitudes towards and expectations for 

blogging become essential to implement blogging in English writing instruction 

effectively. 

Students held various understandings of blog 

       According to the anonymous pre-study survey, 10 out of 27 (37%) students had their 
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personal blogs, and 16 (59%) students would read others’ blog posts and they will 

comment on their blogs. They have different understandings of blog from various 

perspectives.  

       Some students regarded blog as “online journal,” which is used to express writer’s 

personal feelings, write messages, describe and share their routines and life. One of the 

students claimed that the blogger could “publish whatever they wanted to say and the 

blog posts should not be commented by others.” 

       Some students believed that blog should be an “open stage, where people can express 

their own thinking.” In other words, it is a way for people to express themselves and 

make others know their ideas.  

       Others held that blog is “a place where we can exchange our thoughts and 

communicate with each other conveniently.” They believed that blog could serve as a 

“public communication tool.” (Pre-study survey, Oct. 8, 2011) 

Most students had high expectations for blogging 

       When asked what expectations they had for our blogging activity, some students had 

very high expectations and wished to obtain great improvement in their English learning. 

Marc said, “I hope I will gain some writing experiences…and improve my English 

abilities.” Rainy hoped that she could write in English more freely and fluently, while 

Leo expressed that “I want to know about others’ thoughts, and make more friends, and I 

can understand what they are thinking about, know about their ideas.”  

       Jane wished that more of her classmates could participate to write and share with 

each other, so that “we’ll have more motivations to continue writing,” while 0lianb 

thought the targeted audience could be expanded to beyond the class and include more 
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friends on their personal blogs, so that “people (may) write updates and leave messages 

to each other conveniently.” 

       On the other hand, some students did not expect too much from this blogging 

experience at the very beginning of this project. “I don’t have high expectation for this 

experience,” said Oriel, “I think this is an alternative way, providing us this platform, or 

opportunity to (practice English writing), and I’ll make full use of it.” “I don’t have much 

expectation,” Oriel repeated. However, her mind changed a lot as the study proceeded.  

       In the pre-study survey, when asked what topics the students would be most 

interested in and would expect to write about, the topic of personal life stories and 

experiences won the most votes (almost 90%). Other popular topics included music and 

sports, which were “closest to our life.” (Anonymous student, Oct. 8, 2011) 

Students’ blogging performance varied by group and week  

       From October 2011 to late April 2012, students’ weekly blogging activity and online 

communication lasted for over fifteen weeks, with a pause from late December 2012 to 

Mid-February because of the winter break in Chinese universities. During this period of 

time, class blog group one produced a total of 54 blog entries and 34 comments, and 

group two produced 104 blog posts and 50 comments. In addition, two students in group 

two continued blogging and posted 8 additional writings even after the study came to an 

end. Therefore, I collected 166 blog entries and 84 student comments in total. The 

number of the blog posts from each group for each task is as follows:  

Figure 4.1 Students’ Blogging Performance in Two Groups 

Task No. Group 1 No. of Posts Group 2 No. of Posts Tol 
Wk. 1, My Symbol 5 10 15 
Wk. 2, The person who changed 4 10 14 
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me 
Wk. 3, The song that touched me 6 10 16 
Wk. 4, The most meaningful gift 3 6 9 
Wk. 5, “Wild geese” 2 6 8 
Wk. 6, What happened after the 
Monkey King returned 

2 4 6 

Wk. 7, Living Styles 2 3 5 
Wk. 8, Self-sponsored blogging 3 5 8 
Wk. 9, Self-sponsored blogging 8 7 15 
Wk. 10, Self-sponsored blogging 5 8 13 
Wk. 11, Self-sponsored blogging 5 5 10 
Wk. 12, Self-sponsored blogging 4 8 12 
Wk. 13, Self-sponsored blogging 2 4 6 
Wk. 14, Self-sponsored blogging 1 1 2 
Wk. 15, Reflection on blogging 2 6 8 
Uncategorized posts 0 19 19 
Total posts 54 112 166 
       It is noticeable that the students in group two produced considerably more posts than 

those in group one, and they seemed to be more engaged in this activity. One of the 

reasons could be that the two most active bloggers, Jane and Oriel, registered in this 

group, who contributed over 1/3 of the total blog posts of group two. Moreover, being 

stimulated by the peer pressure, other members in this group would also be “pushed” to 

blog more frequently, and a good blogging atmosphere could thus be promoted. On the 

other hand, there were obvious decreases in the number of students’ blog entries for week 

6-7, and week 13-14, which was caused by the school activity conflicts: during week 6-7, 

the students were busy preparing for their final exams, and the winter break was 

approaching close; while during week 14-15, the students were to take the CET 4, which 

left them less time to work on tasks that were not required by the school curriculum.  

Three types of bloggers were recognized 

       According to the students’ online writing performance and interactions with the 

teachers and other classmates, I categorized the students into three types of bloggers, 
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which also reflected their attitudes towards and enthusiasm in participating in this 

blogging activity: 

1. Active bloggers, who fulfilled almost all the tasks on time and published at least 

12 blog posts, and interacted the most actively online with the teachers and other 

classmates. Through these months, five out of twenty-seven (19%) students 

published more than 12 blog entries, and each of them submitted at least 6 

comments on other classmates’ posts.  

2. Intermediately engaged bloggers, who completed almost half of the tasks and 

published 4 or more blog posts, and had occasional online interactions with their 

peers. Nine (33%) students published fewer than 12 but more than 4 posts, among 

whom seven students submitted comments and two did not comment on others’ 

writings at all.  

3. Reluctant bloggers, who completed less than 1/3 of the tasks and published fewer 

than 4 blog entries, and almost never gave feedback to other students’ posts. 

Thirteen (48%) students published fewer than 4 posts, among whom 6 students 

did not publish any posts at all, and most of them did not read others’ posts, 

neither did they write comments on others’ writings.  

Since the start of this study, the students’ engagement and self-regulation had been 

my concern. This blogging project was a voluntary activity in order not to interfere with 

Susan’s regular English instruction. However, while implementing blogging with those 

first-year college students, such freedom of voluntary participation also brought problems 

for me – most students were not treating it as important as their curriculum assignments, 

and they were not blogging on a weekly basis, instead, they would blog only when they 
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thought of it or when they had strong emotions and felt like writing down their thoughts. 

When asked why almost half of the students were not very interested in blogging and 

responding to others’ writings, Susan thought the biggest reason was that this activity was 

NOT REQUIRED by the school curriculum. As non-English majors, the participating 

students had already spent too much time in English learning, in their spare time they 

would rather work on their major courses or just take a break than continue to work on 

academic studies. “That will be definitely a different story if I integrate blogging into my 

regular English instruction and make it a requirement next time,” Susan believed, “since 

the students will always follow what they are required to do” (Interview, March 27, 2012). 

On the other hand, some students showed particular interest and enthusiasm in 

this online writing and communicating activity. In addition to the required 15 blogging 

tasks, Jane and Oriel shared with the class their personal feelings and stories and 

published 23 and 19 blog entries respectively. Oriel treated this class blog as a good 

platform to practice English writing that she would make good use of, and Jane believed 

that  

If we don’t write English often, we’ll forget how to write it and will not 
feel comfortable writing. Writing on a regular basis will help us develop 
the sense of English writing. (Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

       In addition, during the last week, some students described how their attitudes 

towards blogging changed and expressed how they wished this activity could continue 

even after my project came to an end in their reflection paper. 

Rita: Maybe we regard this as a task at first, but I think (or I hope) it will 
be a habit gradually sooner or later, so I really hope this work to be 
continued… (Blog entry, published on April 22, 2012) 

 
Cathy: I thought that the blog likes (was like) my diary, every time I felt 
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happy or sad or puzzled, I wrote the blog, say what I want to 
say…All in all, I like it. So, can we continue to write the blog after 
Echo (the researcher) finish her project? (Blog entry, published on 
April 20, 2012) 

 
Richal: For me, I think I would get used to express my thought through 

this blog writing. And, I believe everyone participated in could get 
growth more or less. We will go on. (Blog entry, published on April 
20, 2012) 

       Rita was an active blogger, who published 12 blog entries and participated actively 

in commenting. Cathy and Richal were intermediately engaged bloggers, who submitted 

6 and 4 writings respectively, and both of them read and commented on others’ posts. 

Therefore, apart from the factor of pure intrinsic interest in writing, the students with 

stronger motivations to learn English and practice English writing would be more 

engaged in blogging.  

Focus Students’ Blogging Experiences: Blogging Routine and Environment 

       Due to their different English writing abilities and habits, as well as their various 

backgrounds of prior contact with the computer and the Internet, the focus students 

exhibited completely different blogging experiences. I examined mainly the blogging 

environment and the blogging routines of the seven focus students to present their 

specific blogging experiences.  

Jane 

       Jane was an active participant in blogging. She was more of a talker than a thinker 

and enjoyed the freedom of expressing her ideas to others, no matter in what way. Since 

Jane did not bring her own computer to the campus, she did not get online on a regular 

basis. Usually she used her smart phone to check Emails and chat with her friends online. 

In order to complete our blogging tasks, usually she borrowed her roommate’s computer 
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to publish posts in her dormitory. Jane was one of the few students who persisted in 

blogging from the very beginning till the end. She submitted 23 blog entries all together 

and commented 7 times on her classmates’ writings.  

       It was worth noticing that even during the winter break, when all the other students 

stopped blogging and focused on spending time with families for the Chinese Spring 

Festival, Jane continued to blog, telling others her daily life, though sometimes it read a 

little like a journal account.  

The daily life at home 
 
The daily life at home is a little lot leisurely and comfortable. 
Get up at 12.00 ,then go to vegetablemarket and cook .After eating ,I 

begin to watch TV ,and maybe with some snacks .   
At about 18.00 , I maybe go to market again and cook ,then ,watch 
and eating .Until about  2.00 ,I would go to bed . Then ,a day has 
gone . 
How regulur aday ! 
OH , I nearly forget that sometimes I may be surf at internet .This 
night ,I skin through some photos about wedding dress .How 
beautiful them are ! I like them very much . 
OK ,now ,I will go to cook something to my mother for night snack . 
Good night , boys and girls . (Blog entry, published on Feb. 4, 2012) 
 

While sometimes what she shared was private family issues. 

About my sister 
 
My elder sister came back yesterday .It is fantastic , 
A matter of course , We had a big dinner . Still to now ,I still feel 
full .Though my sister is cooking now . 
My sister is 23 this yeay ,a beautiful and smart girl .As she is still 
unmarried ,my mother feel unhappy ,and often urge her to be a blind 
date .Of course ,my sister do not agree .Now ,she is busy with buying 
house which my mother really could not understand .On behalf of my 
mother ,she thinks my sister will marry someday ,she need not buy 
house .For my sister ,she thinks house is the foundation of the feeling of 
safety. 
In my opinion ,I agree with my sister ,as I think marriage is not necessary 
in one’s life ,at least needn’t in the early life .And house is reslly 
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important . 
All in all ,I hope my sister happy every day.  
(Blog entry, published on Feb. 27, 2012) 
 

When asked what motivated her to keep blogging during the winter break, Jane said, 

“Since I was free during the winter break, and I think it would be an interesting thing to 

share with others what happened to me during that time, so I would want to write” 

(Interview, March 1, 2012). To some extent, Jane was like a sharer, willing to let others 

know things about her.  

       While Jane was writing, she stopped all the other online activities, such as browsing 

the webpages and chatting online with friends. “Unless I’ve already finished doing 

something, I don’t like to be involved in something else,” said Jane. She also believed 

that the affective factors, such as the writer’s moods, will seriously influence the tone of 

the writing; therefore she always turned the background music off while blogging.  

I always believe that the emotions in what you write accord with your 
own moods while writing it. Even if you want to write something happy, 
but if you are not happy while writing it, then the stories you write won’t 
sound happy to others. (Interview, March 1, 2012) 
 

       In speaking of Jane’s blogging routines, her writing process involved five steps: 

organization, preparation, writing, proofreading and revising.  

I’ll first think over what I want to write about. Think about what kind of 
articles I want to write and what materials I’ll need. Prepare those all 
together, and then write it down, finish the writing…Sometimes, I might 
read it over myself and maybe I’ll make some modifications. (Interview, 
March 1, 2012) 
 

It seems that before Jane started to write, plenty of thinking and preparation work had 

already been going on in her mind, and once she started, she wrote fluently and quickly. 

Unlike many other students, Jane consciously knew that she was thinking in English and 
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composed the posts in English directly on the blog page. She did not draft, nor did she 

need to translate sentence by sentence from Chinese to English. “That will be a waste of 

time…Just think in English and write it down,” said Jane.  

Oriel 

       Being quiet and prudent, Oriel was more of a thinker and doer than a talker. She had 

her particular opinions on certain issues and wouldn’t agree with others blindly. Since 

Oriel did not have a personal computer, getting online became inconvenient for her. 

Although all the other three girls had computers in her dormitory, Oriel chose to get 

online at an Internet Café at the back street on campus, which was located several blocks 

away from the students’ dormitory area. “It’s not very convenient, since if you want to go 

there, you need to find time when you don’t have classes and don’t have other important 

things to do,” said Oriel. Usually Oriel spent around 8-9 hours per week online searching 

for news about her favorite sports star or logged on social webs when she felt bored. 

After our blogging project started, Oriel spent around 2 hours each time to publish just 

one post. Although Oriel published a total of 19 blog posts and commented 25 times on 

the class blog, which proved her to be an active blogger, due to the technical difficulties, 

the first entry by her was published on December 1, 2012, which was one month later 

after the project had already begun.  

I did publish three posts at the very beginning, but I published them in the 
Draft box. Susan reminded me, and later I tried again to formally publish 
them…After I found I couldn’t publish them, I saved them in the Trash 
box, and then I just deleted them accidentally. (Interview, March 8, 2012) 

However, once she got used to the class blog interface and knew how to publish posts, 

she submitted writings frequently and communicated with both teachers and classmates 

actively even until after this project officially ended.  
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       Like Jane, once started writing, Oriel stopped all the other online activities. She said, 

“I am usually very concentrated. If I plan to do something, I’ll be focused on it until I 

finish it.” She would not browse webpages or listen to the music, anything that might 

have distracted her from writing. 

       While blogging, Oriel’s writing process included organization and composing.  

Usually I don’t have the habit of drafting. Since currently we are blogging 
on topics of our own choices, it is kind of random topic selecting. When I 
get online, for example, after I read the article that the lights at the library 
of Harvard University were on all night through, I had a lot of thoughts 
and had a kind of impulse that I wanted to write down something. I 
organized first in my brain, organized my thoughts briefly, and thought 
how to express. I didn’t draft, just typed directly on the keyboard. Wrote 
directly online, writing down whatever I wanted to say. (Interview, March 
8, 2012) 
 

Oriel did not draft, since she had most of her thinking planned and organized in her brain, 

and when she started the writing, she simply put down what she previously composed in 

her mind. Nor did Oriel proofread or revise her post after it was completed. She held that 

“what came to your mind at the very beginning was usually what you wanted to express 

the most.” Therefore, “I usually didn’t revise,” said she. Obviously Oriel believed that the 

initial thoughts in her mind could represent what she was thinking the best; therefore she 

resisted making any changes on the content level of her writings. 

0lianb 

       0lianb was a boy who loves sports and enjoyed ball games. He brought his own 

computer to his dormitory; therefore he could easily get online at his dorm. He would 

spend approximately 8 hours per week online browsing web pages, viewing news, 

listening to the music and sometimes logging on the social webs to communicate with his 

friends. 0lianb published 9 posts in total, and left 3 comments, all of which were 
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responding to Susan and my comments to his posts.  

       When asked what made him to write and share on our class blog, 0lianb’s answer 

touched me: “Because you are doing this project,” answered he, “many students didn’t 

blog last term, and I find you paid a lot of effort in this project, so I want to support you.” 

On the other hand, he found that writing became an inner need for his emotions and 

thoughts.  

Sometimes I really wanted to write, not because that anything drove me to 
write. Sometimes, just like that time we had a little trip, and I just felt like 
writing something down when I looked at those pictures afterwards. 
(Interview, March 15, 2012) 
 

       0lianb’s writing process was similar to freewriting (Elbow, 1998), once the theme of 

the writing was determined, he would keep writing following the flow of his thoughts:  

If I am very interested in some particular matter, or have strong feelings 
towards some things, I will just write around this topic. I just opened the 
web page, and write down whatever I think of…something like the stream 
of consciousness…I would not think about the results…just write directly. 
(Interview, March 15, 2012) 
 

Unlike Jane, who had already switched to an English thinking pattern while writing to 

English blog, 0lianb still had occasional moments when Chinese thoughts would come 

into mind; however, his transition time was obviously short: “sometimes I had some 

thoughts or ideas in Chinese, but I just expressed them in English directly.” While 

blogging, 0lianb also wanted to remain completely focused, which means that he did not 

browse webpages or listen to the music, except that he kept QQ (Chinese version of 

OICQ or MSN) on, but usually he would not initiate the conversation unless others 

pinned him. 0lianb believed that a published post was an end product; therefore, he did 

not think revision was a need.  
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Michael 

       Michael was a tall and athletic-looking boy, who spent his leisure time either playing 

basketball or surfing online in his dormitory. Since he brought his laptop to the school, it 

was very convenient for him to get online. On average, he spent at least 5-6 hours per day 

online to play games, watch movies or chat with friends. Michael published 11 posts and 

submitted 11 comments in total. In addition to the assigned blogging tasks, Michael’s 

posts covered a wide range from health to hometown, from American dramas to various 

CET 4 writing themes, such as the digital age, and whether to buy or rent an apartment. 

Michael read and commented actively on others’ writings, because he thought he could 

learn something new from others’ posts.  

       Michael’s writing process involves four steps: organization, writing, proof reading 

and revision.  

I didn’t draft. If I have some thoughts, I would organize them first in my 
brain, and then write online. I should say that this process took me very 
long time. (Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

Like many other students, before Michael started writing, he thought and organized his 

ideas first in mind. While thinking, unlike Jane and 0lianb, who thought mainly in 

English and wrote in English directly, Michael was very clear that “certainly I thought 

and organized in Chinese, and then turned it into English.” Possibly this also explained 

why his writing process took a long time. After he finished the writing, Michael would 

proofread it. “If I found some points problematic or incoherent, I’d revise or change 

them,” said he. While blogging, sometimes Michael listened to the music as the 

background, and he did not think the sound or the content of the music would affect his 

blogging. “My roommates also played music on their computers, so it’s kind of a chaotic 
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environment already,” explained Michael. Obviously he already accustomed himself to 

such background with music. Other than listening to the music, Michael did not 

participate in any other online activities while blogging. 

Christine 

       Christine was a shy girl who spent most of her spare time at her dormitory. Since one 

of her roommates brought computer to the dorm, Christine may borrow the computer to 

blog and did not need to go to the Internet café to get online. Christine spent probably 5-6 

hours per week online, mainly to watch TV or movies. She would also listen to the music 

and search for information that was related to English learning when needed. Christine 

published 4 posts and left only one comment throughout this project. Christine submitted 

two assigned blog posts and two self-sponsored writings, all of which were pretty short, 

from two to six lines.  

      Three steps went on while Christine was blogging: organization, preparation, and 

writing. 

To compose an article, I’ll think first, and look for the vocabulary that I 
was not sure about, and publish it after I’ve finished it. (Interview, March 
1, 2012)  
 

Like many others, Christine also wrote online in English directly without drafting, and 

most of the time, the ideas occurred to her in English already. However, for some certain 

meanings that she did not know how to express, Chinese words jumped into her mind 

first and then she looked for English equivalent online to keep her ideas coherent. While 

blogging, Christine did not engage herself in any other online activities. “Just writing,” 

Christine explained, “if I listen to the music, I won’t be able to continue doing other 

things.” 
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Marc 

       For Susan, Marc was not a good student. He always slept in class and did not even 

participate in the classroom activities. “It seems that he doesn’t care about anything 

around him, and nothing matters to him,” said Susan. In Marc’s spare time, he either 

played basketball or spent most of his time online at his dorm. Since Marc brought his 

own computer to school, he got online very often and pretty conveniently. During the first 

semester, Marc spent around 4-5 hours online every day. As the course load became 

heavier in the second semester, Marc spent less than 2 hours online each day. Usually he 

listened to the music, watched TV programs and movies when he was online, and his QQ 

was opened and he hung on there all day. Before I first interviewed Marc, he did not 

publish any posts, and it seemed he was much troubled by the all-English interface of the 

class blog; however, after I instructed him how to log on to the blog and publish posts 

during our first meeting on March 1, 2012, to my surprise, he submitted two writings on 

the blog, but still, he did not read, nor did he respond to others’ writings till the end of the 

project.  

       Marc’s writing process included four steps: organization, writing, proof reading and 

revising. “I’ll think first what I’m going to write about,” said Marc. However, when he 

started writing, the process was much similar with 0lianb’s, and exhibited the major 

qualities of freewriting: 

…when I write, sometimes suddenly I just can’t write anything, so I just 
follow my mind, write down whatever I could think of. (Interview, March 
1, 2012)  
 

It seemed that freewriting helped unblock Marc’ writing when he “suddenly couldn’t 

write anything:” the flow of writing was emphasized – “I just follow my mind;” and the 
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spontaneous ideas that came into his mind during writing was valued – “write down 

whatever I could think of.” It was through such uninterrupted, continuous writing that 

Marc could finally discover his ideas and record important thinking in his writings.  

       After he finished the writing, Marc would revise if he found he had made some 

grammatical mistakes. While blogging, Marc loved to play some songs as background 

music, since he “love English songs.” In the meanwhile, his QQ was also open, but he 

usually did not initiate talking with others.  

Rainy 

       Rainy was a sweet little girl with sharp insight. She was sensitive, writing in her 

diary and writing on her personal blog. She viewed her friends’ blogs and commented to 

them in her spare time. She brought her personal computer to the dormitory, but she did 

not apply for the internet connection on her computer because her father had serious 

concerns about the Internet and believed that “it was not a good thing to get online” while 

Rainy was still studying in the college. However, Rainy used her smart phone to log on 

QQ and chat with friends, and usually she watched online TV programs and movies 

together with her roommates on their computers. On average, Rainy spent over 10 hours 

online each week to browse web pages, play online games and occasionally, search for 

English learning information.  

       During our interview, Rainy expressed her appreciation towards this blogging 

program; however, to my disappointment, she did not publish any blog entries, nor did 

she read or respond to other classmates’ writings on the class blog till the end of the 

project. When asked for the reasons why she did not participate in blogging, Rainy 

answered, “Maybe I’m too lazy.” However, the day before I left China after I finished this 
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project, I received an Email from Rainy, who said,  

Although I didn’t publish any blog entries, I am really grateful for what 
you’ve done for us and your effort in this program. You provided us such 
a good opportunity to practice English writing. I wish you all the best in 
your future work! (Email, March 30, 2012) 
 

       Rainy’s Email brightened my world again. Possibly her story represented a certain 

group of students in her class: they did not resist this blogging activity and they believed 

that practicing English writing on a regular basis was a good opportunity for them to 

learn English; however, because of this or that reason, they just did not blog. Some of 

them did not have convenient Internet access, some of them encountered problems 

logging into their account, and some were stopped from blogging because of their school 

schedules. Last but not least, because this activity was not required by the English 

curriculum, many of them just could not think of this activity when they were free.    

Students’ Reactions towards Peer Response 

       In my study, students’ blogging experience not only involved writing online in 

English, but also communicating with others via comments they left to each other’s 

writing. In order to show students how to comment and what to say in their comments, 

Susan and I read and commented on each one of the posts that the students published. 

Although it was stated in the blog activity requirements that the participants need to read 

at least two other classmates’ writings and leave two comments each week, during the 

first two months of the project (before the winter break), only a few students left 

messages sporadically and the comments were mainly contributed by Susan and me. It 

was after numerous informal communications with the students explaining that our 

English blog was just like their personal blogs and that they may feel free to leave 
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messages to others’ posts; that more students started to comment. However, still, the 

students did not comment as actively as I had previously expected.   

Most students expected others to comment on their posts but they seldom responded to 

others’ posts 

       Through the individual and group face-to-face interviews, I found that although 

many students seldom left comments to others’ writings, almost all of them did expect 

others – both classmates and teachers – to read and comment on their posts after they 

published the writings. “I hope other people will read my posts after I publish them,” said 

Michael, “I’ll be happy reading those comments.” 

Researcher: Do you want others to read and comment to your posts? 
Tony: Yes. I don’t want to see that I was like making monologues alone 

here, I hope someone will read and comment. Otherwise I’ll think what 
I’ve written is of no value. (Interview, March 15, 2012) 

 
Researcher: If you’ve published a posts, do you expect others to read it? 
Leo: Of course! (Interview, March 8, 2012) 
Leo: …if someone can leave a comment, I’ll be motivated to write more 

and write more often. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 
Researcher: Under what Circumstances will you participate more actively 

and publish more? 
0lianb: When others comment on my post. (Interview, March 15, 2012) 
 

       Students believed that their writings would be of some value if there were readers 

commenting on their posts, which may also greatly encourage them to continue writing. 

However, when asked why they seldom responded to others’ posts themselves, their 

answers were various. Michael replied, “I feel like I didn’t know what to say after I’d 

read their writings” (Interview, March 8, 2012). 

Researcher: Will you read and comment on others’ writings? 
Leo: That depends…if I have the feelings, I’ll comment, but if I don’t feel 

anything reading the post, just like drinking a cup of tea with no taste, 
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I won’t comment. (Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 
Leo: …sometimes I really wanted to respond, but I just didn’t know how 

to say it in English. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 
Christine: I really wanted to respond, but there is only one computer in my 

dorm, and it’s not very convenient to get online. (Interview, March 29, 
2012) 

 
0lianb: …here everything is in English, sometimes I just feel like being 

blocked and I wouldn’t want to keep reading…maybe it also because 
that during the reading process I felt bored myself and didn’t want to 
continue…(Interview, March 15, 2012) 

 
It seemed that language became one of the barriers that blocked the students’ thoughts in 

commenting, since they had no ideas of what to say and how to accurately express 

themselves. It was also possible that the students were not fully aware that they also 

need to read and comment on their peers’ writings due to the habit that they had formed 

for a long time that they only wrote and cared about their own writings for each writing 

assignment, and that they were not provided the opportunities to read others’ writings in 

the past. On the other hand, we should notice that most students would not revisit their 

own writings after they published the entries, let alone reading and making comments on 

their classmates’ posts. 

Students had various expectations for the comments they received 

       Since most of the students expected their posts to be read and commented on by 

other readers, they did have expectations towards those comments that they received. 

Michael hoped that others may help him realize the errors that he made in his writing, 

“because sometimes I couldn’t be aware of some grammatical mistakes by myself after I 

finished writing” (Interview, March 8, 2012). Leo expected that the teachers may “… 

comment to instruct and encourage us” (Interview, March 8, 2012). 0lianb wished that 
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what he wrote could stimulate some thinking in his readers’ minds and that they could 

give him some feedback full of meaningful thoughts: 

After I publish some posts, I hope others will leave me some messages, 
which are meaningful. Just like a forum, where there are interactions and 
discussion, not just a simple “I agree with you.”…to put it in a more artful 
way, (I hope) there will be “sparkles between our thoughts. (Interviews, 
March 15, 2012) 
 

Most students accepted negative comments and agreed to disagree 

       On the one hand, it was stated in the class blog etiquettes that the students should be 

polite and supportive in responding to others’ posts. On the other hand, most students 

stayed rather open to negative comments, such as others pointing out their mistakes in 

writings or disagreeing with their ideas, and they were willing to agree to disagree. “I 

think it’s a good thing,” explained Jane, “because you’ll correct the mistakes only when 

you’ve found them.” Oriel claimed, “I’ll certainly be very happy if others agree with me, 

but I’ll also read others’ opinions if they don’t agree with me when I have time” 

(Interview, March 8, 2012). In the follow-up interview, Oriel continued,  

If he/she points out my mistakes, I’ll take it seriously, because if they can 
pick out the problems, it shows that the problems really exist. I think I am 
relatively a modest person, if they point out my problems, I think I will 
correct the mistakes. (Interview, March 22, 2012) 
 

Christine would correct her mistakes if others pointed out her grammatical errors without 

thinking that others would intentionally criticize her: 

…if he just pointed out my mistakes, like, “here, you made the mistake.” 
I’ll realize my mistakes, I won’t think it in the way that he just 
intentionally want to discourage me. I’ll just correct it by myself. 
(Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 

0lianb believed that the grammatical errors and the shortcomings need to be pointed out 

by readers if they’d found any; however, he also expected those errors to be picked out in 
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an acceptable way: 

I think we will need a good method…I don’t wish to see that after I’ve 
posted a writing, where there are actually many errors, but I was 
completely unaware of them at all. If I give it to the teacher, the teacher 
will help me figure them out, but if I post the writing online, of course I 
won’t expect someone else just criticize me so directly or 
harshly…(Interview, March 15, 2012)  
 

Very few students revised after having read others’ comments 

       Although most of the students indicated that they welcomed other classmates’ 

comments and would be willing to correct the grammatical errors that others 

helped them to find out in the comments, it was interesting to notice that almost 

no student really came back to their writings and made the revisions. Possibly it 

was because of their understandings of writing that a finished post was just an 

end product, and they did not need to revise.  

       Occasionally in response, some students answered my questions in the comments 

and clarified their meanings of specific sentences in their writings; however, the 

sentences in their original posts remained unchanged, with no further modification or 

revisions being provided. When asked for the reasons, some students thought that nobody 

cared whether they revised the writing or not; and they had not developed the habit of 

revising after they finished the posts.  

Researcher: Sometimes, people comment on the content of your writings, 
will you revise or modify your posts according to their comments?  

Michael: Almost no.  
Researcher: you never thought about it? 
Michael: No.  
Researcher: If other people questioned about your particular paragraphs, 

like “what do you mean here?” They don’t understand your 
expressions here, will you respond to them and revise your writings 
after you read these comments? After you’ve already realized that it’s 
not well written here? 
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Michael: Maybe I will, but you know, boys are usually lazy…  
(Interview, March 8, 2012) 

The Types of Students’ Comments 

       Throughout over fifteen weeks’ blogging and online communication activity, I 

collected a total of 84 comments from the students, among which 40 were students’ 

comments on other blog members’ writings, and 44 were students’ responses to either 

teachers’ or other classmates’ comments on their posts. I coded and divided students’ 

comments into the following seven categories: explanation, suggestion, affirmation, 

gratitude, revision, evaluation, and clarification. The number of occurrences for each 

category of comment is listed in the table below (Figure 4.2): 

Figure 4.2 the Types of Students’ Comments and the Number of Occurrences 
Types of Comments Number of Occurrences 
Explanation 18 
Suggestion 14 
Affirmation 35 
Gratitude  12 
Revision  2 
Evaluation 6 
Clarification  2 

Note: the total number of occurrence exceeded the total number of the 84 comments, 
since occasionally two categories were presented in one comment.  
 
The following are descriptions for each type of comment, and examples are provided.  

 Explanation: the students explained others’ questions to their posts.  

Example 1: In my comment to Michael’s blog post “How to Improve Students’ Mental 

Health,” I asked him “at this point, what has our university done for you concerning 

students’ mental health?” 

Michael says:  
our school has set a psychology course,the teacher can give some guidance 
to us,and there is also a psychology consulting room for us,but i have 
never been to there ,,, (Comment, published on April 11, 2012) 
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Example 2: In answering my question who wrote the poem quoted in 0lianb’s post,  

 0lianb says:  
The poet is HaiZi , a suicide . (Comment, published on March 2, 2012) 
 

 Suggestion: the students offered their suggestions or advise to the writer on the 

questions or problems proposed in their entries. 

Example 1: In responding to Jane’s post “A Special Weekend,” in which Jane claimed 

that she wanted to visit all the universities in Jiangxi Province, Oriel suggested that she 

follow her heart and just go there whenever she had time.  

Oriel says:  
when we are in the university,we have much time,so we can visit many 
places.if you want to go somewhere just follow your minds,and take care 
of you! (Comment, published on April 6, 2012) 
 

Example 2: In Cathy’s untitled entry posted on March 25, 2012, Cathy described how 

they spent an exciting and tiring day during the day trip, Oriel suggested they try roller 

coaster next time.  

Oriel says:  
if you want to take an adventure,the roller coaster may be a good idea.it is 
exciting! (Comment, published on April 6, 2012) 
 

 Affirmation: the students agreed with what was said in the post or confirmed that 

they shared the similar experiences or feelings. 

Example 1: When commenting to Rita’s untitled writing posted on March 11, 2012, in 

which Rita described her feelings of getting angry with no reason, Jelly expressed that 

she sometimes had the same feeling.  

Jelly says:  
yeah，sometimes I have this feeling too。(Comment, published on March 
11, 2012) 
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Example 2: In Jane’s post “Some Bad Feelings Today”, which was published on March 1, 

2012, she described how she disliked the terrible weather in Nanchang,  

Oriel says:  
yes,it is the terrible weather in Nan Chang,sometimes i also can not stand 
it. 
once the sun raise ,it is very hot,when it is windy,it is very cold. (Comment, 
published on May 4, 2012) 
 

 Gratitude: Students expressed their gratitude towards others’ comments. 

Example 1: In response to my comment on his post “The Digital Day,” posted on March 

2, 2012, 

Michael says:  
thanks for your encourage，I will work hard and write more English 
essays. (Comment, published on March 5, 2012) 
 

Example 2: Sandy described how desperate and disappointed she felt about herself 

recently in her post “The Problem,” which was published on March 22, 2012. I 

encouraged her to cheer up and have faith in herself in my comment, in response, 

Sandy says:  
Thank you,Echo. I will remember what you haved taught me, and try my 
best to appreciate the process. (Comment, published on March 24, 2012) 
 

 Revision: Students corrected or made changes to what they wrote in their posts.  

Example 1: In her comment on her own post “A Place Nearby,” which was posted on 

March 2, 2012, 

Jelly says:  
I’m sorry ,I left the first word,that’s” I”. (Comment, published on March 2, 
2012) 
 

Example 2: In discussions about her writing “A voluntary work as a tutor” (Mar. 4, 2012), 

Rita corrected the typo in her comment: 

Rita says:  
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i thought him math ,hehe…and thanks for your encouraging and 
reminding… (Comment, published on March 11, 2012) 

Rita says:  
sorry,it’s”taught” (Comment, published on March 11, 2012) 
 

 Evaluation: the students evaluated the writing produced by their classmates 

Example 1: In Tony’s comment on Daisy’s post “My Symbol” (Nov. 6, 2011),  

Tony says:  
Simple (Comment, published on Nov. 20, 2011) 
 

Although there was only one word, that also indicated Tony’s attitudes toward this post. 

Example 2: In responding to Maple’s entry “I’m not Lonely” (Dec. 27, 2011), 

oriel says:  
I really love your writing, the same meanning, you express it in a touched 
toune. maybe the lonelyness is the same, but the love is common. we 
everyone don”t give up show the best to the world. love and care can drive 
the lonelyness away. (Comment, published on Dec. 12, 2011) 
 

 Clarification: students asked questions to help the writer realize the problems in 

their writings, or the students clarified confusions in their comments.  

Example 1: In her response to my article of life in Britain (Mar. 11, 2012), in which I said 

that one could experience all four seasons in just one day in Britain, 

Jelly says:  
However,there’s only two seasons one year in Nanchang…. (Comment, 
published on March 11, 2012) 
 

Example 2: Jelly asked questions about the pictures I inserted in my blog post, which was 

published on March 25, 2012: 

Jelly says:  
why are your eyes red? (Comment, published on March 27, 2012) 
 

       It was found that the categories of affirmation, explanation and suggestions were the 

most common, in which affirmation constituted the majority of the students’ comments, 
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and occurred 35 times, and explanation and suggestion occurred 18 times and 14 times 

respectively, while the categories of clarification and revision occurred the least 

frequently, only 2 times for each (see Figure 4.2).         

       In addition, most students’ comments were made on the writers’ ideas, rather than on 

their writing skills or language problems. The majority of students left positive and 

encouraging comments to their classmates and no negative or harshly criticizing 

comments were found till the end of the study.  

Summary 

       This section answered my first research question regarding the EFL college students’ 

experiences with and attitudes towards blogging. I started with examining the students’ 

perceptions of writing and writer, and found that students held various understandings of 

writing and most students regarded writing as noting down their thoughts and ideas. I 

also learned that few students had confidence in viewing themselves as good writers, not 

to mention seeing themselves as good English writers. I then explored the students’ 

attitudes towards blogging and learned that most students viewed blogging as something 

novel and interesting used in the field of education and believed it would benefit them if 

they formed the habit of blogging. I categorized the participating students into three 

groups according to their blogging performance: active bloggers, intermediately engaged 

bloggers and reluctant bloggers. Next I examined the focus students’ blogging 

experiences to understand their blogging routine and writing environment. I found that 

the majority student composed blog posts directly on the computer without writing drafts 

or taking obvious step of translating meanings from Chinese to English. While blogging, 
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most students stopped other Internet-related activities and were completely concentrated 

on writing.  

       Since in the class blog, an important constituting part is peer comment, the next 

aspect I examined was the students’ online communication and their attitudes towards 

peer response. I learned that the majority students expected to read other classmates’ 

comments and were quite open to receive even negative comments; however, few 

students developed the habit of leaving comments on others’ posts and almost no students 

would revisit their writings to revise. By coding the students’ comment entries, I found 

seven types of comments were common in students’ comments: affirmation, explanation, 

suggestion, clarification, revision, evaluation, and gratitude, among which, affirmation, 

explanation and suggestion constituted the majority of the comments.   

What Are the Benefits and Difficulties of Blogging? 

     From late Oct. 2011 to early April 2012, the class blog project went through more than 

four months. While it provided an alternative method for both the teachers and students in 

practicing English writing and brought about surprising benefits to some of the students, 

it also created challenges and obstacles for the instructor as well as the participating 

students. As a new attempt in teaching Chinese college students English writing, class 

blog exhibited its own specific characteristics and roles in English writing instruction.  

The Benefits of Blogging 

       Based on my observation online, face-to-face interviews with the students, as well as 

the students’ reflection over this activity, I did find that blogging benefitted the 

participating students in multiple ways. 
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Blogging created opportunities to practice English writing  

       Both the classroom instructor Susan and the students appreciated this experience and 

believed blogging created valuable opportunities to practice writing in English. In their 

final reflection papers on the class blog, Rita and Michael wrote, 

First, I want to thank echo and susan for providing and introducing us 
such a good platform to share our feelings in English, it really does good 
to our English writing. (Blog entry, published by Rita on April 22, 2012) 
 
Thank you for providing us this forum that we can share our views and 
stories. it does do something good to our English study. (Blog entry, 
published by Michael on April 20, 2012) 
 

“…the class blog may display the role of encouragement, urging the students to practice 

writing, and help them to practice more,” said Susan, “it’s a free forum, the students may 

come here to express their own thoughts while there won’t be people criticizing their 

grammatical mistakes” (Interview, March 27, 2012). In addition, Susan also believed that 

in the long term blogging on a regular basis would have positive effects on students’ 

writing abilities; however, she also pointed out that it may take time for the effects to be 

reflected.  

…if the student is the kind of person who minds others’ critics, he will 
find class blog a free space, and he can speak there freely. Gradually if he 
keeps doing something, that practice itself will certainly have positive 
effects on him. I think for language learning, if you persist in doing 
something connected to it, sooner or later you’ll see the effects. However, 
when will the effect be reflected? Maybe one month, maybe three months, 
half a year, and maybe one year. (Interview, March 27, 2012) 
 

       “…because in our spare time, we don’t have such opportunity to practice writing,” 

stated Christine, “I think it will be good to me if I continue writing” (Interview, March 1, 

2012). Leo also said,  
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I think this is an opportunity for us to practice…It’s just urging us to 
practice our brain. If you don’t pay effort and word hard in college, maybe 
you won’t have the opportunity later. (Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

       Tony believed that because of this activity, he practiced and used English more 

frequently after English classes than before. “The frequency of using English has been 

increased,” explained Tony, “last term I seldom use or practice English, less than 10 

hours per week, not even more than the time I spent online” (Interview, March 15, 2012). 

However, during the second semester, Tony wrote and published posts almost every week 

and obviously he spent more time in English learning as well.  

Students established confidence in writing and improved English writing abilities  

       After over fifteen weeks’ writing practice, many students found that they felt more 

confident writing in English, and felt less uncomfortable when they knew that their 

writings would be viewed by others. Some of them even noticed the gradual changes and 

improvements in their English writing abilities.  

Christine: I found myself recently started to try using longer expressions. 
(Interview, March 29, 2012) 

 
The following are the two blog posts Christine published the first time on Nov. 28, 2011 

and the last time on March 6, 2012: 

My Favourite Song 
 
My favourite song is the theme song of Time_travel TV series”Bu Bu 
Jing Xin—Three inches of heaven.Beasue I like 
(Blog entry, published by Christine on Nov. 28, 2011) 
 

My duty time 
 
Now i am on duty.I was happy because i had been told that i could surf the 
internet in the office.However,i did not think the net speed was so slow.I 
need to wait so long to open the page.So i was a litter sad.But,i can finish 
my writing at least,thus,i am still happy.I wish my duty could be over 
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quickly. (Blog entry, published by Christine on Mar. 6, 2012) 
It is obvious that compared with the first post, the second post exceeded not only in the 

length of the passage, but also the complexity of the sentences. Moreover, the first post 

was not even completed. What left was merely one incomplete sentence. For the second 

blog entry, although it was still very short, Christine used clauses (because…) and 

adversative conjunctions (However, but) several times and explained her meanings 

clearly, which left the readers a completed passage.  

       In her final reflection paper on this blogging project, Oriel described the 

improvement she found in herself after participating in this activity: 

secondly,i think i make some improvement on my English study,such as 
the fluency of English expressing,quntity of words,and sharing with other 
‘s article,i can know some words and sentences.by this means,i usually 
thought when i was typed,so i can orgnized an sentence quickly,so my 
spoken English has improved a little. (Blog entry excerpt, published on 
April 19, 2012) 
 

       On the other hand, some students also expressed that they felt more confident in 

English writing: 

Oriel: I become more confident writing in English, because as I write 
more, I feel less nervous and frightened, and I feel more confident. 
(Interview, March 22, 2012) 

 
Christine: I felt tentative at the beginning, but later I didn’t feel nervous at 

all. But if we are required to write in class, and are to be graded, I’ll 
feel very fearful…because the purpose (of blogging) is to 
communicate with others your own thoughts, and that’s a relaxing 
thing… (Interview, March 29, 2012) 

 
0lianb: I found my English writing abilities improved. I felt less nervous 

while writing compared with before and I felt more confident in 
English writing. Through blogging during these months, I was not 
only blogging, but also practicing my English, so I think my English 
improved…Writing more often helped develop my sense of 
language. (Interview, Aug. 15, 2012)  
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       Analyzing the writing apprehension scores helped me better understand the students’ 

confidence levels and attitudes towards writing. The students completed the pre- and 

post-study writing apprehension surveys which were based on John A. Daly’s and 

Michael Miller’s Writing Apprehension instrument (1975). If the students felt frightened 

about the act of writing, it would be obvious that they may not write as much or as well. 

Since one of the goals of this blogging activity was to create an inviting and relaxing 

writing environment that the students may feel comfortable to write, a decreased level of 

apprehension would be expected at the end of the project.  

       At the start of the study, the average class score for writing apprehension was 71.3 

based on the scores of twenty-one students who participated and published posts, with 

the lowest level of apprehension being 51, and 95 for the highest level. The standard 

deviation was 11.3, which gave a Low Apprehension score at or below 60, and a high 

score at or above 82.6. Between 60 and 82.6 would be moderate. At the end of the study, 

the average score dropped to 67.9, with 25 being the lowest score and 88 as the highest 

score. The standard deviation was 13.4, which gave a Low Apprehension score at or 

below 54.5 and a high score at or above 81.3. Between 54.5 and 81.3 would be moderate. 

Eleven out of twenty-one students (52%) reported decreased apprehension, and six rose 

very slightly (See Figure 4.3).  

Figure 4.3 Pre-and Post-Study Writing Apprehension Scores 

Student 
Names  

Number of  
Posts  

Pre-Study WA 
Score (11/8/2011) 

Post-Study WA 
Score (5/8/2012) 

0lianb 9 66 M 65 M 
Alice 9 75 M 69 M 
Cathy 6 74 M 63 M 
Christine 4 94 H 85 H 
Emily 1 73 M 76 M 
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Jane 23 51 L 59 M 
Jelly 4 73 M 62 M 
Leo 2 93 H 25 L 
Lily 1 68 M 65 M 
Maple 10 62 M 63 M 
Marc 2 73 M 80 M 
Michael 11 67 M 69 M 
MissCrado 2 95 H 88 H 
Oriel 19 62 M 63 M 
Richal 4 64 M 59 M 
Rita 12 72 M 70 M 
Rose 2 64 M 68 M 
Sandy 12 63 M 59 M 
Sara 1 60 M 79 M 
Sunny 10 77 M 86 H 
Tony 15 72 M 73 M 
 

It is noticeable that Leo’s apprehension score dropped very drastically from 93 to 25, 

while it is interesting that Sunny’s post-test score showed much higher apprehension at 

the end of the project than at the beginning, although she published 10 blog entries and 

performed actively on the class blog. I had no idea what caused this score change; 

however, according to her final reflection paper and through my informal 

communications with her, Sunny enjoyed this online writing experience and said she no 

longer felt frightened or nervous when writing in English. Therefore, I would not regard 

Sunny as an apprehensive writer.  

       In addition, although some focus students’ (Jane, Oriel, and Michael) apprehension 

scores rose a little at the end, in the final face-to-face individual interviews, when I asked 

them to describe their writing anxiety levels before and after participating this project 

using scale 1-10, with 1 being the least nervous, and 10 for the most anxious, almost all 

the students responded that their anxiety level obviously decreased and they wrote more 

confidently after they started blogging, except for Jane, who had keen interest in writing 
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and never felt nervous; therefore her anxiety level remained unchanged (see Figure 4.4).   

Figure 4. 4 Changes in Anxiety Level of Focus Students 
Student Anxiety Level Before Anxiety Level After 
Christine 5 1-2 
Jane 3 3 
Michael 4-5 1-2 
Leo 5 1 
Oriel 6 3 
 

Students improved thinking in English through blogging  

       What impressed me the most as one of the benefits of blogging described by the 

students was how writing blog helped promote their thinking and even other aspects of 

their English language studies, such as their spoken English.  

Richal: In general, I think this blog writing is very helpful. I like writing, 
and I can always enjoy the process, which full of thinking…I think I 
would get used to express my thought through this blog writing. And, I 
believe everyone participated in could get growth more or less. (Blog 
entry, published April 20, 2012) 
 

Michael described how he needed to think more in English in his spare time in order to 

compose an English writing online: 

Whenever something happened in my life, especially after the free-topic 
writing part started, I wanted to collect topics and materials to publish 
articles. When something interesting happened in my life, I would think 
about how to describe it in English. So I will think about it more 
frequently. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 

Oriel explained how she found her thinking was practiced and her thinking time was 

noticeably shortened while writing: 

…in the past, after I finished the first paragraph, I would always need to 
think about the next paragraph, although I’ve already organized in my 
brain how to express my meanings, I still need to consider what to write 
next after I’ve finished the previous sentences. Now I think my thinking 
time was shortened, I can write very freely. (Interview, March 8, 2012) 
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In the follow-up interview, Oriel confirmed about the improvement in her thinking. 

Moreover, she even described how her abilities in spoken English was promoted because 

of her frequent practice in English blogging: 

I think there is improvement for me. In writing, I feel… because I write 
more than before, and while writing, I’ll have to think first. In the past, I 
never drafted, I just wrote while I thought in the meantime. Sometimes in 
order to save time, since it’s still a little bit expensive getting online in the 
Internet cafe… Now I write faster, and I feel my thinking got practiced as 
well. My thinking time is shortened, and I think the biggest improvement 
is in my spoken language. Sometimes if I want to say something, I can 
transfer it into English very quickly. (Interview, March 22, 2012) 
 

Blogging resulted in deeper focus and flow experiences 

       Although this blogging activity expected the students to spend around one hour after 

class to publish one post each week, most students claimed that they actually spent much 

more time on it. Michael and Jane described in order to complete a writing, how they 

engaged themselves in topic-searching for the whole week just to prepare the information 

and materials that they would need for blogging. “Whenever something interesting 

happened in my life, I would think about how to describe it in English,” said Michael, 

“and I’ll think for a while how to organize the words” (Interview, March 8, 2012). 

       On the other hand, most students described that while blogging, they were 

completely focused on writing, and would not involve in anything else to distract them 

from writing. Some students’ description of their writing process accords with some of 

the qualities of flow experience: losing track of time, a loss of self-awareness, yet a 

sustained focus, and in control of the situation. “I don’t like to be involved in anything 

else unless I’ve already finished doing what I am engaged right now,” stated Jane, “I 

think if you are really focused on doing one thing, you won’t care what else is going on, 
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you won’t feel it” (Interview, March 1, 2012). In other words, while writing, Jane lost 

track of time, as well as self-awareness, and she was completely intoxicated in the simple 

act of writing. 0lianb also claimed that while he was blogging, he would just be “focused 

on writing:” 

…I will not browse web pages during that period of time while I was 
writing. As for music, no, I will not listen to it while writing. (Interview, 
March 15, 2012) 
 

However, although completely immersed in writing, 0lianb also had clear control of the 

situation and still sustained the focus of his writing: 

…for the whole article, I’ll just write following the flow of my thoughts, 
but of course it’s about the same theme…something like the stream of the 
consciousness, but I know what I was writing about. (Interview, 0lianb, 
March 15, 2012) 
 

Class blog included “silent” students’ voices and connected to course content 

       As one of the five boys in a class of twenty-seven students, Michael felt that the boys 

in this class were minority group; therefore, they always stayed quiet and silent in class, 

sitting together in the last row in the classroom. Usually they would not answer Susan’s 

questions until they were called upon. For instance, in one class in late February 2012, 

the girls went onto the platform giving presentations introducing their hometowns one 

after another after Susan’s initial invitation and encouragement, but the five boys in this 

class still remained silent, no one volunteered to give the presentations. However, it was 

interesting to notice that Michael and 0lianb published blog posts respectively about their 

hometowns on the class blog right after the class, which indicated that Michael and 

0lianb, although they did not speak up a word in class, they also prepared carefully for 

the in-class activities and would be willing to share with their classmates.  
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my hometown 
 
let me tell you something about my hometown.i am from changzhi,shanxi 
province.changzhi is a beautiful,charming,little town with a group of kind 
people.it has ranked in the top ten charming cities of China in 2004,and 
gotten the award of the civilized city in China.there are too many titles that 
this little town has won,it is difficult to describe  it carefully,heihei,,, 
 
when it comes to the little,i am sure it is not big,you can ride a bicycle 
from the north to the south.but it make me spellbond with it clean 
environment,beautiful scenery and the romantic people.there are two 
places i usually hang around with my friends.first is the chenghuang 
temple with a variety of delicious food from all over the country on the 
walking street.if you go there at night,you will see many people dancing 
on the square,doesn’t it romantic?another is the south square,we usually 
fly kites there in the spring and summer.it is really  relaxing .the wind is 
really cool,especially in summer,and there is a man-made  great wall,i 
used to stand on it with my brother,listen the wind whispering around my 
ear.the places like the mountain laoding,taihangshan big valley attract 
many tourists,and it’s really worth paying a  visit. 
 
changzhi ,with it’s long history and the  high pace of development and it’s 
warm-hearted people,will embrace a bright tomorrow in future,welcome to 
changzhi! 
(Blog entry, published by Michael on Feb. 28, 2012) 
 

This is clearly a very long and well-prepared speech. When asked why he did not give the 

presentation in class and speak to everyone directly, Michael replied honestly, “I am sorry, 

because we guys are shy boys…” (Comment response, March 2, 2012). 

       In addition, in the class on March 1, 2012, Susan assigned a group discussion topic – 

whether or not people should drive a car – and invited the students to share their thoughts 

with the rest of the class. Alice did not share her thoughts with her classmates in class, 

instead, she published her opinions on the class blog on March 3, 2012. She explained in 

her post that although she was outgoing in front of friends, she was a still a shy girl when 

speaking in public (see her untitled blog entry below): 

       I’m an outgoing girl in front of my friends , meanwhile I’m a shy girl 
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while I’m faced with a lot of people to speak something . In the English 
class this week , Though I didn’t make a speech , I know my thoughts 
about my transportation in the future . That is , even if I could afford a car , 
I may not actually want to drive one because I’m not interested in cars and 
I don’t know how to drive it . What’s more , I hate the smell in cars , 
which always let me carsickness . I like fresh air and I like riding bicyles , 
for it let me relax and enjoy the scenery . I believe that I have more 
freedom if I ride a bicycle because of the traffic jams and the lackness of 
parking space . Maybe you have different opinions and we can exchange 
our thoughts.  
(Blog entry, published by Alice on March 3, 2012) 
 

       Obviously the class blog served as an open forum, which extended the discussions in 

class, and also allowed quieter students to speak up their minds via written words and 

gave them opportunities to have their voices heard when they felt too shy or frightened to 

speak up in class. Such findings also aligned with what Heskett (2009) mentioned about 

the advantages of blog: “blogs allow everyone to participate, regardless of ability,” in 

which quieter or silent students may feel more comfortable communicating with peer 

learners via the “written word” (p. 5). On the other hand, what had been discussed in 

class also provided perfect topics for the students’ self-sponsored blogging.  

Students coped with life events through blogging  

       Besides the assigned writing tasks, students’ blog topics covered a pretty wide range, 

from worrying about their coursework to complaining the nasty weather in Nanchang, 

from discussing losing weight to describing a little trip that they just took. Many students 

even brought up their own puzzles about life and used this forum to help them cope with 

their life events. 

       Marc expressed his fears towards the upcoming CET 4 test, and wondered whether it 

would be too difficult for him: 
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English Four Level Of Tests 
 
What  I want to konw about English Four Level Of  Tests is whether it 
would be too difficult to me. 
 
Exactly,my english level has been seriously declined .And I gradually 
doubt about my English.For my English test panic,I don’t konw how to 
deal with it,what’s more ,during the spare time ,I seldom learn 
English.So ,I feels so anxious about my English Test. 
 
Will it be difficult to me? 
 
Lately,I get some English Four Level Of  Tests old exam,but also more 
anxious. 
 
Maybe,I will pass through the past by accident. 
 
God Bless. (Blog entry, published by Marc on March 19, 2012) 
 

Although no one can really help answer his questions, obviously Marc treated the class 

blog as a safe place to express his anxiety and was trying to seek answers and help from 

this blog.  

       In her blog entry dated on March 20, 2012, Jane described her stress with the life in 

the new semester, and encouraged herself to take actions to solve her problems. It was 

very interesting to find that many students began the writings with questions and 

confusion, but as they wrote on, their tones sounded different in the end, which turned to 

be positive and active.  

A New Life 
 
This week , I started a new life as I will not go to do my part time job .So , 
I have a lot of free time .And hence ,I could go to library frequently and go 
to the main teaching building  . 
 
These days  in this week , I often feel stressed as I feel that there are  so 
much subjects I do not understend very much . 
 
Since realizing the problem , I hope that I will take actions to solve it . 
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A new life ,a new one child .I always be happy and active . 
(Blog entry, published by Jane on March 20, 2012) 
 

       It seemed that sometimes people found themselves depressed and entrapped with no 

way out just because they could not see clearly what made them stressed or frightened. 

Just like Jane, through the process of writing, she realized what her problems really were 

and thus could figure out proper ways to solve the problems. Writing also helped people 

calm down, soothe the negative emotions, and sort the messed-up thoughts clearly. In her 

untitled post published on March 11, 2012, Rita described her out-of-no-where anger in 

the beginning, then as she continued writing, she found she felt “much better now.” 

Have you ever get angry  with no reason? just feel very unfortable、 
emotional and nowhere to vent?that is what i’m feeling now,i don’t know 
why…but i am trying to calm myself down,so i am listening some 
music,and try to be calm,and finish this week’s blog,maybe then i will go 
to bed and have a nice sleep,i am sure i will be fine  tomorrow,or maybe i 
think i feel much better now ,and  i want to say life is so strange,so is 
one’s emotion.we just need to control our tempers,things will come out 
one day!  
(Blog entry, published on March 11, 2012)  
 

Class blog helped build classroom community  

       Creating an inviting and comfortable environment for the students to write was one 

of the most important goals for my project. At the start of the study, I posted the class 

blog etiquette, explaining how I hoped the students to treat others like friends and behave 

as polite writers and readers, and I am glad that we did it and this class blog provided a 

warm online community for all the participating students. Students were willing to share 

some of their personal issues with others and learn from each other through their blog 

posts.   

       Jane published a post on March 11, 2012, which expressed her desire of losing 
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weight, a topic which might sound private to some extent. In her post, Jane explained 

why she wanted to lose weight and how she failed in the end.  

About lose weight 
 
Maybe  every girl in china dreams a perfect figure .And henjce ,the way to 
lose weight becomes a hot topic among as  almost all female . 
 
As a girl ,a single , I want to lose weight ,too .In fact , I had tried many 
times to lose weight by dieting .However , each time ,I failed .The reason 
is easy to find .I could not stand the tempation of dealious food or 
rebound . 
 
These days ,I start to diet again ,as the summer is coming . 
 
I do hope I conld succed this time .  
(Blog entry, published on March 11, 2012) 
 

Obviously, Jane trusted this online community and was sure that no one else would make 

fun of her after they viewed her post, and indeed, no one did so. Instead, Jane’s post 

invited Oriel’s long comment, which shared Oriel’s own experience in losing weight and 

expressed her encouragement and support to Jane.  

oriel says:  
 
on hearing this,i feel a little sad.beacause many friends of mine usually say 
they want to lose weight,but everytime they say it,i will foresee the final 
conclusion:they will fail.to be honest, i have ever lost weight,is it 
kidding?you know it failed ,too.but i learned a lesson from it,if you 
focused on losing weight,you would ignore many other things,such as 
your feeling, your fixed diet.when you could not accomplish your plan, 
you would de frustrated,so if you want to lose weight,first keep a good 
attitude,and be happy every day.second, do not make a serious plan,just a 
suitable plan.third, keep on it,it is very important.亲们，加油，减肥成功 
(Blog comment, published by Oriel on March 16, 2012) 
 

       What impressed me the most was also the friendship and the care the students 

showed to each other. When Jelly described how she was caught in the heavy rain 

without an umbrella and felt terrible with her stomach, Rose showed her care and advised 
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Jelly to always bring an umbrella during those unpredictable days.  

TERRIBLE DAY 
 
I’s  a  really  terrible  day! 
 
Just now,when I  came back  to  my  bedyoom,I 
met  the  heavy  rain,  and  I forgot  to  take  an  umbrella  with 
me  in  the  morning .This  resulted in that I   got  wet  all  my 
body,I  felt   cold   and  I  can’t  help  trembling. 
 
Even  worse ,I  felt  something  terrible  in 
my  stomach,so  I   went  to  WC,but  I  can’t  find  a  toilet  for women. 
Finnaly,I  found one but  when I went   out ,all my  classmates  had gone . 
 
As a result ,I  looked  for a campus bus to  go back with  myself . 
 
But to  my  delight,I  can  log  in the  blog  to write  down  my  feelings 
and  share with  you  all.  I don’t     know  how  much  time 
have  I  spent   on  logging the  blog ,may be  a  semester… 
(Blog entry, published by Jelly on Feb. 29, 2012) 
 
Rose says:  
 
oh don’t forget to keep warm and dry,besides you had better take an 
unbrella on your hands during such terrible weather……… 
(Blog comment, published by Rose on March 6, 2012) 
 

Just like what Jelly said, this class blog had become a place where students would feel 

delighted to “write down feelings and share with you all.” In Cathy’s final post reflecting 

over this blogging experience, she wrote, 

The member of the blog are our classmates, we share our life with each 
other. Besides, we did not use our true name, so we have the chance to say 
something that we cannot say in our life, or may say some words to 
special people. And I think we all love Echo (the researcher), although we 
did not have so much communication. We like wrote many things on it, 
about life, about weather, about complain, about everything… (Blog entry, 
published on April 20, 2012) 
 

Clearly, class blog created a welcoming and comfortable atmosphere so that the members 

trusted each other and would like to share with each other what happened to them in life, 
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and they felt safe to tell others whatever they wanted to say. “It’s good,” said Michael, “it 

promotes interactions among classmates” (Interview, March 29, 2012). 

       In the follow-up interview, 0lianb compared blogging with writing in the in-class test 

and found that blogging provided him a relaxing and comfortable environment; therefore 

he could write freely. 0lianb believed he would write well when he felt good and kept 

positive attitudes towards writing.  

I wrote blog entries under such a relatively relaxing and comfortable 
environment, I could write freely. It was very different from the feelings 
when writing in a classroom test, which made me feel very nervous. I 
believe if we write in this way for a long time, we will write with positive 
attitudes, and what we write will read natural and real, and we’ll become 
more confident. (Interview, Aug. 15, 2012) 
 

Blogging enhanced students’ computer skills  

       One of the most exciting and surprising by-products of blogging should be the 

enhanced computer skills for some students. Before we started this blogging practice, 

many students did not have their personal blogs; therefore they had little knowledge of 

the basic blogging skills.  

       Oriel described how her typing speed increased noticeably after she started blogging: 

I used to type Chinese on the keyboard, but now I was required to type 
English when blogging. At the very beginning, I was not very used to it, 
and the speed was quite slow, but now, I thinking I am typing pretty fast. 
(Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

       On the other hand, it took students a long time to get used to the English webpage of 

our class blog, and to learn where to input title, where to input the main body of the 

article, and how to publish it. In her reflection paper, Oriel wrote, 

firstly,this project is a new way for us to learn English,at the beginning ,i 
was interested in it,but i lacked of computer skills,so i had some 
difficulties 
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in writing.so i gave up.some times later,i had a try and started to write 
paragraphs step by step.i think i should learn more skills on computer 
science, 

          （Blog entry excerpt, published on April 19, 2012） 
 
In our first interview, when asked why she did not comment on other classmates’ writings, 

“I didn’t know how to do that,” replied Christine; therefore she did not know where to 

view other classmates’ entries and how to comment on them. However, as the project 

proceeded, Christine not only published successfully her own writings, but also viewed 

and left comments to other members’ blog posts. Some other students even learned how 

to insert pictures and music clips into their posts at the end of the study.  

The Difficulties and Challenges of Blogging 

       While implementing blogging with the students, we encountered obstacles and 

frustration, not only me as a researcher, and Susan, the classroom instructor, but also the 

participating students. However, we persisted and tried what we could do to overcome all 

those difficulties.  

Students experienced various difficulties in blogging 

       During the four months that the blogging activity had been implemented, the 

participating students encountered a variety of problems, not only in the act of writing 

itself, but also in the usage of new technology.  

A) Many students encountered technical problems 

       In the pre-study survey, I got to know that over half of the students had their personal 

blogs and many of them wrote blog posts and would view and comment on their friends’ 

blogs; therefore, some of them should have already grasped some basic blogging 

knowledge. On the other hand, at the start of the study, Susan explained to them how to 
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register into the class blog and how to write and publish posts several times in class; and I, 

after my arrival in China, I instructed the students either by writing step-by-step 

instruction, or by explaining to them face-to-face using my Ipad through class breaks or 

during numerous interviews and informal communications with the students. However, 

after the study had been going on for almost nine weeks, I was still surprised to find that 

technical problems remained the biggest obstacles for the students’ blogging. In order to 

practice the students’ English writing abilities, I chose an all-English blog site, Blog.com, 

to launch our class blog. Being not familiar with the interface of the blog webpage, in 

which all the function buttons were in English, was the major problem for the students. 

“It will be better if there will be some Chinese explanations or instructions,” complained 

Marc, “I hope there could be some auto-Chinese translation function on the class blog 

interface. They are all in English…” (Interview, March 1, 2012).  

      Since the students were quite unfamiliar with the interface, specific functional buttons, 

as well as the organization of the webpage, it took them really a long time to get adapted 

to the class blog, and learned where to input title and the main body of the article, how to 

publish it, and where to view others’ writings and comment on them, not to mention some 

other higher level of blogging skills, such as inserting hyperlinks, pictures or audio clips 

and videos. Oriel once told me that she indeed wrote three posts according to my task 

requirements at the beginning, but she did not know how to publish them, so she 

“published” them in the Draft Box. After another unsuccessful attempt of publishing, she 

“saved” the posts in the Trash Box, and then deleted them all accidentally (Interview, 

March 8, 2012).  

       On the other hand, many students forgot their passwords, which explained why we 
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did not see them further work on blogging any more after their initial showing up on the 

class blog. Although Susan and I had sent numerous emails explaining or instructed them 

face-to-face how to reset password, it still seemed too complicated for them. For 0lianb, 

publishing or commenting presented no difficulties for him; however, he constantly 

forgot his password, which made it impossible for him to log on the blog and post any 

entries. What was even worse was that he deleted the original invitation Email from 

Blog.com, which included his original password, and he never changed that password so 

that the password reset function did not work for him. The same situation happened to 

Sara, Crado and Leo as well. The only solution to this was to have them give up logging 

into the old account while we could still keep their old entries on the blog, and set up a 

completely different new account and ID so that they may continue to post, the process of 

which was really frustrating for both the students and Susan and me.  

B) Vocabulary remained the biggest problem for most students 

       Besides the technical problems, the student’s another most concerned difficulty was 

vocabulary, the language level problem. “Their problem is that they can’t express what 

they want to say very well,” said Susan, “they’ll be blocked and stuck. Once they’d been 

stuck too many times, they would want to give up, and quit writing” (Interview, March 27, 

2012). “My biggest difficulty in writing is still the problem of vocabulary,” said Oriel, “I 

think I don’t have sufficient vocabulary to express my meanings” (Interview, March 8, 

2012). Michael believed that technical problems should not be an issue for him, rather, he 

acknowledged that “sometimes, I didn’t know how to spell words, and I didn’t know how 

to express the meanings” (Interview, March 29, 2012). Michael thought his problems 

were mainly with English language: 
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Sometimes I know I have many things to say, but I just don’t know how to 
organize my language, and I am still lacking in the ways of expressing my 
ideas. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 

Leo also stated that his major problem lied in organizing his language: “I was not sure 

whether I can accurately express myself if it’s in English” (Interview, March 8, 2012).  

The problem of language expressions such as the usage of vocabulary also frustrated 

Oriel in blog writing. “I always got blocked, and did not know which word I should use” 

(Interview, March 22, 2012), said she. During the interview, Marc even asked me, “Can I 

use Chinese in my blog writing? Because sometimes I really didn’t know how to express 

certain meanings” (Interview, March 22, 2012). 

C) Many students lacked blogging ideas 

       Many students found that when it came to the self-sponsored blogging, they had no 

ideas about what to write. When asked why he did not write more posts and publish on 

the class blog, Marc answered, “I simply did not know what to write about” (Interview, 

March 22, 2012), and obviously Marc’s case explained many other students’ problems. 

“The biggest obstacle for me is that I don’t know what to write about,” said Leo, “and I 

am also wondering how long my article should be” (Interview, March 29, 2012). 

However, they did not realize that the class blog was just designed for the students to 

share and communicate with others their thoughts, and they may write whatever came 

into their minds and whatever happened in their life. On the other hand, it seemed that 

some students set higher expectations for themselves in the quality of their posts – not 

only to record what happened in daily life and to describe his emotions, Leo hoped that 

what he wrote down could be thought-provoking and meaningful words: 

I really want to write down something new and creative. If my writings 
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read stale and plain, but will not impress others with freshness, for 
example, if I write something as simple as brushing my teeth in the 
morning, or about what I do in the evening, it’s just meaningless. I just 
want to write some fresh things to impress others. (Interview, March 8, 
2012) 
 

       It is interesting to notice that while some students were worried about nothing being 

worth writing down, Oriel found she had too many ideas and sometimes while writing 

her thoughts diverged into different directions and led to a mess in her mind in the end: 

Sometimes when I was writing on this path towards this direction, but 
gradually I found myself swift to another… For example, this time, I 
initially wanted to talk about friendship, but too many things were talking 
in my brain, and later, I didn’t know how and why, but I did change to 
another topic, so I could only delete… (Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

Students developed their own strategies to overcome the obstacles 

       When encountered obstacles and difficulties, people would try all their best to solve 

the problems, so did my students in their blog writing. They developed their own 

strategies to deal with those difficulties.  

A) Some students figured out solutions by themselves  

       “Usually I’ll explore by myself,” said Jane, who was a relatively independent student 

in her studies.  

…if I really don’t know, I’ll…I’ll turn to my roommates for help. Usually 
I’ll see others…I will usually figure out the way by myself. At the very 
beginning, I asked my roommates, but found they also had the similar 
problems, so I’ll just figure out by myself. (Interview, March 22, 2012) 
 

Some students preferred to use different ways to explain certain meanings when they 

could not think of the most appropriate words. “If it’s the problems of language 

expressions, with my own writing,” Oriel explained, “I sometimes used Chinese, but 

usually I will use a longer sentence, a more straightforward way to express” (Interview, 
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March 22, 2012).  

B) Some students learned from others’ writings 

       Reading and learning from others’ writings were Leo’s strategies to tackle his 

problems in blogging. When he had no ideas of what to write about, “I’ll just read others’ 

posts” responded Leo. 

…because there are many beautiful sentences in English, right? I will just 
read those beautiful sentences and try to find some inspiration in those 
sentences… It’s impossible that something just jumps out of my mind by 
itself, if I’m to think completely on my own… (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 

Leo also preferred to learn from others’ writings on how to organize the language and the 

thoughts: 

Sometimes I found it was pretty difficult to organize the language. When I 
read other’s posts, I’ll pay attention to what he was thinking, and how he 
organizes the writing. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 

Michael agreed that through reading other classmates’ posts, he may learn good sentence 

structures and expressions so that he can use in the future: 

If you just write on your own, you have very limited vocabulary. But if 
you read others’ writings, you may notice what vocabulary and phrases 
they’ve used, and then you may memorize these word or phrase, I think 
that’s also an improvement to your English abilities. (Interview, March 8, 
2012) 
 

C) Some students resorts to the teacher, classmates and the Internet 

       Most students would turn to the teachers and other classmates for help when they 

encountered technical problems. “As for the technical problems, for example, I really 

didn’t know how to publish the post in the past, I asked Miss Susan” replied Oriel 

(Interview, March 22, 2012). Christine chose to talk to her best friends for solutions 

whenever she had problems in life. “…after I talked to my friends, I felt much better,” 
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said Christine; however, when it comes to the problems in her studies, “I’ll ask the 

teacher,” Christine said, “for example, whenever I had problems with this blog, of course 

I’ll ask Susan and you” (Interview, March 29, 2012).  

       On the other hand, since blogging takes place on the Internet, the powerful Internet 

also provided answers to the students. It’s interesting that Michael “never asked others” 

for help, because “usually I can find almost all the answers online, for example, if I don’t 

know a certain word, I can find it as long as I search for it online”. “I’ll search for help on 

the Internet,” explained Michael. 

Sometimes, when I didn’t know how to spell certain words, or when I 
didn’t know how to express the meanings, I would just search on Baidu 
(Chinese version of Google), and it will help me translate. (Interview, 
March 29, 2012). 
 

The instructor encountered challenges in the implementation of blogging 

       Although Susan and I had conducted a pilot study one year prior to this project, 

maybe because the participating students were a different group and blogging was still a 

rather novel practice in the field of education in China, we still encountered some 

difficulties while implementing blogging in English writing instruction with Chinese 

first-year college students.  

A) The Internet requirement and students’ engagement in blogging 

       Since the very beginning of the study, students’ engagement had always been my 

biggest concern. Due to the facts that I did not want to interfere with Susan’s regular 

classroom instruction and that I wanted to explore the students’ pure interest in blogging, 

we did not set weekly blogging as the required assignment for their English curriculum, 

instead, it was an after-class activity that the students may choose freely whether or not to 
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participate. In order to encourage more students to join the class blog and publish posts, 

Susan and I tried different methods and we experienced three stages with the students’ 

engagement in writing.  

       At the start of the study (late Oct. – Nov. 2011), I was really frustrated and 

disappointed to see that only a few students were posting on the class blog. According to 

our requirements, the students were asked to publish at least one blog entry and comment 

on at least two of their classmates’ posts each week; however, for the first several weeks, 

there were less than 10 posts for each weekly task and although Susan and I read and 

commented on each of their posts, only sporadic communications took place through 

students’ comments. It seemed that the Internet access remained the major problem for 

most students who did not blog – only limited areas on Campus were covered with free 

WIFI, and the connection of which was very poor. In addition, many students did not 

bring their personal computers to campus, although some students may borrow their 

roommates’ computer to blog, many others need to walk to the Internet Café located on 

the campus, which was a couple of blocks away from their residential buildings. Since 

they just left their hometowns to attend the university, most of the students still felt 

unfamiliar with everything around them; therefore, many of them would not bother to get 

online blogging. On the other hand, “many college students felt obliged to fulfill their 

homework required by the teachers, let alone this voluntary online activity which may 

bring them extra work,” analyzed Susan (Interview, March 27, 2012). The last but not the 

least, some students felt unfamiliar with the interface of the class blog and did not know 

how to publish writings and how to view others’ posts. A couple of students were not 

even aware that the project was still going on after the first three weeks – Susan used to 
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send them reminders via emails about the new tasks on the class blog, but no longer after 

task 3, so they did not realize that I posted new tasks on the class blog in the following 

weeks. Towards the end of the first semester, since the students began to prepare for the 

final exams, even fewer posts were published on the class blog.  

       The situation changed a lot as the second semester started in early February 2012 and 

the students came back school from the winter break. More students brought their 

computers to school and became more familiar with their environment, and they found it 

easier for them to get online. In addition, after the exploration during the first semester, 

many students adapted themselves to the interface of our class blog and learned gradually 

how to publish posts, how to comment and how to insert pictures and video clips. On the 

other hand, in order to encourage more students to join in blogging, I started to post my 

own articles about studying and living abroad on the class blog. Writing and sharing 

together with the students, I hoped to shorten the distance between me and the students, 

so that they no longer viewed me as a researcher, but rather, a member of their class, who 

was also writing and sharing stories with them. At the students’ request, I also posted 

links of some useful English learning websites on the class blog to help them prepare for 

the upcoming CET 4. In the meantime, I contacted with the students to understand their 

thoughts and instructed them how to blog in person more frequently during their class 

breaks and after class. In late February, I was glad to find that more students were 

attracted to the class blog and many students even started to make up the previous tasks 

that they failed to complete. During week eight to eleven, over 16 posts were published 

for each week, and more students started to view others’ writings and leave comments to 

each other. Therefore, it was true that students’ willingness and enthusiasm on fulfilling 
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the tasks also depended on how closely they were connected with the researcher, and that 

personal contact with the students did make difference. 

       In late March when the project was about to come to an end, I noticed a sudden drop 

in the number of the posts produced by the student for week thirteen to week fifteen. 

Only six posts were published for week thirteen and the final exams were still about two 

months away. Through the informal communication with the students, I got to learn that 

they were about to take a very important test in their majoring field. If they failed, they 

possibly would not be able to graduate successfully. Therefore, during those three weeks, 

the students were busy preparing for the test and did not have spare time blogging any 

more. For the college students, various social activities and school schedules occupied the 

majority of their spare time, when those activities conflicted with blogging, students 

would not put blogging as their priority and would consider giving it up.  

B) Teacher’s workload and the controversial content in students’ writing   

Obviously integrating blogging in the instruction of English writing added 

Susan’s workload. For the school year 2011-2012, Susan taught 14 hours per week and 

offered lectures to 2 Reading & Writing groups with over 60 students for each group and 

3 Listening & Speaking groups with over 30 students in each group. “It took me a great 

deal of time to prepare for the classes I teach,” said Susan, “if I’m about to implement 

blogging for all my students, that would definitely be a huge amount of extra work for 

me.” 

I’ll need to set up the blog and instruct the students to register into the 
blog, and you know, the training and instruction will take up a lot of time 
and work, since many students didn’t even know how to blog and couldn’t 
understand the English interface. (Interview, March 27, 2012) 
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However, Susan also believed that once blogging could be introduced to the Chinese 

college students to practice their English writing, “that will definitely be very helpful and 

beneficial to their English writing abilities.” 

       On the other hand, the content of what the student wrote in their blog posts also 

became one of my concerns. Since Chinese government has very strict Internet screening 

system, once the speech or words in the published articles spread or touched sensitive 

social issues or threatens the security and harmony of the society, those certain words 

would be blocked, and sometimes the websites would even be closed. Although I did not 

warn the students not to bring about controversial social issues into the class blog, and 

luckily no student wrote about sensitive social events, which may lead to the shutting 

down of the class blog, the teachers still need to consider how to deal with the 

controversial issues that the students talked about in the blog in China. On the other hand, 

although I did not expect our class blog to be closed by any reason, I would expect the 

blog to serve as a more open forum to invite deeper and more critical thinking about the 

social matters happened around the students’ daily life.  

       I did find one thing which was worth noticing in the students’ blog posts. Although 

Susan and I had warned the students many times either in written form or orally that it 

was not okay to copy other writers’ sentences without using the quotation marks and 

providing the references, I was shocked to find that Tony copied two CET 4 reading 

materials directly from other websites without noting the original sources for tasks 8 and 

9. I really did not want to use the word plagiarism to describe Tony’s behavior, maybe he 

had not realized the seriousness of his deed. When asked why he did so, Tony replied, “I 

just found that I missed several week’s tasks, and I wanted to make up the writing.”  
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Researcher: But do you know it’s not Okay to copy the whole passage    
from somewhere else and make others believe that it was 
written by you? 

     Tony: yes, I did know that was not right, I thought you wouldn’t   find 
it out. (Interview, March 15, 2012) 

 
On March 1, 2012, Tony published four posts at one time, including the two copied 

passages for week 8 and 9, and another two entries written by himself for tasks 6 and 7. It 

seemed that Tony treated this blogging activity as some kind of assignment that he 

thought he had to complete in time, and if he forgot to make it, he would need to make up. 

However, while his attitudes towards studies was worth supporting, his behavior of 

copying was certainly not. Therefore, teachers need to educate the students in advance 

what they could do and what they could not while blogging and make them realize the 

importance of protecting the intellectual property.  

Summary 

       In this section I sought to explore the answers to my second research question, what 

are the benefits and difficulties in blogging? According to my study, I found that blogging 

created opportunities for the students to practice English writing, established students’ 

confidence in writing and some students reported improved English writing abilities. 

Moreover, blogging resulted in the flow experience and improved the fluency in students’ 

writing. Students also practiced and improved the abilities of thinking in English through 

blogging. In addition, blogging included the silent students’ voices, connected to the 

course content and helped building classroom community. Through blogging, students 

coped with their life events and enhanced their computer skills.  

       On the other hand, I also examined the students’ difficulties while blogging and the 
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obstacles in the implementation of blogging. I learned that the technical issues, such as 

accessing to the Internet connection, getting enrolled to the blog site and getting familiar 

with the all-English user interface, as well as language challenges, still remained big 

problems for the students. However, students sought for assistance through various 

sources, including asking teachers for help, figuring out the solutions by searching online, 

and learning from others’ posts. In implementing this project, I found that the students’ 

engagement and the access to the Internet on campus, as well as the conflicts with the 

school curriculum schedule were the major obstacles.  

How Does Unassigned Blogging Compare with Assigned Blogging? 

       During the eight weeks (from March 21, 2010 to May 24, 2010) when Susan and I 

were conducting the pilot study about blogging, due to the time restraint, students were 

required to blog only on eight writing tasks that were all designed by me, and we always 

heard the students complain, “why can’t we write on some topics of our own choices?” In 

order to better understand the students’ blogging experience and their blogging topic 

preference, in the present study, I assigned seven writing tasks and left another seven 

weeks for the students to freely blog on the topics that they were interested in. In the final 

week, the students were invited to reflect on their own blogging experience and write a 

reflection paper. In the following sections I will compare the students’ performance in 

self-sponsored blogging as well as in assigned blogging, and introduce the participating 

students’ attitudes and preferences towards the two different types of blogging. In 

addition, the students’ topic choice and their thinking strategies reflected in each types of 

blogging will also be described.  
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Students’ Performance and Preference in Assigned and Unassigned Blogging 

       Based on the interviews and the blog entries that the students published during the 

15-week blogging activities, I did find that they performed differently for assigned and 

unassigned blogging tasks, and held different attitudes towards the two types of blogging. 

Students produced more unassigned blogging posts than they did for assigned blogging 

       From late October, 2011 to late April, 2012, the participating students blogged on 

seven assigned tasks, and produced 73 blog posts all together, while for the self-

sponsored blogging when the students had the choices to write on topics of their own 

interest, they produced 85 blog posts in total (since in week 15, the students were writing 

the reflection paper on this blogging experience; therefore, the blog posts produced in 

week 15 were not taken into the accounting). The average post number for assigned 

blogging tasks was 10.43, while that for the self-sponsored bogging tasks was 12.14 (see 

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.5). 

Figure 4.5 Students’ Performance for Each Type of Blogging 
 Assigned Blogging Self-Sponsored Blogging 

Total Number of Posts 73 85 
Average post number 

for each task 
10.43 12.14 

 

It is obvious that the students produced more self-sponsored blog posts than they did for 

the assigned blogging tasks.  

       In addition, I also examined how the focus students were doing for both assigned and 

unassigned blogging tasks and counted the post number and the average word number of 

the blog entries for each of them (see Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6 Focus Students’ Performance in the Two Different Types of Blogging   
Students Assigned Blogging Unassigned Blogging 

Post 
No. 

Average Word 
Count 

Post 
No. 

Average Word 
Count 

Jane 5 172 18 118 
Oriel 7 153 12 127 
0lianb 4 172 4 225 

Michael 3 130 7 155 
Christine 2 55 2 64 

Marc 0 0 2 222 
Rainy 0 0 0 0 

 

Among the seven focus students, four of them (Jane, Oriel, Michael and Marc) produced 

more self-sponsored blogging posts than they did for the assigned blogging tasks, two 

(0lianb and Christine) produced equal number of posts for both assigned and unassigned 

blogging tasks, and one (Rainy) students did not blog for either type of blogging. 

Therefore, on the whole, almost all the focus students preferred to blog on the self-

selected topics and produced more blog entries than they did for the assigned blogging.  

Many students produced lengthier posts in unassigned blogging than they did in assigned 

blogging 

       Among the seven focus students, four students’ (0lianb, Michael, Christine and Marc) 

average number of words per post for self-sponsored blogging noticeably exceeded that 

of their assigned blogging tasks. 0lianb produced 225 words on average for his self-

sponsored blog entries, while for assigned blogging tasks, the average number of words 

of his entries was 172. It is also interesting to find that Jane and Oriel, who produced the 

most blog posts, wrote lengthier writings for assigned blogging tasks than they did for the 

unassigned blogging (see Figure 4.6). The average number of word per entry for Jane in 

assigned blogging was 172, while in unassigned blogging, her average number of words 
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dropped to 118; however, it should be noted that Jane produced 18 self-sponsored 

blogging entries, while she only completed 5 of the assigned blogging tasks.  

Most students preferred self-sponsored blogging to assigned blogging 

       Susan believed that the students may like teacher-sponsored blogging better,  

because they’d been influenced by traditional Chinese teaching mode, 
writing upon whatever the teacher has assigned… They would think 
there’s a clear direction ahead and they would just write towards this goal. 
If I asked them to write on anything that they are interested in, they felt at 
loss, not knowing how to start… (Interview, March 27, 2012). 
 

However, when asked which type of blogging they preferred, writing on topics assigned 

by the teachers or writing on self-selected topics, most students expressed that they 

preferred the latter one. It seemed that for most students, assigned writing sounded like a 

task that they felt obliged to complete, while for self-sponsored blogging, they happily 

found that they had the freedom in writing, either in the choices of topics, or in the way 

they write. In the interview, Christine explained,  

If we were given a certain topic, it just makes us feel like receiving a task. 
I will just try to complete it as a task. I don’t have too much interest in it. 
While for unassigned writing, I can write whatever I want to write about, 
and I’ll be more interested in doing it. (Interview, March 1, 2012) 
 

Jane also shared the similar feelings of being restricted in assigned blogging: “if we were 

given the assigned topics, there are so many different people, not everyone will like or 

feel comfortable about the same topic.” Jane continued, “I feel I was confined to 

something, and I won’t feel comfortable about this feeling” (Interview, March 1, 2012). 

      Some students believed that the given topics set an invisible frame so that they could 

not speak out their thoughts freely. Oriel stated, 

In the past for the assigned writing, I always felt like there was a frame 
there restraining me and I would have to remind myself that I can’t digress 
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too much off the given topic, but now, if I have some ideas, like friendship, 
or ambition, I will just write them here as I wish. (Interview, March 8, 
2012) 
 

0lianb also enjoyed the freedom of writing following his heart:  

…because you can write whatever you want to write, without having to 
focus on that given topic, sometimes you really don’t know what you can 
say on a certain topic, so you won’t want to write, but for the unassigned 
blogging, you may just follow your heart and express what you really 
want to say. (Interview, March 15, 2012) 
 

       However, it seemed that too much freedom may also brought students troubles. Oriel 

noticed that while blogging on topics of self-choices, her thoughts were too diverged: 

In the past we have a given writing prompt, and we would just write 
around that theme, but now, we are allowed to write freely on whatever we 
want to say, sometimes I felt I was too free, hard to control my mind. 
Sometimes, I found my theme in the same post shifted several times… 
(Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

       Some students found that assigned blogging and unassigned blogging each had its 

own disadvantages as well as advantages. Leo explained,  

When you have no ideas of what to write, a topic or prompt will better 
direct your thoughts. You may think in this way, even if you are not in that 
mindset, you can still write down something, but with self-sponsored 
bogging, you are not limited or confined to anything. However, it will also 
leave you undirected…if I just write freely, I can’t systemize my words. 
(Interview, March 8, 2012) 
 

When asked about his preference, “I will still choose unassigned blogging,” replied Leo, 

since he enjoyed speaking up his minds freely more, and the two blog entries he 

published were both unassigned blogging.  

Students’ Topic Choice in Assigned and Unassigned Blogging 

       It seemed that whether or not the students had the freedom to choose topics of their 

own interests also made difference in their performance in the two types of blogging.  
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Students generated more topics in unassigned blogging  

       Before the study started, in order to cover as wide range of topics as I could to foster 

most students’ interest in the assigned blogging session, I invited the students to complete 

a survey and obtained the basic knowledge of the students’ preference in topic choices. I 

found that most students were interested in reading fictions, memoirs, and poetry, while 

the top ranked topics that the majority of students would want to write about were life 

experiences, emotional problems, family stories, music, and so on. On the other hand, I 

also hope that through blogging students may practice a variety of rhetorical modes in 

writing, such as narration, exposition, argumentation and description, I designed the 

following writing prompts for the first seven weeks:  

 My symbol: using something else to represent your characteristics (Memoir, 

Narration) 

 The person who had changed me (Life experience, Description) 

 The song that touched me (Music, Exposition & Description) 

 The most meaningful gift (Life experience, Exposition & Description) 

 Appreciating the poem “Wild Geese” (Poetry, Description) 

 Fan-fiction writing, “what happened after the Monkey King returned” (Fan-fiction, 

Description) 

 Living styles: which living style will you choose, living with family or living alone 

independently (Academic CET 4 writing topic, Argumentation) 

       After the self-sponsored blogging session started, I noticed that the students brought 

up more topics in their writing and most of them enjoyed blog on what happened in their 

daily life. The following is Oriel’s list of topics for unassigned blogging:  
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 Where is my way? (Life experience, Narration & Description) 

 Help! I need help! (Life problems, Questioning) 

 Learning English (Studies, Description) 

 A good poem (Poetry, Exposition & Description) 

 A touching story (Social issue, Description)  

 A good film (Film, Exposition & Description) 

 The weather during Qingming Festival (Weather, Description) 

 This afternoon (Life experience, Description) 

 Recently (Life experience, Narration) 

 Liu, Xiang (Sport star, Exposition & Description) 

 Spring and campus (life story, Description) 

 How can I find my goal? (life experience, Narration) 

(Generated from Oriel’s blog entries) 

Most of Oriel’s posts were about her life and study experiences, and the most frequently 

used rhetorical mode was description and narration. In her blog entries, Oriel shared her 

own life stories, proposed her questions and puzzles in life, introduced film, poem and 

sport star, as well as discussed the weather and social issues.  

       It seemed during unassigned blogging session, some students used this class blog to 

practice academic writing as well. Here is the list of topics of Michael’s unassigned 

blogging: 

 My hometown (Life stories, Description & Narration) 

 The digital age (Current social topic, Exposition) 

 How should parents help children to be independent (Social issue, Exposition & 
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Argumentation) 

 Is it better to buy or rent (Social issue, Academic CET 4 writing topic, 

Argumentation) 

 Recent life (Introducing an American TV drama, Description) 

 Health is first (Life experience, Narration) 

 How to improve students’ mental health (Social issue, Academic CET 4 writing 

topic, Exposition & Argumentation) 

(Generated from Michael’s blog entries) 

Michael tried all the four different rhetoric modes of writing in his posts, among which 

exposition and argumentation constituted the majority of his writings. In addition, most 

of his writings were about current popular social issues and he proposed his own opinions 

and thoughts. It was also very obvious that he used this class blog as an arena to practice 

his academic writing to prepare for the upcoming CET 4 exam.  

Students became motivated to write because of topic choices and prompt variety in 

blogging  

       Oriel held that certain topics would attract students’ attention and make them want to 

say more about their ideas. “I want to discuss something new, which not only broadens 

our horizon, but also provokes our thoughts,” said she, “if there is a heated topic in the 

society during one particular period of time, since everyone pays attention to it, we would 

definitely have a lot to say” (Interview, March 22, 2012). Jane also had preference on the 

topics assigned by the teacher and would be more motivated to write on topics of her own 

choice. “Maybe other classmates have different thinking, but I don’t like to be forced or 

required to do something” (Interview, March 1, 2012), said Jane, “unless I found the 

topics assigned by the teachers really interesting, usually I would prefer to write on 

something I am interested in myself” (Interview, March 22, 2012). 
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Jane: I think what students are interested right now are social 
communications, job hunting, how to improve our own quality, etc. I 
think the students nowadays would want to grow and make progress, 
and they are interested in time management, and how to make the 
time spent meaningful. I think they are full of dreams in their mind. 
(Interview, March 22, 2012) 

 
Therefore, if the teachers may design topics that both foster the students’ interest, and 

encourage them to think for their life, students would be more motivated to write.    

       On the other hand, since the students had the freedom in selecting topics and in the 

way they express themselves, many of them became more willing to write and would 

love to share with the community their own thoughts and opinions as well as their 

personal life experience. On March 9, 2012, Oriel published a self-sponsored blog post 

“Where is my way?”  

where is my way? 
 
last week,i saw a picture which moved me very much.the picture 
showed that many students stayed at the library all the night,it is in 
the 哈佛 university.it is said that they read books even when they are 
walking ,brushing,eating.can you believe it? 
when i first saw this,i was very shocked,and then i felt ashamed.i think 
differences between everyone are common.but your efforts 
determine  your success.we must  believe a small step can make a big 
differences.we everyone have much potentions,we can do that they 
do.we just need a chance,just a small stage.i hope everyone can believe 
yourself ,nothing in the world can take the place of the 
persistence.just do it at once! 
(Blog entry, published by Oriel on March 9, 2012) 
 

In this post, Oriel described how shocked she felt when she read that the students in 

Harvard University worked so hard, and wondered about her own future. Clearly she 

found the answer by herself as she continued writing and shared her thinking with her 

classmates. During the interview, when asked how she thought of producing such a 

writing and what motivated her to write and share with the class this story, Oriel 
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answered, 

I had very strong impulse of sharing it, because I felt at the beginning of 
the new semester, actually since the last semester, I always had this feeling, 
I found myself at a loss. When I was in the Senior high school, I had a 
very clear goal, but gradually, I found my goal far away from me. I didn’t 
know what to do every day. But when I found others, like last week, I read 
the news about the students in the Harvard University, I found they 
worked very hard, so persistent in their studies, I think college life is a 
new beginning for us, but in different environment, everyone has a 
different starting point. Choosing a starting point of a higher level will be 
beneficial to one in the future. I just feel worried, and I think others around 
me are just like me, maybe we are in the same boat. (Interview, March 8, 
2012) 
 

For Oriel, this class blog provided her not only a free and open forum to speak up 

whatever in her mind, but also helped her find comrades who had the same struggles just 

like her, and fought together against the puzzles of life and obstacles in the studies. 

0lianb’s Case: The Thinking Strategies Used in the Two Types of Blogging 

       In order to understand whether different thinking skills would be used by the students 

when they worked on different types of blogging, I examined one of the focus students, 

0lianb, who published four assigned blogging posts and four self-sponsored blog entries, 

and investigated his thinking strategies in each type of blogging respectively. I used 

Odell’s (1999) terms to describe the six types of thinking strategies: dissonance, selecting, 

encoding/representing, drawing on prior knowledge, seeing relationships, and 

considering different perspectives.        

       “My Symbol” was the first assigned writing task published by him.       It seemed 

that 0lianb spent the first two paragraphs to describe something irrelevant to the topic – 

the environment and the time when he was composing on the computer. It was from the 

third paragraph that he started to talk about his own symbol and why he thought of the 
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winter to represent himself. The major thinking strategies that he used was selecting and 

seeing relationship.  

Blog Entry No. 1 Assigned blogging Thinking Strategies 
my symbol 
Posted on November 10, 2011 by 0lianb  
 
  There is a little lonely in this dismal eve with the 
song of  leaving by xiaohudui…… 
 
It make me think of many things ,but now I must print 
out some words into the computer,which is just a 
machine.But now it is enough to me . 
 
ok,It’s no doubt that my symbol is the winter. 
 
One of the reasons I chose the university in nanchang 
is that it is colder than my hometownand it will snow 
in the winter.But why?Telling the truth,I don’t know 
why.Maybe it has a magic power …maybe it can bring 
me a little lonely and many memories,and I love the 
cold weather and the snow. 
 
So I chose winter as my symbol not because when it 
is ,but i love the feelings it bring tome. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Selecting: choosing 
winter as his symbol 
 
 

 Seeing relationship: 
explaining why he chose 
NC Univ. and why he 
thought of winter as his 
symbol 
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       In his second assigned writing, 0lianb recalled a person, his teacher, who had 

changed him. In this passage, 0lianb used selecting and seeing relationship again as his 

thinking strategies. In the fifth paragraph, there seemed to be a brief drawing on prior 

knowledge, since he recalled when he was young how there was a turning point in his 

studies because of the teacher; however, he did not elaborate the stories.  

 
Blog Entry No. 2 Assigned blogging Thinking Strategies 
The Person Who had Changed me 
Posted on November 17, 2011 by 0lianb  
 
There are many people in our life and they have 
influenced us in many way. 
 
The same as the most people , the people who have 
influenced me are so many that i have no idea who i 
should talk about. 
 
I search my momeries and try to find out the most 
impressive. And now ,I think about a teacher. 
 
Telling the truth , he isn’t the most impressive person 
in my life ,but he is very important to me . 
 
When I was young , It’s him that give me a turning 
point which is about my study. There are so many 
words to write down and so many feeling to express 
that I don’t how to say now. 
 
But it’s no doubt that it’s him changed me when I was a 
primary student . In my mind , because of  him , all my 
life have been changed though I don’t know the life 
without him.  I can imagine. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Selecting: choose one 

particular teacher 
 
 
 
 
 Prior knowledge: recall 

what happened in the past 
 
 
 
 Seeing relationship: his 

life had been changed 
because of the teacher 

 

       In the third assigned writing task, 0lianb shared with the class a song that touched 

him the most. In this writing, 0lianb mainly used selecting and drawing on prior 

knowledge: after he decided which song to write and share, he described the background 
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story of how the song was produced.  

Blog Entry No. 3 Assigned blogging Thinking Strategies 
Daybreak–This song really touches me 
Posted on February 19, 2012 by 0lianb  
 
Daybreak, a song sung by Hanhong, is the very 
special song in my mind. 
 
“this is a autumn , the wind is very lingering , it make 
me think of their eyes which are helpless……” It’s the 
song that was writed to mark an accident that the 
parents died for saving their child’s life . 
 
As it was sung in the song , a family took a trip in the 
autumn and something awful happened . It’s the happy 
family , a father,a mather and a child . They travelled 
in a mountain , and they took the cable car in the same 
time . But the death was coming at that time , the 
cable was breaked and the car was falled . Of course , 
the parents haven’s escape in time but pull their child 
up to the land with their hand .So , the father and the 
mather left the world but their child was saved. 
 
It’s a sad and heart-warming story , and a famous 
singer Hanhong writed down this story in her song as 
well as using her special sound sing this song to mark 
it . It’s the very special song , isn’t it? 
 

 
 
 Selecting: choose the 

particular song that he 
want to write about 
 

 Selecting: including 
some of the lyrics 

 
 
 
 
 Drawing on prior 

knowledge: the 
background of the song 

 
 
 
 

 

       0lianb introduced the special gift that he obtained when he felt lost for the fourth 

assigned blogging task. In this post, 0lianb chose to write about a gift which was different 

from those in traditional sense. His gift was not some concrete present from other people, 

but some words that he read from a book, which gave him strength. He recalled the past 

story when he was under great pressure and quoted the sentences from the book, and 

stressed again that his gift was valuable and different from others’. The major thinking 

strategies he employed were dissonance, selecting, drawing on prior knowledge, and 
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seeing relationship. 

Blog Entry No. 4 Assigned blogging Thinking Strategies 
a gift 
Posted on February 19, 2012 by 0lianb 
  
The gift important to me is not anything who gave me 
but some word i have read in a book. 
 
It’s a hart time to me when i was in the last time in 
senior high school and the pressure is very heavier , 
the pain is i face some other worry as well . But it’s 
my fortune to find a book which is full of  many 
reasonable words . 
 
I can remember a very impessive words — the flowers 
and the tress is common but the wisdom always come 
from them . May be this word look can not common 
any more ,but in a special time ,it can be the most 
special words . Of course , there are many word like 
this in that book , and i believe it ‘ s these words gave 
me a hand and make me know many things . 
 
The imprssive gift is not the beautiful wind-bell who 
gave me , and is not the song who sing for me as 
well , in my mind ,  it’s something that gave you a 
hand when you are in trouble . 

 
 
 Dissonance: the gift was 

different from the 
traditional one 

 Selecting: the gift was 
the words from the book 

 Drawing on prior 
knowledge: recalling the 
time when he was under 
great pressure 
 

 Selecting: quoting the 
sentences from the book 

 
 Seeing relationship: it 

was those words that 
gave him strength 

 
 

 Dissonance: his gift was 
special and different 
from others’ 

 

 

       On Feb. 21, 2012, 0lianb published his first self-sponsored blog post, and described 

how he wanted to start a journey after seeing some beautiful pictures. In this post, 0lianb 

selected the topic he wanted to write about – taking on a journey and going to Xuexiang, 

a place where his friends had taken pictures and shared with him. What impressed me 

were his descriptions about the snow in the second paragraph, and about the city in the 

third paragraph. He used several paralleled sentence structures to describe vividly to 

others what the snow and the city looked like in his mind. The major thinking elements 

reflected in this writing were selecting, drawing on prior knowledge, dissonance, 
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representing and seeing relationship.  

Blog Entry No. 5 Self-sponsored blogging Thinking Strategies 
go on a journey 
Posted on February 21, 2012 by 0lianb  
 
Dalian,Qingdao,Yantai,Penglai,Huhehaote,Baotou,Luoyan,N
anjing,Kaifen,Hangzhou and so on , all of these place I have 
been to in the past,  but now I found it seems that i  I have 
been to no places in the past . That’s because I have seen 
some picture just now. 
 
Those pictures have the same theme , the snow . It from the 
most beautiful place  , XueXiang , a city with snow all the 
time in HeiLongjiang . The charm of this wonderful place is 
the pure white snow , the tranqul snow , the snow on the 
whole sky and the snow floating in the dusk . It’s my two 
best friends took these pictures and gave it to me . It’s my 
pity that I can’t go with them and it’s my honored  i can 
see them in the same time , and found I need a journey like 
them . 
 
To find a right person and go on a journey is the only thing I 
want right now . I want to travel to some places like 
Xuexiang , some simple cities which only have the old 
houses or only have a sea or the setting sun , the place 
without the car , without the high buildings and large 
mansions , and without the competition as well . Travelling 
to a fairy tale word with a right person , right now . Of 
course , It just a dream . It’s no doubt this dream make from 
those pictures , taken in the Xuexiang , a place I want to 
right now . 
 
One day , the dream will come true , I believe . 
 

 Selecting: chose to 
write about 
traveling 

 Drawing on prior 
knowledge: places 
he had been to 

 Dissonance: ideas 
about traveling 
changed 

 Seeing relationship: 
because… 

 
 Representing: the 

description of the 
snow 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Representing: the 
description of the 
place where he 
wanted to go 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

       In his second unassigned blogging, 0lianb introduced a beautiful poem and described 

the house he wanted to possess and the place that he wanted to stay. In this long entry, 

0lianb quoted a poem and translate the poem sentence by sentence by himself so that his 

classmates could also appreciate the artistic conception and the beauty of the poem. 
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Moreover, he started to use some signs and symbols to express his feelings. The major 

thinking strategies used by him were selecting, representing, considering different 

perspectives, and seeing relationship. 

Blog Entry No. 6 Self-sponsored blogging Thinking Strategies 
The house I’d like to have 
Posted on March 1, 2012 by 0lianb  
 
There is a poem writen by a poet who is mad called 
“towards the sea,with spring flowers blossoming” .Now 
I want to share it to you . 
“From tomorrow on,I will a happy person 
Grooming,chopping,and traveling all over the world 
From tomorrow on,I will care foodstuff and vegetables 
I have a house,towards the sea,with spring flowers 
blossoming 
From tomorrow on,I will write to each of my dear ones 
Telling them of my happiness 
What the lightening of blessedness has told 
me                                                                                     
                           I will spread it to each of 
them                                                                                  
                                                              And give a warm 
name for every river and every mountain 
Strangers,I will also give you my well-wishing 
May you have a brilliant future 
May you lovers eventually become spouse 
May you enjoy happiness in this earthly world 
I only wish to face the sea,with spring flowers 
blossoming” 
 
How beautiful the poem is ! The poet want to have a 
house without any oprora , so do I ! 
 
I’d like to have a house in Lijiang ancient city , so that I 
can enjoy the harmonous life and the romantic 
atmosphere in this ancient city . At the same time , I can 
receive many traveler and hear them talk their own 
stories .  It’s a good idea , isn’t it ? 
 
It’s no doubt that I’m greed -_-#. So I’d like to have a 
house in Qinddao as well . I have to say that it’s the life 
too wonderful  but not i’m so greed . The house I want 

 
 Selecting: chose to 

include a poem and 
describe his dream 
house 
 

 Representing: quote the 
poem, translate it 
sentence by sentence 
and put it here in the 
format of a poem 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Considering different 
perspectives: including 
the poet’s dream house 
by quoting his poem 

 
 Seeing relationship: …so 

that… 
 
 
 
 
 Representing: using 

signs -_-# to express his 
feelings 
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will be built on the beer street . Every night I can drink 
the real beer , I can see many people from different city 
conqured by this place and I can listen to the band 
play on the spot . 
 
Of course , there are too many house I’d like to have . I 
want to say that the word is nice no matter where you 
are . 
 

 
 
 
 

       In his third self-sponsored blogging, 0lianb described how he got ill and warned his 

classmates to take care of themselves. The major thinking elements reflected in this post 

were selecting, representing, drawing on prior knowledge, and seeing relationship.   

Blog Entry No.7 Self-sponsored blogging Thinking Strategies 
Take care of yourself!!! 
Posted on March 19, 2012 by 0lianb1  
 
What a back luck ! 
 
It’s not a joke that i  hardly lost my voice . 
 
Last Friday , my throat was hit when i was playing 
basketball , and then , Isank into the endless pain and  i 
hardly can not  make sounds. 
 
It’s worest , isn’t it? But i haven’t attach importance to it 
untill the next day. 
 
When i was awake , i found i could only speak the low 
sound. And then , I saw the doctor and the reasult is the 
same as i guessed , to see the doctor in the school is no 
effect. 
 
The whold day , i live in the silent world , i can heard 
what they say but the sorrowful is i can’t say any words. 
 
At that time , i realized the importance of our throat and 
I know i should take care of myself  in the next time , 
for myself  as well as for the people who care about me. 
 
Now my throat  is recovering and batter than yestaday. 
 

 Selecting: chose to write 
about health 

 Representing: 
exclamation mark to 
indicate his feelings 
 
 

 Drawing on prior 
knowledge: introduced 
how this happened 

 
 
 
 
 Drawing on prior 

knowledge: continued 
introducing the 
background 

 
 
 
 Seeing relationship: 

understand the 
importance of health 
because of getting sick 
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       In 0lianb’s last self-sponsored blogging, he expressed his excitement of seeing 

sunshine again after a long period of rainy days. What impressed me in this post was that 

0lianb used various ways to represent his feelings and the scene that he had seen. He used 

italicized texts and inserted a picture in his post so that others can clearly understand 

what he was excited about. The thinking strategies used by 0lianb in this writing were 

selecting, drawing on prior knowledge, representing, seeing relationship.  

Blog Entry No. 8 Self-sponsored blogging Thinking Strategies 
look,there is a sun! 
Posted on March 25, 2012 by 0lianb1  
 
The rainy day  last a long time . 
 
What a bad weather it is and my clothes seem will 
never been dry at those day. I’m eager to bask ,eager 
to bask! 
 
The tanglement days were broken from yesteaday . 
The sun is especal bright and beautiful and I would 
never worry about my clouthes when will dry . 
 
It’s the sunshine that make me in a good humor .  I get 
downstair to  the first floor today and I have seen a 
spectacular scene. The whole lawn is putted the 
quilts .  And the trees are no exception at all .  
 
There is a photo I take about this spectacular scene . 
It look like the bed under the sky , isn’t it? 
 

 
 

 
 Selecting: chose to write 

about the weather 
 Prior knowledge: it 

rained for a while 
 Representing: 

exclamation mark 
indicated his excitement 
 

 
 
 
 Seeing relationship: the 

sun made him humorous  
 Representing: italicized 

text to stress the special 
scene on campus 

 Representing: included a 
picture to show others the 
scene   
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       Therefore, based on the above analysis of the thinking strategies in 0lianb’s blog 

entries, it was found that 0lianb employed various thinking strategies for both assigned 

and unassigned blogging, and he used noticeably more thinking skills when he worked on 

self-sponsored blogging than he did for assigned blogging. When engaged in unassigned 

blogging, 0lianb used the strategy of Encoding/Representing more frequently in various 

ways, such as using italicized text, exclamation mark, and inserting picture to stress his 

feelings. The most frequently used strategies in both assigned and unassigned blogging 

were selecting, seeing relationship and drawing on prior knowledge. 

Summary 

       In this section I explored the students’ attitudes towards both assigned blogging and 

self-sponsored blogging and examined the differences of their performance in teacher-

sponsored and self-sponsored blogging respectively. I found that students produced more 

unassigned blogging posts than they did for assigned blogging and many students 

produced lengthier blog posts in self-sponsored blogging. During interviews, the majority 

of students reported that they preferred self-sponsored blogging to assigned blogging, 

since they enjoyed the freedom of choosing the topics of their own interest and 

expressing freely their thoughts. I also learned that students became motivated to write 

because of topic choices and prompt variety in blogging, and they generated various 

topics in unassigned blogging, among which the most popular topics that they blogged 

about were their life experiences and their questions and concerns about studies and life.  

       By analyzing one of the focus students 0lianb’s blog entries, I learned that students 

employed various thinking strategies in both assigned and unassigned blogging, and the 
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most frequently used strategies were selecting and seeing relationship. On the other hand, 

it was found that 0lianb used more strategies in self-sponsored blogging than he did for 

assigned blogging by employing representing more frequently.   

How Shall EFL Students’ Writing Be Evaluated? 

       The last but not least research question that I investigated was the evaluation of EFL 

students’ writing. What qualities did their blog entries present and what shall we value in 

college EFL students’ blog writing? Should we emphasize the content or the form in their 

English writing? I will discuss my findings concerning this question through the 

following four topics: 1) The qualities of students’ blog writing; 2) Traditional evaluation 

methods of students’ writing; 3) The instructor’s view of evaluating writing; 4) Students’ 

perceptions about the evaluation. 

The Qualities of Students’ Blog Writing 

       According to my study, students exhibited many characteristics of informal 

expressive writing. Many students had developed the sense of audience and they varied 

language with different perceived audience. Some students explored and discovered their 

thinking during the act of writing. Some students reported the flow experience during 

blogging which led to improved fluency in their writings. Finally, many students 

demonstrated their thinking by employing various thinking strategies in their blog entries.  

Most students used informal, expressive language in blogging 

       Compared with the traditional academic writings that they completed on paper and 

submitted to the teacher for a grade, blogging allowed the students to express themselves 

using informal expressive language and to explore their thinking, which possibly also 
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demonstrated the students’ comfort level while writing in English. Such characteristics of 

informal expressive language were exhibited in students’ use of colloquial language, use 

of patterned symbols and onomatopoetic words, addressing the reader, asking questions, 

and stringing words and sentences together with a series of quick thought. The following 

is the analysis of some students’ blog entries to help better understand their blogging 

language.  

Enjoy life ,enjoy now 

There is about 5 days at home before I go to campus. 

To be honest ,I am extremely tangled .It is true that the days at home is 
a little boring but comfortable ,at least , I never worry about 
eating ,money and so on .Sometimes ,I think the human beings is very 
strange . when I was at campus ,I wanted to accompany in family 
inside .Now, beyond explain ,I want to play with  my classmates . 

After second thoughts , as far as I am concered , the most important 
thing is that we should treasure everything now and what we have . 

So ,boys and girs ,enjoy life ,enjoy now .   
(Blog entry, published by Jane on Feb. 4, 2012) 
 

In this self-sponsored blog post, Jane addressed her readers “boys and girls” and used a 

smily face at the end of the writing. She described her entangled feelings that she missed 

her family while she was with the classmates and vice versa in a relaxed tone like when 

she was discussing a normal problem with her friends.   

Nature and me 

First ,I have to say that I did not understand the poem very well. In 
fact ,when it comes to the topic of nature ,i am not so happy ,as I hardly 
get along with it and I am a little speechless. 

HUMHA…..I do think nature is very beautiful and charming. It is always 
occurred to me that I should go to forest or sea to see animals which 
have freedom or fish in the sea .However , as a student ,I  did not have 
enough money and time in the past few years . 
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So, now ,I make  up a decision that I  will go to forest or someplace where 
have many trees ,maybe countryside or a big park to hug the 
nature .Maybe this weekend ,i will go to YAOHU to have fun. HAHA, that 
sounds good. Don’t you think so ? (Blog Entry, published by Jane on Dec. 
7, 2011) 

This was the assigned blogging post that Jane completed for task five, appreciating the 

poem “Wild Geese” by Mary Olive. In this writing, Jane used two onomatopoetic words 

“HUMHA” and “HAHA” to indicate her thinking and feelings. In the first paragraph, she 

wrote in a straightforward way that she was “not so happy” and “a little speechless” when 

she knew she was about to write about a poem on nature. “HUMHA…” indicated her 

thinking process and her attempt of recalling the good memories of the nature. The third 

paragraph witnessed her change in her thought: she decided to go closer to the nature and 

“HAHA” meant she was finally pleased with her ideas. She asked the readers “Don’t you 

think so?” at the end of her writing indicating that she was aware that there were audience 

reading her post and she was expecting their responses and resonance as well. In addition, 

the whole passage read like Jane was just speaking up her thoughts in a conversation 

using colloquial language, and she was digging deep in her thought exploring and 

shaping her own ideas during the writing process.   

English Four Level of Tests 

What  I want to know about English Four Level Of  Tests is whether it would be 
too difficult to me. 

Exactly, my english level has been seriously declined .And I gradually doubt 
about my English. For my English test panic, I don’t know how to deal with it, 
what’s more ,during the spare time ,I seldom learn English. So, I feels so anxious 
about my English Test. 

Will it be difficult to me? 

Lately, I get some English Four Level Of  Tests old exam, but also more anxious. 

Maybe, I will pass through the past by accident. 
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God Bless. (Blog entry, Published by Marc on March 19, 2012) 
 

Marc’s inner voice was vividly presented in this post: he described his anxiety and fears 

when thinking about the upcoming CET 4 test. He asked questions “what I want to know 

about English Four Level of test is whether it would be too difficult to me” and “will it be 

difficult to me?” which sounded like he was asking his friends in their normal 

conversations. “God Bless” was the language people usually use in spoken language, and 

“maybe, I will pass through the test by accident” indicated his tentative feelings and hope.  

       On the other hand, the language in some students’ self-sponsored blogging sounded 

more like the spoken language used by students in their informal talks with their 

classmates than that in assigned blogging. We can compare the following two blog entries 

published by Michael: 

health is first 

to my bad luck, i got a  fever.it  makes me feel so terrible for my head is 
dizzy and strenthless, and i don’t want to eat anything at that time. Only 
when you are ill, will you understand the importance of being in good 
health. But luckily, i feel much better now after taking some medicine. 
Wish everyone be in good heath, take care of yourself! (Blog Entry, 
published by Michael on April 7, 2012) 

The Person Who Had Changed Me 

On the journey of my life, the person who had changed me most is my 
headmaster in senior high school. He is full of charm, and is very kind to 
us. We used to eat in the dinning hall together, and he has a good sense 
of humor, often tell us some funny jokes to make everyone laughing. He 
has not only helped us solve difficult math problems, but also the 
difficulties in life.BE CAREFUL TO DO EVERY THING is the slogan of our 
class, it stands for the expects he puts on us. But the deepest impression 
he has left on me is that he integrity. He believes that morality is more 
important than intelligence, and try his best to teach us how to be a man. 
What I have learned from him will benefit me in the rest of my life.  
(Blog entry, posted by Michael on Nov. 14, 2011) 
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The first post was completed by Michael for self-sponsored blogging, in which he 

described the symptoms of his illness and warned his classmates to “take care of 

yourself,” and the second writing was published to fulfill the second task, “the person 

who had changed me.” It was quite obvious that stronger feelings were exhibited in the 

first passage and Michael used an exclamation mark “!” at the end to emphasize his 

feelings and the importance of health. In addition he used the first person “I” addressing 

to the second person “you” in the first passage, which drew closer the distance between 

the readers and the writer and sounded like he was speaking directly to his readers; while 

in the second passage Michael used the third person “he” to describe the teacher and the 

stories happened in the past, and the whole passage read plain and sounded like more 

formal writing. Such phenomenon existed not only in Michael’s case alone, but also in 

many other students’ blogging experiences. It seemed that many students treated assigned 

blogging as the tasks fulfilled for the teacher and they usually wrote in a more formal and 

academic way, while in self-sponsored blogging, students felt more relaxed and wrote 

down their thoughts and opinions whenever ideas jumped into their minds; therefore, 

such writings always read more like spoken language.  

Most students developed the sense of audience while writing 

       In their blogging posts, most students had developed the sense of audience and were 

conscious about the readers’ and their own expectations for each other. They addressed 

their readers, kept aware of their purposes, and looked forward to receiving suggestions 

or resonance from their readers.  

That song really touched me 

Do you know Michael Jackson, king of pop, known for his great 
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achievement on music, dance, and contributions on charity. He is a great 
musician and dancer, and I admire him very much. The song touched me 
is called YOU ARE NOT ALONE. My friend and I have sung this song in a 
ktv, I can still remember the touched scene. And many of his songs are 
very touching, for example ,the earth song, heal the world, we are the 
world, called for our love and attention to our earth . it’s true we’ll make 
a brighter day, just you and me. I think we can do it! (Blog entry, posted 
by Michael on Nov. 21, 2011) 
 

In this post Michael introduced a song sung by Michael Jackson, he started with the 

question “Do you know…” and ended with sentence “I think we can do it”, which 

indicated that throughout the writing process Michael remained pretty clear that he was 

writing to inform his readers about a song he loved, and that he included the readers to 

experience with him what the song had brought to him.  

Daybreak-This song really touches me 

It’s a sad and heart-warming story , and a famous singer Hanhong writed 
down this story in her song as well as using her special sound sing this 
song to mark it . It’s the very special song , isn’t it?  
(Blog entry excerpt, posted by 0lianb on Feb. 19, 2012) 
 

At the end of the entry, 0lianb used a rhetorical question “isn’t it?” to conclude that the 

song he introduced was very special and on the other hand, he was also expecting support 

or resonance from his readers and hoped that they would also like this song.  

       On the other hand, the students viewed teacher-assigned blogging and self-sponsored 

blogging tasks differently – they believed that the reader of their assigned blogging was 

mainly the teacher, since they were fulfilling the tasks assigned by the teacher; while for 

the self-sponsored blogging, they were expressing their own ideas and write for all the 

others, not only their instructor, but also their classmates, to read. Since the perceived 

audiences changed, the language the students used and the tone in which they wrote also 
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varied in accordance, which could be demonstrated in Michael’s blog samples “Health is 

First” and “The Person Who had Changed Me” above.  

Students Used Writing as a Means of Discovery during the Act of Writing 

       It was very interesting to notice that although many students expressed in interviews 

that they viewed writing as “simply noting down the thoughts in their minds” – such 

definition regarded writing as a transcript, recording students’ ideas which originally 

existed in their minds; my study showed that many students actually used writing as a 

means of discovery during the act of writing, and they created new thinking and ideas, 

beyond what was kept in their brain before writing. Some students found the solutions to 

their questions and puzzles through writing; some explored their ideas and discovered 

some new thoughts during writing; and some reflected on their thoughts and sorted out 

their entangled feelings. We can understand how writing helped the students explore and 

discover their thinking through the following examples. In one of her untitled blog posts, 

Rita wrote, 

Have you ever get angry  with no reason? just feel very unfortable、 
emotional and nowhere to vent?that is what i’m feeling now,i don’t know 
why…but i am trying to calm myself down,so i am listening some 
music,and try to be calm,and finish this week’s blog,maybe then i will go 
to bed and have a nice sleep,i am sure i will be fine  tomorrow,or maybe i 
think i feel much better now ,and  i want to say life is so strange,so is 
one’s emotion.we just need to control our tempers,things will come out 
one day!  
(Blog entry, published by Rita on March 11, 2012)  
 

       In this post, Rita showed to us very clearly how she changed from feeling “angry” 

and “very uncomfortable” at the beginning to “feel much better” at the end of the writing. 

It was obvious that substantial exploratory thinking went on during the whole writing 

process: Rita first examined and described her problems – she felt angry and emotional 
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and found no way to let out, then she wrote down the different ways she tried to solve the 

problem – listening to music, trying to calm, finishing the blog writing, and going to 

sleep. During the act of writing, it seemed big changes already took place in her mood 

and mind – she felt much better, and obviously she found out the solutions to clear her 

messed emotions: “just need to control our tempers.” 

       In one of the self-sponsored blog posts published by Oriel, she started the writing 

with a question, “where is my way?” which indicated that at the start of writing, Oriel felt 

uncertain about her future and the steps she was to take next. 

where is my way? 
 
last week,i saw a picture which moved me very much.the picture 
showed that many students stayed at the library all the night,it is in 
the 哈佛 university.it is said that they read books even when they are 
walking ,brushing,eating.can you believe it? 
 
when i first saw this,i was very shocked,and then i felt ashamed.i think 
differences between everyone are common.but your efforts 
determine  your success.we must  believe a small step can make a big 
differences.we everyone have much potentions,we can do that they 
do.we just need a chance,just a small stage.i hope everyone can believe 
yourself ,nothing in the world can take the place of the 
persistence.just do it at once! 
(Blog entry, published by Oriel on March 9, 2012) 

In the first paragraph Oriel described the picture of Harvard students she viewed, which 

“shocked” her and made her feel “ashamed.” However, while she started to “analyze” 

what caused the differences between Harvard students and the other ordinary people, 

Oriel’s tone turned to be affirmative and she became rather certain about what she could 

do: “we can do what they do” and “believe yourself.” Toward the end of the writing, her 

emotions became very strong, she used an exclamation mark and advocated that “just do 

it at once!” It was very interesting to see that at the end of the writing, Oriel was no 
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longer tentative like she was at the beginning, and clearly she already found the answers 

to her own question listed in the title. 

       Therefore, writing is also a process of discovering. During the act of writing, the 

students explored their thinking and discovered some ideas that they failed to notice 

before. 

Some Students Experienced the Flow and Improved Fluency in Writing 

       Many students reported experiences that aligned with the qualities of flow experience 

while blogging, such as losing track of time, a loss of self-awareness, yet a sustained 

focus, and in control of the situation, while such characteristics of flow experience also 

led to improved fluency in students’ blog writing. “I’ll just write following the flow of 

my thoughts,” said 0lianb, “but of course it’s about the same theme…something like the 

stream of the consciousness” (Interview, 0lianb, March 15, 2012). The following is the 

excerpt of one of 0lianb’s unassigned blog posts: 

The charm of this wonderful place is the pure white snow, the tranquil 
snow, the snow on the whole sky and the snow floating in the dusk. 
… 
I want to travel to some places like Xuexiang, some simple cities which 
only have the old houses or only have a sea or the setting sun, the place 
without the car, without the high buildings and large mansions, and 
without the competition as well . Travelling to a fairy tale word with a 
right person, right now.  
(Blog entry, posted by 0lianb on Feb. 21, 2012) 
 

The paralleled sentences structured used by 0lianb to describe the snow and the cities 

were quite impressive here. “The pure white snow, the tranquil snow, the snow on the 

whole sky and the snow floating in the dusk” in the first paragraph and “some simple 

cities which only have the old houses or only have a sea or the setting sun, the place 

without the car, without the high buildings and large mansions, and without the 
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competition as well” in the second paragraph indicated the flow of his thoughts and the 

fluency of his language. Those were very long, fluent sentences which described the 

snow and the cities in his dream very vividly and clearly. They truly exhibited 0lianb’s 

stream of consciousness and he enjoyed such continuous thoughts reflected in his writing. 

“As I wrote more, it seemed that more ideas and thoughts were coming up into my mind, 

and those words were just flowing out naturally,” said 0lianb in the follow-up interview 

on Aug. 15, 2012.  

       Oriel also noticed how the fluency in both her English writing and spoken English 

had been improved a great deal during this blogging activity. “Now I am thinking faster, 

so I can write faster,” stated Oriel, “the words just came out of my mouth more quickly 

and I am surprised to find that practice in writing also improved my spoken language” 

(Follow-up interview, March 22, 2012). It is noticeable that as the students practiced 

more frequently in English writing through blogging, their thinking as well as their 

language organizing skills had also been enhanced, which somehow led to the 

improvement in the fluency of their English writing.  

Students employed various thinking strategies in blogging 

       In addition to previous analysis of 0lianb’s blog entries, many other students also 

demonstrated various thinking elements in their blogging, which included almost all the 

six thinking strategies described by Odell (1999), and the thinking presented or the 

thinking strategies they used in their blogging were not necessarily less than that in their 

formal academic writing. The following is the analysis and comparison of Michael’s 

writings, the first one being the academic writing he submitted to Susan in December 

2011, and the second one, the blog entry he posted on March 18, 2012. 
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Academic Writing by Michael Thinking Strategies 
tradition and modern life 

 
As our society develops, the conflicts between our 

tradition and modern life appears. 
 
The conflicts present in many aspects of our life. For 

example, the Spring Festival. Some people complain that the 
atmosphere is becoming faint. The feeling is same to me. 
The computer may be the cause. with the development of the 
Internet, people can greet each other through the Internet 
instead face to face. And I remember that when I was young, 
I used to play firework with other kids . But now, children 
usually play computer games at their home. 

 
The high pace of the modern life forces us to follow its 

step to make a living. So that conflicts is inevitable. As for 
the relationship between the tradition and modern life , I 
think tradition should be changed with the time . in this way, 
we can enjoy the tradition and modern life in the same time. 

 
 Dissonance: saw 

conflicts 
 Selecting: chose to 

compare Spring 
Festival 

 Considering 
different 
perspectives 

 Seeing relationship: 
finding the cause 

 Drawing on prior 
knowledge 

 Dissonance 
 

 Seeing relationship: 
so… 

 

In this post, Michael used five thinking skills including selecting, seeing relationship, 

drawing on prior knowledge, considering different perspectives and dissonance. In the 

first paragraph, Michael noticed the conflicts between the tradition and modern way of 

life, he then gave the example of how the way people celebrated the Spring Festival had 

changed nowadays and proposed the reason – the development of the society and the 

emergence of new technologies. In the end he stated his own opinion: tradition could be 

retained and enjoyed and people need to adjust their life in modern time.  
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Blog Entry by Michael Thinking Strategies 
Is it better to buy or rent 
Posted on March 18, 2012 by Michael  
 
In our society , especially in China have a severe 
phenomenon about the price of  house .In recent 
years , the housing price is going up year by 
year.Under the pressure, most people feel sad and 
they try their best and work hard in order to buy a 
house.Whereas a part of adults choose to rent house 
for living . 
 
The people who hold out we should buy a house 
thinks it can make us feel comfortable and avoid 
moving one place to another.With our new house ,we 
may have personal life .The people who stay by the 
opposite position considered that rent house can ease 
their tension,it also helps them to work more harder 
for their dream. 
 
In my point of view,we should make our dream come 
true step by step.If only we work hard when we are 
young and chasing our dreams go all out.We will 
success one day and then buy a house will be just a 
little case. 

 Representing: use 
colorful text and 
bigger font size 

 Selecting: chose to 
discuss about 
housing in China 

 Prior knowledge 
 Seeing relationship: 

under pressure 
 Considering 

different 
perspectives 

 Dissonance: 
different living 
styles 

 Considering 
different 
perspectives 

 
 
 
 
 Seeing relationship: 

if only…we will… 
 

 
 

 

In this entry, Michael discussed the housing problem in China and listed two styles of 

living: renting an apartment or buying one. He used all the six thinking elements to 

exhibit his ideas: He selected the topic of housing problem in China, and used bigger font 

size and purple text to represent the importance he put on this problem; he presented the 

two living styles and compared two different groups of people’s opinions; he drew on his 

prior knowledge and indicated that the house price had increased a lot in recent years; 

and finally he saw the relationship between hard work and success. Therefore, the 
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students had the abilities to use various thinking strategies in both their academic writing 

and their blogging, and the thinking exhibited in the blogging was of the same qualities 

with that in their academic writings. On the other hand, it also proved that blogging can 

serve not only as a forum for the students to let out their inner voice through informal 

expressive language, but also a place to form and articulate their thinking and practice 

academic writing.  

Traditional Evaluation Criteria for Students’ Writing  

       Gui (2011) argued that college English writing instruction in China was to a great 

extent grammar oriented, and that the students’ expressions of ideas were sacrificed for 

grammatical accuracy (p. 51). According to the CET-4 Syllabus (2006), criteria for 

evaluating CET-4 essays were “correct in content, coherent in discourse, and without 

significant grammatical errors” (NCETC, 2007). Gui believed that such criteria reflected 

the evident grammar-based orientation in writing instruction because the CET-4 Syllabus 

guided the teaching of College English writing which served the CET-4 tests. In Rainy’s 

opinion, the form of her writing, even the students’ handwriting, was put much more 

emphasis by the teacher during grading, rather than the content: 

Actually when we were in high school, we didn’t pay attention to the 
thoughts and content at all, some teachers were just impressed by how 
well your handwriting was, if your handwriting was good, and the article 
was readable, and looked pretty nice to the teacher, you would get high 
score. And then the teachers will see whether you made any grammatical 
mistakes, and whether you’d used some complicated vocabulary or top-
level sentences, and used combinations of short and long sentences. 
(Interview, March 22, 2012) 
 

Richal also confirmed that “we all wrote to satisfy the exams” (Interview, March 22, 

2012). Rainy complained that even if she had some ideas, she would be very careful as to 
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consider whether or not those would be accepted by the teacher, and what she would be 

more concerned during writing was grammar: 

Actually sometimes I really had something to say, but I was afraid that 
what I thought wouldn’t be accepted by the teacher, and there was also 
word limit. Even till now, sometimes when I was writing articles, I was 
still thinking very hard what kind of high-level vocabulary I should use 
here and there, and think about the sentence structure. Maybe since we 
were young, we’d been trained to write like this. It’s like the habit which 
rooted in us and too deep to break now. (Interview, March 22, 2012) 
 

       In addition, Gui (2011) noticed that teachers’ feedback on students’ written work also 

focused mainly on the correction of forms rather than students’ expression of thoughts; 

therefore students’ first drafts were usually the final essays (p. 51). Such phenomenon 

was also reflected in the academic writing samples that I collected from the students.  

  
(Excerpt of the academic writing from Jane, Dec. 2011) 
 

The above is the excerpt of one of Jane’s academic writings, which was submitted to 

Susan for grading. Susan underlined or corrected the grammatical errors in red ink and 

gave a final score of 70 (1-100 scale, 100 is full score). The only comment from Susan 

was “pay attention to your handwriting,” with no more opinions on Jane’s content and 

expressions of thoughts.  
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(Excerpt of the academic writing from Christine, Dec. 2011) 
 

In this excerpted text, Susan’s correction and comment were still grammar-oriented: she 

corrected the grammatical mistakes, commented “good structure and expression” without 

further responding to the thoughts and ideas in the article, and gave a score of 80 in red 

ink. Therefore, in order to satisfy the teacher’s expectation, the students would focus on 

their sentence structures, the wording – all the grammar-related issues, rather than the 

content or the expressions of their thoughts. Even if there is revision, it had “a focus on 

form rather than on content” (Raimes, 1985, p. 230). Here is the excerpt of Rainy’s 

graded academic writing: 

 

(Excerpt of academic writing from Rainy, Dec. 2011) 
 

After the essays were returned back to the students, obviously Rainy made some changes 

based on Susan’s grading marks; however those revisions were still of vocabulary level 

(form), and she did not make any content-level changes.  
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The Instructor’s View of Evaluating Writing 

       If we are to discuss the evaluation of writing, probably we should examine how 

English writing was taught at Susan’s class. Susan explained that usually her writing 

instruction was mixed with the reading lessons: 

I will not necessarily allocate specific amount of time to teach writing, but 
when I explain the text, I’ll spend some time to analyze the structure of the 
article, and I think during this process, the instruction of writing is also 
mixed in my lecture. (Interview, March 27, 2012) 
 

Susan’s lectures on English writing were focused on the form mainly, such as how to 

organize the article and what sentence structures the students may use and how to make 

the sentences read more coherently: 

…I’ll show them how this article is organized, how does the author 
introduce the topic, and how he develops his ideas, and in the end how he 
concludes his article. So I am basically teaching my students how to 
design the framework of the article… 
 
Later I’ll explain the passages and help them to understand some difficult 
vocabulary or phrases and sentences. And then I’ll tell them that you may 
also use such and such sentence structures to express your own ideas. And 
I will show them how the author connects two paragraphs coherently, and 
teach them some transitional words, how to transit from this sentence to 
that sentence, and also, when you speak of this topic, how to swift the 
content and make it read coherent. (Interview, March 27, 2012) 
 

Almost no guidance or instruction were provided for students on how to generate ideas or 

to think deeply and critically. Therefore, the teaching of English instruction emphasized 

more on the form of the writing, rather than the thinking or the content.  

       In order to prepare the students for the CET-4 test, teachers would usually assigned 

typical CET-4 writing topics of two-valued orientation, which described a certain 

phenomenon and asked the students to illustrate their own opinions, such as “Which 

living style do you prefer, living with parents or living alone?” “To buy a car or not.” 
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Such topics usually involved fixed writing mode – students described the two situations 

respectively and then chose one as their preference. When grading, few teachers would 

care about what the students were really thinking about in their articles. They were 

focused on the form, rather than the meanings in the students’ writings. For many 

Chinese college English teachers, grading students’ writing was just to review the 

students’ articles and point out or correct their grammatical mistakes, then give them a 

score (see above samples of students’ graded essays). Susan explained such way of 

grading as “coping with the CET-4 Syllabus and the College English Curriculum 

Requirements”: 

Since what are valued in CET-4 writing, or in all the other writings from 
primary school to college, are just grammatically correct sentences. 
Whether you’ve misspelt the words, using the vocabulary incorrectly or 
inaccurately, or if the sentence structures were correct, and then if your 
ideas were coherent, those are what we see in one article. (Interview, 
March 27, 2012) 
 

       On the other hand, Susan also attributed such way of grading to the fact of big-group 

teaching: 

For each term, each English teacher will have over 140 students. If I ask 
the students to write, the students will expect me to check and respond to 
their writings, right? But for the teachers, after we’ve finished the teaching 
work on the syllabus we’ll have to grade over 140 students’ writing, that’s 
a huge amount of work. If I am to read carefully sentence by sentence and 
respond to their thinking and ideas, that’s like the mission impossible. 
Therefore I could only scan briefly and point out the grammatical mistakes 
and give a score. (Interview, March 27, 2012) 
 

       When speaking of her expectation for students’ blog writing, Susan stated two points: 

students could produce lengthier articles and what they write should be meaningful. 

“Some of their blog entries are really too short that I didn’t expect the ending to come so 

soon,” explained Susan, “I hope they can really tell me something more informative or 
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meaningful” (Interview, March 27, 2012). Therefore, Susan indeed hoped to read some 

meaningful content in students’ posts and she also valued the thinking and the meaningful 

communication between the students and her. In our class blog, Susan enrolled as both a 

member and administrator. Although Susan did not publish any blog entries written by 

her, she read most of the students’ posts and left them comments – she still acted as a 

teacher there. However, what she did in the blog differed from the way she graded the 

students’ academic writings greatly: she never gave scores to students, instead, she 

responded to the content of the writings. In her response to 0lianb’s post “Look, There is 

a Sun” published on March 25, 2012, in which 0lianb put a picture of students placing 

their quilts on the ground to dry under the sun,  

Susan says:  
lol, this is a peculiar scene in China, especially on campus. (Comment, 
March 25, 2012) 
 

Susan no longer focused on the grammar in the students’ posts, rather, she was reading 

the students’ ideas and responded to them with her thoughts. In her comment to 0lianb’s 

post “The House I’d Like to Have” posted on March 1, 2012,  

Susan says:  
I like this poem, too. And I always wonder why he killed himself. What 
a pity. (Comment, March 5, 2012) 
 

By reading those comments, nobody would notice that Susan was a teacher, rather, she 

acted more like a normal reader and a member of the class blog who exchanged opinions 

and meanings with the writers. “Blogging provided me another perspective to evaluate 

the students’ writings and urged me to further think what should be valued in their posts,” 

expressed Susan, “and getting to understand what they thought and were concerned about 

were interesting” (Interview, March 27, 2012). Therefore, for English learners, 
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grammatically correct article is just one thing that the teachers should see, what’s more 

important, their thinking and ideas should also be considered.  

Students’ Perceptions about Evaluation 

       It was found that most students’ expectations for evaluation were still focused on the 

grammar: 

Researcher: how did you evaluate other’s article, based on what? 
Michael: his vocabulary is rich …I found I don’t know some words and 

sentence structures in his writing. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 
 
Jane: I didn’t know what kind of articles were really good, and for myself, 

maybe the vocabulary and the grammar… (Interview, March 22, 2012) 
 

In addition, many students expressed that they had no ideas of how to evaluate others’ 

writings: 

Jane: it’s embarrassing for me to evaluate others’ writings, who knows   if 
it was good or not, plus, there were no criteria for evaluation… 
(Interview, March 22, 2012) 

 
Rainy: …each teacher has different criteria. For the same article, this 

teacher may think this is very good, but the other teachers may not 
necessarily think so… I really didn’t know how to grade, since when 
we were young, we haven’t received any training on this. (Interview, 
March 22, 2012) 

 
       During the interviews, some students expressed that when they know their essays 

were to be graded by the teacher, they would feel fearful. Christine said, “if we are 

required to write in class and what we write are to be graded, I’ll feel anxious and 

frightened” (Interview, March 29, 2012). Some students claimed that they felt 

discouraged when they found the incorrect expressions were marked in red ink in their 

returned graded writings. Richal said, 

Every time after the writing was returned to us, we would see where we 
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had made grammatical mistakes and what words had been spelt wrongly, 
and those would make me feel a little frustrated and discouraged. 
(Interview, March 22, 2012)     
 

Why evaluating writing should become such an intimidating and discouraging thing for 

the students? Can students be encouraged and benefit from the teacher’s evaluation 

feedback on their articles? According to my study, blogging provided an alternative way 

to examine the criteria for evaluating EFL students’ writings, which invited exchanges of 

meanings and encouraged the production of ideas. 

Christine: when I read others’ articles, I won’t focus on particular words or 
sentences, I will just read the content of the writing. What he’s 
talking about, and his ideas. If I can’t figure out the meanings of 
one or two sentences, I will just guess by myself, if I still have no 
clue, I’ll just skip those two sentences. If I already got to understand 
the overall meaning of the whole article, I won’t be entangled with 
those one or two sentences. But if those two sentences are pretty 
essential in helping me understand the meaning, I will surely ask 
him. (Interview, March 29, 2012) 

 
Christine would focus on the overall meaning of her peers’ writings and when she found 

particular points that she couldn’t understand, she would leave comments for clarification, 

which also helped the writer to elaborate their ideas. Instead of leaving the finished essay 

as an end product, the peer responses left on the posts urged the students to revisit their 

writings and clarify the confusions in their entries. In my comment to Michael’s post 

“Recent Life” posted on March 27, 2012, I asked Michael many questions including why 

he gave himself such English name: 

Echo says:  
I’ve heard of this drama for like a million times, and almost everyone 
around is strongly recommending it to me. 
You’ve done a great job in giving us a brief and clear introduction of this 
show! (Did you give yourself this nickname because of the main character 
in this show?) 
Did you watch it with the original sound (in English)? Have you found it 
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helping your listening and speaking skills? (Comment, March 28, 2012) 
 

Michael answered all my questions and clarified my confusion about his name in his 

response: 

Michael says:  
i give myself this nickname because of i am a fan of Michael Jackson,king 
of pop.it’s a coincident to find that the main character is also called 
Michael,hehe…… 
yes ,it is with the original sound,and can do some practice on my listening 
and speaking in some way,i think. 
by the way,i am sorry for that Michael is a engineer in this TV play,not a 
accountant,heihei… (Comment, April 1, 2012) 
 

       In addition, Richal described that she felt warm when she found no one picked on 

their grammar and no score would be given on her blog entries: “What I’ve written does 

have readers and the readers will comment. I think the encouragement is very important 

to me” (Interview, March 29, 2012). Jane also claimed that “if the criteria is whether I 

can express my thoughts, I surely think this is better, because I feel my voice can be 

heard by others and what I say really matters” (Interview, March 22, 2012). 

       Therefore, giving a score should not necessarily be the only way to evaluate the 

students’ writings, rather, the teacher may consider multi-faceted evaluation methods, 

such as examining both the form and the content of the writings, inviting peer 

responses/evaluation and self-evaluation. In other words, both the form and content in the 

students’ writing should be emphasized. Overall, the purpose of teacher’s grading is to 

encourage and invite writing, but not to intimidate and discourage the students from 

writing.  

Summary 

      This section answered my last research question regarding how EFL college students’ 
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writing should be evaluated. I started with examining the qualities presented in the 

students’ blogging and I learned that most students used informal expressive language in 

blogging, and that many of them had developed the sense of audience and would vary 

their language for different perceived audience. Many students discovered their thoughts 

during the act of writing, and some students experienced the flow of their thoughts, which 

led to fluency in both their written and spoken language. In addition, students employed 

various thinking strategies in blogging, the thinking presented in which exhibited the 

same qualities with that in their academic writing. I then investigated the traditional 

criteria for evaluating writing in China, and found that the college English writing 

instruction in China was grammar-oriented, and that guided by the evaluating criteria in 

CET-4 Syllabus, the students’ expressions of thoughts were sacrificed by grammar 

accuracy in their writings (Gui, 2011, p. 51). According to my findings, the teachers’ 

grading was focused on grammatical mistakes and evaluated the students’ writings by 

giving a score. I then examined both the instructor’s and the students’ views and opinions 

about English writing evaluation and found that blogging provided an alternative way of 

setting criteria for evaluating the students’ writing, which should balance both the form 

and the content of the writing, in other words, not only the language that the students 

used to express their meanings, but also the thinking and the meanings, should be valued 

in their writings.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

       In this chapter I first give a brief review of the study, including the purpose, the 

research questions and the procedures, and then I summarize the findings that I obtained 

from both the students and their instructors who participated in this study. Next I discuss 

the major issues that emerged during the implementation of blogging, and finally 

recommendations and implications are made based on what I have learned from this 

study for the classroom instruction and future research.  

Summary of the Study 

       Richardson (2009) described that blogging is a “process of thinking in words” (p.20). 

The purposes of this qualitative inquiry were to examine the Chinese first-year non-

English major college students’ experiences with blogging; and to explore whether 

blogging can be integrated into Chinese college English writing instruction. I asked the 

research question: “What happens when instructor uses blogging to teach English writing 

to Chinese non-English major college students in China?” One group of first-year 

College students majoring in Business Administration were invited to voluntarily 

participate in this blogging project during their after-school time. The data collection 

lasted over four months, from late October 2011 to late April 2012, with a pause from 

mid-December 2011 to early February 2012 due to the winter break. Multiple sources of 

data were collected, including students’ blog entries, survey answers, interview 

transcripts, pre- and post-study Writing Apprehension forms, informal communications, 

students’ academic writing samples, and my observation notes. I applied the constant 

comparative method to analyze the data, while focused on examining the seven focus 
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students’ experiences and performance throughout the blogging activities. Certain 

limitations were reflected in this study, which included a limited amount of time, 

students’ self-regulation issues and problems with technical support; however, 

corresponding measures were also taken to demonstrate the trustworthiness of this study. 

Summary of Findings 

       The findings provided answers to the following four sub-questions: 1) What are the 

students’ experiences with and attitudes towards blogging? 2) What are the benefits of 

and difficulties in blogging? 3) How does assigned blogging compare with self-sponsored 

blogging? 4) How shall EFL students’ writings be evaluated? The findings are briefly 

summarized below: 

What are the Students’ Experiences with and Attitudes towards Blogging? 

       The answers of this research question include the participating students’ views of 

writing and writer, their attitudes towards blogging, focus students’ blogging experiences, 

their attitudes reactions towards peer response, and the types of students’ comments.  

Students Had Various Understandings of Writing and Writer 

       Zamel (1983) defined writing as a non-linear, exploratory, and generative process, 

through which students “discover and reformulate their ideas as they attempt to 

approximate meaning” (p. 165). Although all the participating students were of the same 

major, sharing the similar cultural and educational background, they had various opinions 

on the concepts of writing and writer. Most students viewed writing as simply expressing 

the writer’s thoughts according to the interviews, while some students enjoyed writing as 

a communicating process with the readers. The majority students regarded writing as an 
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end product and after they finished the writings, few of them would revisit and revise the 

posts. Moreover, few students had self-confidence of regarding themselves as good 

writers. On the other hand, most students recognized the importance of English and 

English writing and would try all their best to learn them well.  

Most Students Held Positive Attitudes towards Blogging 

       According to the anonymous pre-study survey answers, 37% students had their 

personal blogs and 59% read and commented on others’ blogs. As summarized by 

Richardson (2009), weblogs, as “a constructive tool for learning,” expanded “the walls of 

classroom by providing possibility of connecting students with others outside the 

classroom” (p. 27-8). Most students held positive attitudes towards blogging and believed 

that they would gain more writing experience, improve their English writing abilities and 

get to understand others’ thoughts through blogging. From Oct. 2011 to April 2012, I 

collected altogether 166 blog posts and 84 comment entries published from the students. 

Three types of bloggers were recognized based on the students’ performance in the class 

blog: active bloggers, who constituted 19% of all the students and fulfilled almost all the 

blogging tasks; intermediately engaged bloggers, who composed 33% of the whole group 

and completed over 4 blogging tasks; reluctant bloggers, who occupied 48% of the 

students and published fewer than 4 blog posts. It was worth noticing that even though 

many students did not publish any blog posts, they expressed strong interest and 

enthusiasm in blogging during interviews and informal communications with me. 

Focus Students Had Various Blogging Experiences and Environment 

       Based on the face-to-face interviews, I learned that different students experienced 
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different blogging routines and writing environment. Many students stopped all the other 

online activities and were completely concentrated on the writing during the blogging 

process, while some students kept the background music or online chatting software on 

throughout the writing. Some students preferred to draft and proofread their posts after 

they finished the writing while some students did not. Some students thought in English 

and typed the words directly onto the computer, while some students needed to translate 

their ideas from Chinese to English and copied the writings from the paper to the 

computer. Some students blogged on their personal computers that they brought to the 

dormitories, while some students borrowed their roommates’ computer and blogged on it, 

and some others had to go to the Internet Café on campus to work on their blog posts.  

Most Students Remained Positive and Open towards Peer Response 

       Writing is more like “conversation” than we realize: “it’s talking to others on paper – 

although they may be far away in space and time” (Macrorie, 1984, p. 6); while blogs, by 

enabling peer interaction, combine “the best of solitary reflection and social interaction” 

(Eide, Neurolearning Blog, 2005), during which reflective thinking and interactive 

learning can be made possible for the students (Deng & Yuen, 2009, p. 95-6). According 

to my study, most students welcomed and expected others to comment on their blog posts. 

They believed that commenting at least indicated that what they wrote were paid 

attention to and others were caring about their thoughts. The majority of students 

accepted negative comments and agreed to disagree. They were happy to see their 

mistakes being pointed out by others which they neglected during writing. However, it 

was also found that very few students revisited their writings, nor did they make 
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modifications to the content or forms of their writings.  

Seven Types of Comments Were Presented in Students’ Responses 

       Hedge (2000) recognized the importance of the interaction among students and 

teacher; and stated that the feedback coming from the teacher and from other students in 

the class “enables learners to test hypothesis and refine their developing knowledge of the 

language system” (p.13). According to the students’ online communications through 

commenting, seven types of comments were presented in their responses: explanation, 

suggestion, affirmation, gratitude, revision, clarification, and evaluation. It was found that 

the categories of affirmation, explanation and suggestions constituted the majority of 

students’ comments, and the occurrence of each were 35 times, 18 times, and 14 times 

respectively, while the categories of clarification and revision occurred the least 

frequently, only 2 times for each.    

What are the Benefits and Difficulties of Blogging? 

       Although blogging was still very novel while implemented in Chinese English 

writing instruction, certain advantages and benefits of blogging had already been 

exhibited from my study. On the other hand, students and the instructor also encountered 

obstacles in practicing blogging.  

Blogging Created Opportunities to Practice English Writing 

       In my study, the participants came from non-English major – Business 

Administration, who had little experience and opportunities in English writing besides the 

3-4 academic writing tasks assigned by their instructor for each semester. Our blogging 

activity encouraged the students to publish writings and view other classmates’ blog 
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entries on a weekly basis. Many participating students appreciated such opportunities and 

believed that “practice makes perfect.” Oriel said, “If we can have more opportunities in 

English writing and can really write more frequently, surely we will write better” 

(Interview, March 1, 2012). Therefore, blogging created more opportunities for the non-

English major college students to practice English writing on a regular basis. 

Students Established Confidence in Writing and Improved English Writing Abilities 

       Krashen (1987) suggested that learners with high motivation, self-confidence, a good 

self-esteem, and a low level of anxiety were more likely to succeed in second language 

acquisition; while writing apprehension, which was defined by Daly and Miller (1975) as 

the fear and avoidance of writing, obviously prevented the students from enjoying the 

writing process and producing creative thinking. Based on my research, the majority of 

the focus students reported a dramatically lower anxiety level during blogging than they 

did for the paper-based academic writing. On the other hand, according to the pre- and 

post-study Writing Apprehension survey forms (developed by Daly & Miller, 1975), over 

half of the participating students’ writing apprehension scores decreased, which indicated 

that they were less anxious during writing after the blogging activity than they felt before 

the project started. In addition, some students reported improved English writing abilities 

throughout the blogging activity, such as producing lengthier posts and becoming more 

proficient in English expressions. 

Students Improved Thinking in English through Blogging 

       Learning specialists Fernette and Brock Eide (2005) found that blogs can: 

- promote critical and analytical thinking; 
- be a powerful promoter of creative, intuitive, and associational thinking; 
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- promote analogical thinking. (Eide, Neurolearning Blog) 
 

After having frequently published posts on the class blog for over four months, Oriel 

found that her thinking had been improved noticeably: “Now I write faster… my thinking 

time is shortened;” moreover, the most surprising benefit blogging brought to her was the 

improvement in her spoken language: “sometimes if I want to say something, I can 

transfer it into English very quickly” (Interview, March 22, 2012).  

Blogging Resulted in Deeper Focus and Flow Experiences 

       Richardson concluded that blogs can “enhance and deepen learning,” in which 

students are learning to “read more critically, think about that reading more analytically, 

and write more clearly” (p. 20). Michael and Jane reported that they spent more time on 

blog topic searching and focused more deeply in their blog writing. On the other hand, 

while concentrated in writing, during which students’ thinking was not interrupted, some 

students’ description of their writing process accorded with some of the qualities of flow 

experience, including losing track of time, a loss of self-awareness yet a sustained focus, 

and in control of the situation. “…if you are really focused on doing one thing, you won’t 

care what else is going on, you won’t feel it” said Jane (Interview, March 1, 2012).  

Class Blog Included “Silent” Students’ Voices and Connected to Course Content 

       Heskett (2009) noted that “blogs allow everyone to participate, regardless of ability,” 

in which quieter or silent students may feel more comfortable communicating with peer 

learners via the “written word” (p. 5). In my study, the class blog served as an open forum 

for the relatively quiet or shy students, who were not active in their classroom activities, 

to freely express their ideas and thoughts without feeling nervous. On the other hand, our 
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class blog also expanded the classroom discussions and connected to course content. 

Michael and Alice regarded themselves as “shy” people, and always felt nervous and 

reluctant to speak in public. However, they chose to publish their speech, which they 

prepared for the English class and failed to give the presentation, onto the class blog to 

share with the rest of the class their ideas.  

Students Coped with Life events through Blogging 

       Richardson claimed that “learning is a continuous conversation among many 

participants;” because of those social networking sites, people can build complex 

networks of resources, in which “more information, more teachers, and more learning” 

can be found (p.86). Marc used this class blog to ask questions regarding the CET 4 test 

and expressed his concerns in this upcoming exam; Jane shared with others her problems 

with losing weight and sought help; and many other students published blog posts here to 

describe their entangled feelings or troubles, wishing to let go of their negative emotions 

and become well soon.  

Class Blog Helped Build Classroom Community and Enhanced Students’ Computer Skills 

       Blogging built up “a meaningful, dialogic, motivating environment,” in which 

students got inspired to reflect on their own reading, writing, research, and response skills 

together with their peers (Allison, 2009, p.75). Through communicating and interacting 

with other members in this online community, students found that the relationship among 

their classmates became closer and their regular class became a warmer community, 

where they may hear other classmates’ voices and provide suggestions and comfort. 

Many students were also attracted to the class blog to share their own life stories, as well 
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as puzzles and problems. In addition, one of the surprising benefits of blogging was that 

many students who had little contact with or knowledge of computer prior to this project 

had improved their computer skills greatly. 

Students and Teachers Encountered Challenges in the Implementation of Blogging 

       Chen & Bonk (2008) warned researchers of the possible problems that may arise 

when using weblogs with students in Chinese higher education, such as technology and 

infrastructure problem, management problem, and instructional strategies the instructor 

would use on weblog. During the 15-week project, students also encountered difficulties 

in blogging, such as the language challenges and technical issues – they could not access 

to the Internet conveniently; they had problems enrolled into the blog site; and they were 

not familiar with the all-English user interface of the webpage. According to the 

interviews, I learned that many students developed their own strategies to overcome all 

those obstacles, such as asking teachers for help, finding out the solutions by searching 

online, and learning from others’ writings. While implementing blogging, certain 

difficulties were also presented for the instructors, such as the students’ self-regulation 

and engagement issues, the Internet connection problems on campus, and the conflicts 

with the school curriculum schedule. Susan and I took corresponding measures so that the 

project could proceed successfully.  

How Does Unassigned Blogging Compare with Assigned Blogging? 

Students Produced More and Lengthier Unassigned Blogging Posts than They Did for 

Assigned Blogging 

       Bonzo (2008) indicated that one of the factors that may affect the performance and 
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fluency in students’ writing was the influence of topic selection control – teacher assigned 

the topics or students self-selected topics. From late October 2011 to late April 2012, the 

participating students produced altogether 73 teacher-sponsored blog entries and 85 self-

sponsored blog posts. The average post number of each task for assigned blogging is 

10.43 and the number for self-sponsored blogging is 12.14, which indicated that the 

students were inclined to working on unassigned blogging more. Moreover, by 

comparing and analyzing the average number of the words of each blog entry the focus 

students completed for both assigned and unassigned blogging, I found that many 

students produced lengthier posts in unassigned blogging than they did for assigned 

blogging tasks.  

Most Students Preferred Unassigned Blogging and Generated more Topics than They Did 

for Assigned Blogging 

       Zeng’s (2010) study showed that most students did not like the writing topics 

assigned by teachers, and my study confirmed this finding. According to the interviews, 

the majority students preferred self-sponsored blogging to assigned blogging since they 

enjoy the freedom of choosing the topics of their interest and writing whatever they think 

about. As a result, they generated noticeably more topics in the self-sponsored blogging 

than in teacher-sponsored blogging.  

Students Became Motivated to Write because of Topic Choices and Prompt Variety in 

Blogging 

       Lo and Hyland (2007) suggested that young writers should be encouraged to write 

about topics of interest and relevance to them; and that providing them with genuine 
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audiences could have a “liberating and confidence-building effect.” According to my 

study, when students were offered the choices to write on topics that they were interested 

in, they were more engaged and motivated to write. On the other hand, the students’ 

engagement in blogging was also influenced by the variety of the prompts the teacher 

provided. For example, the most popular topic among students was life experience and 

stories, and whenever the teacher assigned the topics inviting the students to share their 

own life stories, that task always attracted more posts. 

Students Used Different Thinking Strategies in Unassigned and Assigned Blogging 

       In light of Odell’s (1999) descriptions of thinking elements reflected in students’ 

writing, I analyzed the thinking strategies used in one of the focus students 0lianb’s blog 

posts, and found that students employed various thinking strategies while blogging. 

0lianb employed slightly more thinking strategies in the self-sponsored blogging than he 

did for assigned blogging. The thinking skill that he used the most frequently in both 

assigned and unassigned blogging was selecting, while he seemed to use the skill of 

representing more often in unassigned blogging than in assigned blogging.  

How Shall We Evaluate the EFL Students’ Writing? 

       The answers to this question include the qualities exhibited in participating students’ 

blogging, the traditional English writing evaluation criteria in China, and the teacher and 

students’ views on the evaluation of English writing.  

Students’ Blogging Exhibited Various Qualities 

       By examining and analyzing the students’ blog entries, I found certain qualities 

exhibited in their writings. I learned that most students used informal expressive language 
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(Britton, 1975), which helped them explore and shape their inner thoughts. By keeping 

the audience in mind while writing and respect the reader’s undertaking (Britton, 1975, 

p.65), many students had developed the “sense of audience” and would vary their 

language for different perceived audience. As stated by Macrorie (1985) that “we write to 

think… to explore our world with language, to discover meaning that teaches us and that 

may be worth sharing with others” (p.3-4), many students used writing as a means of 

discovery during the act of writing. Some students experienced the flow, “the process of 

total involvement” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, p. xi), during blogging, which led to fluency 

in their writing. In addition, students employed various thinking strategies in blogging, 

including dissonance, selecting, encoding/representing, seeing relationship, drawing on 

prior knowledge, and considering different perspectives (Odell, 1999). In addition, the 

thinking presented in blogging presented the same qualities with that in their academic 

writings. 

Traditional English Writing Evaluation Criteria in China Focused on Grammar 

       The traditional evaluating criteria for Chinese College English writing was grammar-

oriented and the students’ expressions of thoughts were sacrificed by grammar accuracy 

in their writings (Gui, 2011, p. 51). In my study, by examining the students’ academic 

paper-based writing samples, I found that the instructor’s grading was focused on 

pointing out the students’ grammatical mistakes and the students’ writings were evaluated 

by giving a score scaling 1-100.  

Both Content and Form Should be Valued in Evaluating EFL Students’ Writing 

       The Whole Language perspective suggested that the essence of language teaching 
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and using is meaning-making; and that evaluation is a “source of information,” by which 

people assessed the students, instead of judging them, and knew better what they had 

already known and what else they need to learn (Wilde, 1996, p. 193-7). According to my 

interviews with both the instructor and students, I learned that the students felt more 

comfortable and relaxed during writing when grammar was not the focus, and their ideas 

were what others focused on. On the other hand, through this blogging experience, the 

instructor Susan also learned what the students were thinking and concerned about 

through their words. Therefore, an alternative perspective of examining the evaluation 

criteria for EFL students’ writing was presented: not only the language that the students 

used to express ideas should be emphasized, the evaluating teachers should also value the 

thinking and the meanings that the students truly wanted to communicate to others.  

Discussion and Implications 

       During the period that I conducted my project with blogging, several issues, 

including social context and new identities building, the teacher-student role, error-

correction, and the factor of students’ majors that affected students’ blogging, also 

emerged and drew my attention. Some of them were related to the specific Chinese 

culture, while some were questions that we, as teachers, encountered during teaching and 

had puzzled for a long time. I will discuss the issues here and hope to provide informative 

implications for instruction.   

Social Context and New Identity Building 

       Learning is a social process, which takes place in particular social contexts (Vygotsky, 

1978). Development occurs when the students participate in activities that require both 
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cognitive and communicative functions (Johnson, 2004, p. 129). Through the traditional 

classroom instruction, students formed their identities in regular classroom – as quiet 

listeners, or active participants. When the learning environment moved onto the Internet, 

which provided more opportunities to include each student’s voices, students formed a 

new community, in which they took on a new identity, and reflect over and adjust to this 

new identity. Gee (2003) held that,  

Learning involves taking on and playing with identities in such a way that 
the learner has real choices (in developing the virtual identity) and ample 
opportunities to meditate on the relationship between new identities and 
old ones. (p. 67) 
 

Throughout the blogging activities, many students also had concerns about their 

identities on this online community.  

Using Pseudonyms or Not 

       In order to protect the students’ privacy and encourage them to freely express their 

ideas and thinking, Susan and I encouraged the students to use pseudonyms as their 

blogging ID, and they did. Many students loved the idea of using pseudonyms, since the 

pseudonyms may cover them and nobody would know who the writers were. Christine 

said, 

I prefer using pseudonyms, since when we use pseudonyms, I would think 
in my mind that others don’t know me, and I can speak up most of my real 
thoughts and opinions here, but if I am aware that everyone else know 
who I am, I may want to hide some of my thoughts. (Interview, March 29, 
2012) 
 

However, some other students also expressed concerns about their real identities being 

covered too much, and they believed that they would be more interested to read and 

comment on others’ writings if they knew who the writers were. Jane complained, 
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Sometimes I wanted to read others’ writings, but I didn’t know who the 
writers were, since we are using pseudonyms…but why do I need to know 
them if I don’t know exactly who they are? (Interview, March 1, 2012) 
 

“We study together, but we are not as close as we were in the high school, together all the 

time,” explained Leo, “so once there is such a good platform for us to know each other 

better, of course we’ll be very curious to know who each other really is.” “If I can know 

who the writer is, I can really know more about him,” Leo said (Interview, March 29, 

2012).  

       Gee (2003) suggested that there is “a tripartite play of identities when learners relate, 

and reflect on, their multiple real-world identities, a virtual identity, and a projective 

identity” (p. 67). It is obvious that some students enjoyed the new identity the class blog 

brought to them – the “virtual identity,” with which they can hide behind the computer 

screen and present a new, “projective identity,” such as being a more active speaker, to 

express their ideas freely to their peers; while some others still held onto their real-world 

identities, wishing that nothing had changed and the blog members around them were 

still the ones that they were familiar with in the regular classroom. They need to realize 

that those “new faces” were still their classmates, just, they presented the other aspects in 

life in this online community.   

Face Issue 

       During the interviews, I occasionally heard the students said, “I’ll lose face if others 

find my articles full of grammatical mistakes.” It seems that face (Mien-Tzu) issue is a 

specific topic concerning Chinese culture. Hu (1944) described Mien-tzu as the kind of 

prestige that was emphasized: “a reputation achieved through getting on in life, through 
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success and ostentation” (p. 45). According to Ho (1976), face is lost 

when the individual, either through his action or that of people closely 
related to him, fails to meet essential requirements placed upon him by 
virtue of the social position he occupies. (p. 867) 
 

While people definitely do not want to lose face themselves, Chinese people also hate to 

hurt others’ feelings and make others lose face. According to the results of my study, I 

found that almost no students gave negative comments or pointed out other classmates’ 

language problems in comments. The fact that I had reminded them of focusing on the 

ideas of the writings in advance was part of the reason, and the face issue accounted for 

another part. “I won’t pick out his mistakes,” said Leo. “That’s because of the personal 

emotions…” explained Leo, “he had already worked hard and produced an entry, if I was 

to pick on the mistakes, I wouldn’t feel good about it” (Interview, March 29, 2012). Jane 

also said, “If I feel that some particular words or expressions will embarrass others, I 

won’t comment at all” (Interview, March 22, 2012), which indicated that when she 

decided to comment, she already tried to avoid picking on writers’ mistakes that may 

make others feel uncomfortable or embarrassed.  

       A similar thing also occurred when it came to asking the students to evaluate other 

classmates’ writings. Some students were afraid that their grading would make their peers 

lose face. If the score was too low, they, the graders, would also feel bad for it; therefore, 

when teachers asked the students to give each other a score, they were usually very 

reluctant and resisted to follow. Jane explained, 

Part of the reasons is the face issue. Usually, we seldom…When we were 
in junior high school, teachers also asked us to grade others’ writings, but 
we usually gave an average score, not too high, not too low, just see what 
his usual scores were, and then gave him/her a similar score. (Interview, 
March 22, 2012)  
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Implications 

       When implementing blogging with the students, the instructors need to encourage 

the students to realize that while the learning environment has changed from real-world 

classroom to virtual online community, they should also make changes to their roles and 

adjust to the new identities they have online accordingly. Using or not using pseudonyms 

should not be the concern, rather, the new opportunities and platform for the students to 

learn, and to understand meanings communicated by others should be emphasized. On 

the other hand, the teachers should also consider the particular social contexts, such as 

the face issue in China, and readjust the evaluation methods for the students. For example, 

merely giving a score is insufficient and inexplicit. Teachers should set clear criteria of 

how the writings will be evaluated for the students and invite peer evaluation and self-

evaluation, as well as encourage the students to focus on the thinking and the meanings 

in the writings, instead of emphasizing only the grammatical errors.   

The Teacher-Student Roles 

       The traditional Chinese education echoed what Freire (2003) proposed as “banking 

education,” in which students acted like “depositories,” who passively receive, memorize 

and repeat what the teachers teach, while the teacher served as “depositor,” who simply 

transmitted what he knew to the students, with no further communications between them 

going on (p. 72). Douglas Barnes (1992) argued that the Transmission teacher’s task was 

to “evaluate and correct learner’s performance,” while the Interpretation teacher’s role 

was to “set up dialogue, in which the learner can reshape his knowledge through 

interaction with others” (p. 144). My study with blogging drew our attention to re-
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examine the teacher-student roles with the employment of new technologies in modern 

time, and explored the new roles the teachers should take during teaching.  

Susan’s Opinions about Teacher’s Roles and Her Roles in Class Blog 

       During the interview, Susan believed that the teachers in China had been placed at a 

very high social status: “when people look at teachers, the angle is like, they look up at 

them, and believe that the teacher is the major source of knowledge.” Moreover, the 

whole society believed that the teacher could explain anything that normal people did not 

understand. Susan explained,  

Like what most Chinese believe, the teacher’s task is to answer questions 
and clear confusion…After the students entered the college, many of them 
still hold that they are learning only if they’ve attended the teacher’s 
classes, taken some notes, and completed the teachers’ assignments. I 
think that is a very …um… traditional opinion about teacher. On the other 
hand, this opinion also influences the teacher. The teacher will believe that 
yes, my role should be like this. I should take this role, and I should be 
omnipotent, and should know everything. (Interview, March 27, 2012) 
 

Therefore, it was quite common to see teacher-talk occupied the majority of class time in 

most Chinese classrooms, and the students were rather dependent on the teachers in their 

own studies. However, as time flies, Chinese teacher’s perception about teaching and 

teacher’s role also changed. “Indeed, I’ve been trying to let the students know that as 

college students, they need to study on their own, develop their own learning abilities, 

their own thoughts and ideas, and develop their own methods…” said Susan. She stated 

that the teachers do not necessarily have to know everything, and the relationship 

between the teacher and the students should be very “harmonious, like friends.” 

Susan: I told my students, from the perspective of my major, I will try my 
best to help you, but also, I’d like to learn from you in other aspects 
of life. It’s a mutual learning process, since everyone has his own 
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expertise field. (Interview, March 27, 2012) 
 

Susan also believed that teachers need to interact with the students and sometimes learn 

from them: 

… should be a mutual learning process, especially in learning language, 
since the language is always developing, there are always something new. 
It’s very possible that some students already know some new vocabulary, 
which I don’t know yet. (Interview, March 27, 2012)  
 

In our class blog, Susan acted not only as a teacher who observed the students’ online 

performance, but also as another community member: she responded to students’ posts 

and shared her own feelings and experiences; she gave her opinions and suggestions and 

encouraged the students to work harder for their dreams. Many students found this 

experience interesting and warm. “I felt very warm when I found the teachers responded 

to my writing,” said Richal, “she was not judging how well my writing was, rather, she 

was really listening to me” (Interview, March 22, 2012). It was obvious that Susan’s roles 

shifted from a leader and speaker in regular classroom to a co-participant and listener in 

the class blog community, and the students welcomed such changes.  

The Effects of Teacher’s Modeling and the Prompts 

       John Dewey (1897) argued that the teacher “is there as a member of the community 

to select the influences which shall affect the child and to assist them in properly 

responding to these influences” (p.9). Therefore, teachers should take the roles of guides 

and facilitators, becoming partners of the students throughout the learning processes. At 

the start of the study, only sporadic comments were published by the students. When 

asked for reasons, many students explained that they did not know what to say in 

comment. However, after several weeks when the students read Susan and my comments 
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to the blog entries, we received more and more students’ comments. Students need guides 

who may lead them to work towards the targeted direction during the learning process. 

Teachers should act as such guides and the teachers’ modeling always played important 

role in students’ learning experience.  

       When the self-sponsored blogging just started at the eighth week, many students felt 

at loss and did not know what they may blog about, moreover, they had no ideas of what 

a self-sponsored blogging should look like. I decided to “write with them” and shared a 

couple of my articles about my life and studies abroad on the class blog. When students 

felt excited and curious when they found that the teacher was also blogging with them. “I 

never had this experience before. I never read my teachers’ articles in the past,” said 

Michael, “I really enjoyed reading your stories, and hope you may introduce more to us” 

(Interview, March 29, 2012). I was also surprised to find that after I started to share my 

writings with the students, I received many students’ comments on my posts, and 

witnessed an increase in the number of students’ self-sponsored blogging posts. It was 

possible that the curiosity to know more about the teacher motivated the students to read 

and respond to the my posts; on the other hand, my posts about my living and studying 

abroad may also stimulated their ideas of what to blog about. Due to the similar reason, 

some students found the writing prompts provided by the teachers sometimes helped 

them generate ideas and organize their thoughts more clearly. “With the prompts, 

sometimes I can think of perspectives that I never thought of,” said Oriel, “and I have a 

clearer goal ahead, which is much better than just a writing topic or a title assigned for 

us” (Interview, March 22, 2012). 
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Implications 

       American educator bell hook (1994) advocated to “empower students” (p. 15), by 

which she appreciated all of the students’ values and contributions that they brought to 

the classroom. In this new era of information and technology, the teachers are not the 

only knowledge holders, and the students, sometimes are experts in new technologies, 

about which many of their teachers have no concepts. Therefore, teachers should readjust 

to the changes of their roles in the classroom, not only guide and facilitate the students’ 

learning, they should also be prepared to “advocate for the students,” and act as “co-

learners” (Goodman, 1984, p.114), learning together with the students. Learning is a 

social process. It is through the mutual interactions and dialogues between the teachers 

and students that the knowledge can be constructed and successful learning can be 

realized.  

Error Correction 

       In my study, the majority students regarded writing as an end product, and once they 

completed the writing, it became a finished work. According to Nunan (2001), the 

primary goal of product writing is an error-free coherent text. Mo’s (2012) study showed 

that in China most teachers returned the papers to the students without giving any 

suggestions on writing skills; instead, they underlined or corrected some grammatical 

errors. During the interviews, many students complained that the teachers would only 

pick on their grammatical mistakes, and those marks in red always intimidated them.  

Error Correction or Not? 

       It seems that the grammar has been put too much emphasis on the students’ writings 
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and it has become the only criteria to evaluate students’ articles for Chinese college 

English writing instruction. Leki, Cumming and Silva (2008) pointed out that errors “are 

an inevitable, defining characteristic of writing with limited proficiency in a second 

language” (p. 84). However, whether or not to respond to errors remained a controversial 

issue for pedagogy. Ferris (1999a, 2002 & 2003) and Goldstein (2001, 2005) synthesized 

diverse evidence and demonstrated that “judicious, purposeful error correction” was 

valuable; while Truscott’s (2007) study argued that correction, “if it actually has any 

benefits, they are very small.” Moreover, they concluded that error correction even had “a 

small harmful effect on students’ ability to write accurately” (p. 255).        

       In order to create an inviting and comfortable writing environment, at the beginning 

of the study I highlighted that the focus of this project was to communicate thoughts, 

rather than point out mistakes, which was appreciated by most of the students. In addition, 

we told the students that their blog posts would not be graded and affect their final 

English scores, so that they did not need to fear that their writings would be judged by 

the teacher; instead, they were informed that whether they may clearly communicate 

their ideas and thinking to others was what we were interested to learn, although Susan I 

did compare and evaluate their writings as one of our research purposes. We did not 

assess their writing using a simple score, rather, we examined both their language 

expressions, and the content and the ideas of their posts.  

       Christine stated that while reading others’ blog posts, she prefer to focus on the 

content of the writings, rather than on the form, or the language: 

…just try to understand what thoughts or ideas they wanted to express, I 
won’t focus on the passage structures, just like, when I read novels, I 
mainly just focus on the plot of the stories, whether or not the words or 
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sentences are beautiful is not my major concern. It’s ok if it’s fluent and 
readable. I don’t care how beautiful the scenes are described. (Interview, 
March 29, 2012).  
 

Richal found the class blog a comfortable environment, in which she did not have to 

concern about her language problems: 

I can speak whatever in my mind without having to consider too much…I 
appreciate this platform that we don’t need to worry about the 
grammatical mistakes, and we can speak up whatever we want to say. It’s 
good. (Interview, March 22, 2012) 
 

However, focusing on the content and the thoughts does not necessarily mean that 

grammatical errors should not be corrected or could be ignored. In Susan and my 

responses to the students’ writings, we also “pointed out” the students’ language 

problems, but in a more hidden, polite way, such as “I don’t quite understand this 

sentence, can you please clarify?” or, “What do you mean by…” Some students noticed 

the problems, and would correct or clarify their meanings in their reply; while some 

students simply did not respond to our comments, nor did they revisit their writings. In 

addition, at the end of the study, to our surprise, some students still complained that the 

teachers did not point out their mistakes. “Surely I hope Susan can correct my 

grammatical mistakes in addition to communicating with my thoughts,” said Michael 

(Interview, March 29, 2012). However, it was impossible for Susan and me to correct 

students’ errors word by word, especially when there were a great number of typos in 

their writings. Moreover, it should be noted that one error can occur many times and 

appear to be many errors, which would consequently make the teachers feel 

overwhelmed. In addition, the detailed corrections would definitely frustrate the students, 

and such deed would also digress from our initial purpose that the emphasis was on the 
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exchanges of meanings.  

Implications 

       Lightbown (2000) indicated that “isolated explicit error correction is usually 

ineffective in changing language behavior” (p. 446). Shaughnessy (1977) also suggested 

that it was more important for the teachers to understand the reasons of students’ errors 

than to correct them blindly. She argued that the students should not “wait until all his 

sentence problems have been dealt with” before he could begin to write, since he “may 

find his progress beyond the sentence;” that the students need to “experience consciously 

the process” through which they reach a main idea; and that they need to “practice seeing 

and creating structure in written language” and “recognize specific patterns of thought 

that lie embedded in sentences” (p. 274). 

       Therefore, teachers need to consider whether or not to respond to students’ errors, 

and make wise choices of what kinds of errors should be corrected and what could just be 

left there. Overall, the main purposes of writing is to produce ideas and communicate 

meanings, rather than to discourage students and pick on mistakes.  

The Factor of Students’ Majors 

       Bazerman & Russell (1994) claimed that “writing is not merely the writer’s thing” (p. 

xxxvi). Zinsser (1989) also argued that it was not necessary to be a “writer” to write well; 

and that anyone who can “think clearly can write as well as the best writer,” since clear 

writing is “the logical arrangement of thought” (p. viii). In order to explore the potential 

of implementing blogging with a bigger population of college students, I did not confine 

my research participants to only English majors, who may be proficient in English 
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writing; instead, I focused on a group of students majoring in Business Administration, 

who had little experience in English writing besides their required academic writing 

practices.  

       Since the start of the project till the end, the number of the blog entries published by 

the students fluctuated week by week. The conflicts with the other school curriculum 

schedules accounted for part of the reasons. On the other hand, the factor of the students’ 

majors should also be taken into consideration. It is very likely that the students have had 

little desire in writing expressive language besides fulfilling the formal, academic 

writings required by their curriculum, which may affect their behaviors in and attitudes 

towards blogging, thus affecting their performance in blogging. 

       During the informal communications, not only students, but also the teachers of the 

participating students’ major courses complained that college English instruction 

occupied too much of the students’ study time. “The students have four English classes 

each week, which constituted almost 1/5 of their classroom instruction time; whereas 

they only have eight classes of their major each week, which is far from enough,” said 

one of the anonymous teachers. “Moreover, the time the students have spent after class 

on English learning may constitute an even bigger percentage of their spare time!” she 

added (Informal communication, March 20, 2012). On the other hand, constrained by 

their English proficiency level and the limited opportunities that they were provided in 

writing expressive language, some students felt tentative about blogging in English. 

“Although I wrote in my personal blog, I have never thought of blogging in English,” 

said Jane, “because that will be too difficult for me, and others may not want to read my 

English posts” (Interview, March 1, 2012). Jane believed that good English writings 
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should be expected from English majors; however, Macrorie (1984) noted that, 

Writing is good not because of who write it or where it appears…writing 
is good because of what it says, how it opens up a world of ideas or fact 
for readers, and how accurately and memorably it speaks, a voice issuing 
from a human being who is fascinating, surprising, illuminating. (p. 29) 
 

Susan also pointed out that “since they are Business Administration majors, we should 

not expect them to meet the high expectations in language that we set for those English 

majors.” Susan continued, “It will be enough if they may bring about meaningful ideas in 

their posts” (Interview, March 27, 2012). 

       Although most students realized the importance of English studies and the potential 

of mastering English language in their future job market, a couple of students also 

expressed that they did not understand why they should spend so much time learning 

English, not to mention practicing English writing. Affected by such negative mindset, 

they were not treating this blogging project seriously. “I don’t think we’ll use much of 

English in the future,” said Marc during our first interview on March 1, 2012. By then he 

had not published any blog post and for most of the English classes that I observed, he 

either leaned on the desk, taking little naps; or involved himself in things irrelevant to 

classroom activities, such as reading novels or playing with his smart phone. However, 

Marc’s opinion changed when he realized that he could use class blog to ask questions 

and express his own thoughts. He published two posts after our conversations: he shared 

with the others his expert-like knowledge on R & B music and pop singers; and a couple 

of weeks later, he came back again and asked questions about the upcoming CET 4 test 

and expressed his concerns on it. “Blogging is interesting, and I felt good after I wrote 

down those words,” said Marc during one of our informal communications.  
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       Therefore, teachers should encourage students from different disciplines to write, 

since “the variety of human experience helped form the particulars of each person’s skills, 

perceptions, interpersonal relations, and associative landscapes” (Bazerman & Russell, 

1994, p. xxxvi). People from different disciplines can write well about their specialized 

field, as long as they have a “sense of high enjoyment, zest and wonder” (Zinsser, 1989, p. 

x). Non-English students can also generate sparkling ideas during blogging in English.  

Implications and Recommendations for Instruction 

       The following implications are made based on my observation and analysis of the 

research data, which involve how to integrate blogging into Chinese English writing 

instruction more effectively with the EFL college students. By valuing the benefits and 

advantages that blogging may bring about in the Chinese educational setting, I make 

some recommendations for both the writing instructors and the university policy makers.  

Create an Inviting Writing Environment 

       Krashen (1982) stated that language ability would be enhanced when learners were 

highly motivated, and equipped with self-confidence, good self-image and low anxiety. In 

other words, when students feel anxious about writing, their writing abilities will be 

affected. Daly’s (1979) study also showed that individuals who were highly apprehensive 

found the writing experience “more punishing than rewarding and, as a consequence, 

avoid it…” (p. 37). When they must write, the anxiety the writers experienced would be 

reflected in the behaviors they displayed as they wrote, in the attitudes they expressed 

about their writing, and in their written products (Faigley, Daly & Witte, 1981, p. 16).  

Therefore, it is important that the teacher create an inviting and non-threatening writing 
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environment, so that the students may feel relaxed and comfortable to write down their 

ideas and would like to share with others whatever thinking in their minds.       

Encourage Peer Response 

       Reading is a transaction among the writer, the text and the reader (Rosenblatt, 1978). 

While readers may bring about different perspectives and prior experiences to the text 

reading experiences, the writers also benefit from the readers’ responses during the 

writing process. Since the major purpose of writing is to communicate meanings, the 

writing teachers should encourage the students to keep “the sense of audience” while 

writing (Britton, 1975), so that the writing will be clearly goal-oriented. According to the 

interviews, many students said that they did not have many opportunities to read other 

classmates’ articles, let alone leaving them responses. Macrorie (1984) suggested that the 

key to effective writings lied in “writing to be read by real persons who respond” 

(Preface). It is through peer responses that the problems in the writings could be found, 

new ideas could be generated, and suggestions could be made to improve the writing. 

Therefore, instructors should create more opportunities for the students to read their 

peers’ work and give feedbacks to each other.  

Teachers Write with the Students 

       In China, teachers are believed to be the authority in the classroom, and their major 

task is to evaluate the students’ work, besides teaching; therefore, their authority should 

not be challenged by the students, and their writings should not be “judged” by the 

students. In my study, almost no student claimed that they had once read their teachers’ 

articles, from primary school to college. Murray (1985) suggested that  
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Teachers should write so they understand the process of writing from 
within…Teachers of writing do not have to be great writers, but they 
should have frequent and recent experience in writing. (p.74) 
 

As both a researcher and a participating member on the class blog, in order to attract 

more students to engage in our blogging activity, I shared some of my own writings 

about my life and studies on the class blog. To my surprise, the students were very 

interested in my experiences and wanted me to hear more about my stories. They found 

that the teachers were no longer the ones who are far away from them. Needless to say 

that sharing my own writings shortened the distance between the students and me and 

helped the students build up the trust in me so that they were more willing to participate 

in blogging. Therefore, writing teachers should also write with the students, exchanging 

their thoughts during the writing processes, and sharing their experience and skills in 

writing. 

Integrate Blogging into English Writing Instruction 

       My study confirmed Heskett’s (2009) conclusion that “blogs allow everyone to 

participate, regardless of ability,” in which quieter or silent students may feel more 

comfortable communicating with peer learners via the “written word” (p.5); and 

resonated with Allison’s (2009) finding that blogging builds up “a meaningful, dialogic, 

motivating environment” (p.75). The most important of all, blogging proved to improve 

the students’ thinking, communication, and writing, which echoed Chen & Bonk’s (2008) 

research results. In addition, it was through co-authoring on the class blog and 

communicating via the comments that the meaningful knowledge was constructed and 

the students learned through the scaffolding on the Internet. Therefore, college English 
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writing teachers can consider integrating blogging into their writing instruction, building 

a relaxing and comfortable writing environment for the students so that the students’ real 

thoughts could be communicated, and writing could be an enjoyable thing, rather than a 

bitter task imposed on the students.   

Provide More Options in Writing Topics for Students 

       During the implementation of blogging, I found that the students were more 

motivated to write when they had the freedom in topic choices and when they found the 

assigned writing prompts were particularly interesting. Johnson (2004) suggested that 

learning would be developed when students participated in activities that required 

“cognitive and communicative functions” (p. 129). The students need appropriate writing 

tasks that not only meet their cognitive learning requirements, but also foster their interest 

and learning abilities, so that they would be willing and be able to engage in the 

communicative writing activities. In my study, the self-sponsored blogging gave the 

students the freedom to write on whatever topics that they were interested in, and they did 

produce writings that cover a wide variety of topics: from the weather to people’s mental 

health, from sport star to their concerns in CET 4 test. On the other hand, in order to 

practice students’ academic writing skills, teachers should also consider the variety of the 

writing prompts for the assigned writing tasks. The writing prompts should be thought-

inspiring and inviting students’ critical thinking while writing, since “writing is thinking” 

(Murray, 1985, p.5), and “writing is consciousness-raising” (Ong, 1982, p.179).  

Adopt Multi-faceted Evaluating Method 

       Fulwiler (1994) argued that “writing can be used to promote learning as well as to 
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measure it,” and that “the writing process can inform all assignments and evaluation” 

(p.52). Therefore, writing should not only be regarded as a learning process, but also as 

one of the means to measure what the students had learned. In other words, the students’ 

writings could also be evaluated through the peer responses, their own reflection writing, 

as well as their teachers’ feedbacks. Traditionally, the students’ papers were evaluated by 

a score, a cold number scaling from 1-100, and their grammatical errors were highlighted 

in red ink. Such evaluating way was both implicit but also discouraging. In my study, 

students felt warm and encouraged when they realized that their grammatical mistakes 

were no longer the focus of the reader, and that their ideas and thinking were paid 

attention to. Therefore, writing teachers may consider multi-faceted evaluating methods, 

which examine various aspects of the students’ writing abilities, such as their ideas, and 

the critical thinking abilities exhibited in the writings; and the teachers could also invite 

students’ self-evaluation, peer-evaluation, and multi-faceted folders as evaluation options. 

On the other hand, teachers should set clear evaluation criteria and ensure that the 

students understand what are expected in their writings. 

Enhance the WIFI Service for Students 

       According to the 2010 CNNIC (China Internet Network Information Center) report, 

the total number of the Internet users in China increased from 111 million in 2006 to 420 

million in June 2010, and almost one third of the “net citizens” were students (30.7%). 

Among those student Netizens, the college students constituted the majority. In my study, 

the Internet connection presented a big obstacle for both me and the students: I could not 

demonstrate to the students how to blog in class because there was no WIFI connection in 
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the classroom; and it was not very convenient for the students to get online at their 

dormitories – the wireless Internet service was not free and some of them need to borrow 

roommates’ computers or go to the Internet café on campus to work on the project. 

Therefore, such situation proposed a question for the university: as the construction of 

information and technology has been developed rapidly nationwide in China, why 

couldn’t the university provide a better environment for the students to get online? It is 

true that there are certain disadvantages for the Internet, such as the misleading effect of 

violence and pornography; however, for those who truly want to study, and with effective 

administration, the Internet definitely serves as a useful milieu for the students to learn. 

Therefore, the university policy makers should enhance the WIFI service on campus and 

provide the students a better network environment, so that they can get online, searching 

for information or working on projects more conveniently.  

Employ Multi-media Facilities in English Writing Instruction 

       Gee (2003) argued that “meaning and knowledge are built up through various 

modalities (images, texts, symbols, interactions, abstract design, sound, etc.), not just 

words” (p.111). At the start of my study, I surprisingly found that some students had very 

little contact with the computer and the Internet prior to our project, not to mention 

mastering the basic blogging skills, such as providing hyperlinks, or inserting pictures 

and sound clips in their posts. We are now living in the age of information. Besides the 

knowledge and words on the textbooks, the college students encounter a large amount of 

meanings and knowledge in various modalities, such as images and symbols on posters, 

as well as the sound, interactions, and information on the Internet. In order to better 
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prepare the students for the future society, the university should employ multi-media 

facilities in students’ learning, and such facilities could also be introduced to the 

instruction of English writing. Blogging is no longer a new thing for most Chinese people, 

and many people have their own blogs. However, integrating blogging into the field of 

education is still rather novel. The university policy makers and the writing teachers may 

consider the better use of multi-media facilities, such as computer-based, multi-media 

assisted classrooms, and really bring blogging into the classrooms, having the students’ 

voices being heard by a bigger population.  

Further Implications and Questions for Future Research 

       By reflecting on the whole research process of my blogging project, I make the 

following implications for conducting similar blogging research in the future, and 

propose some questions for the future researchers to consider as their research topics.  

Implications for Future Blogging Research 

Integrating Blogging as part of the curriculum requirements 

       From October 2011 to April 2012 I conducted an online English blogging and 

communication research project, which was not included in the school curriculum of the 

participating college students. Since the students completed the writing tasks voluntarily 

after school, and their performance in this project was not counted in their final English 

scores, this project was not regarded by the students as same important as their regular 

classroom assignments. As a result, the students appeared not as committed as they 

attended their regular English classes. In order to arouse the students’ interest and 

encourage more students to engage in the blogging activity, Susan and I worked out a 
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series of ways: 1) I shared my own writings about my studying and life abroad to attract 

students’ curiosity and interest to read others’ blog posts; 2) Susan and I talked with 

students to understand their opinions and difficulties in blogging through numerous 

informal communications with them; 3) Susan reduced the academic writing assignments 

for the students to ease their workload in studies; 4) I modified the design of the class 

blog and added some links of useful English learning websites to satisfy the students’ 

needs to prepare the CET 4 test. In addition, Susan and I met frequently after class and 

discussed what we could do to invite more students to participate. Besides regular 

classroom instruction, Susan also did a large amount of work to exchange messages and 

feedbacks between me and the students, letting me know about the students’ needs and 

expectations, as well as their problems, and making the students understand the 

requirements and our expectations for them.  Although we tried our best to make the 

project proceed successfully, the students’ self-regulation and motivation to blog still 

remained a big concern for us. “Being too lazy” could even be the students’ excuse.  

       On the other hand, the conflicts from the school events or academic activities such as 

exams also hindered students’ consistent participation in this project. Susan also pointed 

out that students wouldn’t take this project as seriously as they treated their coursework, 

since blogging is not a must-do activity in their academic life. “It (students’ engagement) 

will be much better if I set blogging as part of my course requirements,” said Susan 

(Interview, March 27, 2012). Therefore, the researchers conducting similar inquiry may 

consider integrating blogging as part of the required classroom practices and assignments 

for the students to ensure that students would publish blog posts on a regular basis.  
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Providing Sufficient Technology Assistance  

       In my study, I examined the blogging experiences of 31 Non-English major students, 

who just entered the university and were still adapting themselves to the new living and 

studying environment. I seems that I overestimated the students’ computer skills and 

underestimated their needs of technical support. It took some students over a semester to 

get familiar with the all-English blog site and to learn how to publish blog posts 

successfully. Some of them frequently forgot their account ID names and passwords, 

which blocked them from logging onto the class blog to work on the writing tasks. 

Although many students already had personal blogs prior to this project, some of them 

still struggled a while to learn how to comment, and how to insert pictures and hyperlinks. 

Some students figured out the convenient way to get online after they totally adapted to 

the campus environment in the second semester (after the project proceeded half way 

already).  

       Compared with the rather “smooth” blogging experiences of the students in my pilot 

study, in which the freshmen participated in blogging during the second semester, the 

student in the present study exhibited more difficulties in technology. Students were still 

troubled by different kinds of technical obstacles, although substantial technical support 

had been provided to them: 1) Susan instructed the students in class and via Emails on 

how to register to the class blog; 2) I showed the students how to publish posts and 

comment on my Ipad during class breaks and one-on-one interviews; 3) I sent to all the 

students the written step-by-step instructions on how to blog and view others’ blog entries. 

Therefore I suggest that future researchers may consider inviting college students who 

had been studied in the university for a while (such as starting the project in the second 
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semester for the freshmen), and had grown familiar with the living and studying 

environment. On the other hand, the researchers should enhance the training of the 

students with blogging skills, which means the students would participate after they had 

grasped the basic computer and blogging skills through the previous studies, and that will 

to a great extent save researchers’ time.  

Prolonging Research Period and Employing Quantitative Research Method  

       Due to the time constraint, my project lasted for around four months, and my data 

was collected mainly from my classroom observation and students’ blogging during 15 

weeks. Moreover, due to the fact that this project was not required by the school 

curriculum, many students’ participation with blogging was not consistent. In other words, 

they were not blogging on a regular basis. Some students published only several posts 

and some students chose not to publish even one post. Therefore, future researcher may 

consider prolong the research period and collect a bigger pool of data to examine how 

blogging may influence students’ writing skills and writing abilities.     

       On the other hand, as a qualitative researcher, I was greatly influenced by the 

paradigm of constructivism and I examined my data through the lens of Vygotsky’s 

socio-cultural theory, I explored mainly the students’ blogging experiences and their 

online interactions and communications in my study. Therefore, how exactly the students’ 

writing skills or fluency were improved was not my focus and was not analyzed from the 

linguistic or lexical perspectives. Since my findings were made from my interpretations 

through inductive analysis of the data and were described in detail in this final report, 

which employed qualitative research method, I suggest future interested researchers to 
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conduct a quantitative research on the similar inquiry and use the number to demonstrate 

how blogging will effect EFL students’ English writing.  

Possible Research Topics Related to Blogging 

       After completing my blogging research with Chinese first-year non-English major 

college students, more questions were raised and I will list here for future researchers to 

consider as their research topics. 

1. How will Error-correction oriented blogging compare with thinking/ideas-

oriented blogging? 

In my study, in order to encourage the students to enjoy English writing and 

freely express their own ideas, opposed to the traditional grammar-based writing 

instruction, at the beginning of the study the students were made clear that their thinking 

and ideas were what we valued the most, instead of the grammar. Therefore, in my 

comments I focused on responding to the thoughts in the students’ posts, rather than 

pointing out their language problems, and suggested the students to respond to others’ 

ideas, too. However, it seems that the students were still concerned about their 

grammatical mistakes and expected the teachers to correct those errors for them, 

otherwise, they would not consider their writing abilities had been improved. Therefore, 

interested researchers may consider conducting a comparative study on error-correction 

oriented blogging and thinking-oriented blogging, and explore the students’ experiences 

with and attitudes towards blogging when grammatical errors are emphasized. 

2. How will academic writing compare with blogging? Can students practice 

academic writing through blogging? 
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In my study, the major data was collected from the students’ writings published 

on the class blog. Although a few focus students’ academic writing samples were also 

collected to explore and compare the thinking elements exhibited in students’ academic 

writing and blogging respectively, I did not conduct systematic analysis to compare the 

differences between students’ academic writing and blogging, such as the language 

characteristics and students’ writing skills presented in each. On the other hand, in my 

study a couple of students used our class blog to also practice their academic writing, 

such as Michael. Therefore, interested researchers may consider conducting a 

comparative study on academic writing and blogging, investigating the differences 

between the two writing forms, and exploring whether instructors may integrate blogging 

to improve students’ academic writing skills.  

Conclusion 

       By examining the first-year non-English major EFL students’ online English writing 

and communications activities, I conducted a four-month qualitative study at a Chinese 

university. Thirty-one students and their instructor Susan participated in my study to co-

construct knowledge with me. I gained insights through coding and analyzing the 

collected data and made applicable recommendations to classroom teachers and policy 

makers regarding integrating blogging in Chinese English writing instruction. During this 

process, I was aware of the importance of creating an inviting and relaxing writing 

environment for the students, and confirmed that the social context and social interaction 

played an essential role in students’ learning. I also acknowledged the opinions and 

thoughts that each students brought to our blogging activity, which strengthened my 
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belief that evaluating writing is much more than grammatical error correction, rather, it 

should also involve listening to the students and exchanging thoughts with them. 

Nevertheless, I am also conscious that the practice of blogging in the field of education in 

China is rather novel, and my research is just a beginning. More systematic work need to 

be done and further research should be conducted to complete people’s understandings 

about blogging. Technology has inevitably changed people’s fixed routine of life, and it 

will continue to influence people’s perceptions and practices in learning. As new 

technologies provide more options and possibilities for education, I am confident that our 

research will definitely benefit our students and enrich people’s understanding of the role 

of blogging in teaching English writing in China.  
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A: Participant Consent Form for Students 
UMC Research Project #1194834 

Class Blog: Chinese ELL Students’ Online English Writing Experiences 
2011-2012 

 
Dear participants, 

Welcome to this English online writing & communication project. The purpose 
of this project is to examine the after-class blogging practice of Chinese ELL students at 
college level. Through the students’ English blogging experiences and online 
communication over 15 weeks, I will explore how blogging may benefit Chinese ELL 
students’ English writing and be integrated in regular English writing instructions at 
Chinese college classrooms. The investigator, Yang Guo, is conducting this study as her 
dissertation research under the guidance of Dr. Roy Fox, Department of Learning, 
Teaching & Curriculum at University of Missouri. 
 
Your participation in the study will involve: 

a. Posting and sharing your writings on a class blog site I designed and reading & 
commenting on each other’s posts. You will need to get online either at school or 
at home once a week. The estimated time that you spend on the Internet will be 45 
minutes to one hour. The project will start from October 2011 and end in January 
2012. You can postpone your posting during the mid-term exam week. 

b. Answering survey questions at the beginning of the project and receiving a final 
face-to-face interview at the end of the semester to help me understand your 
reflections about the project. The survey questions will take you 20 to 30 minutes 
to complete, and the final face-to-face interview will last around 45 minutes and 
will be digitally recorded. 

 
Participation is Voluntary: Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may 
choose not to participate at any time. It will not affect your grades at school; neither will 
there be any penalty. Permission to conduct this study is being obtained through the 
University of Missouri. For additional information or to ask questions regarding 
participation in research, please feel free to contact the UMC Campus IRB Office at (573) 
882-9585.  
 
Confidentiality: Every effort will be made to keep your information and identity 
confidential. In presentations and publications, the investigator will use pseudonyms 
instead of names of real people and places, so that except the investigators of the study, 
no one else will be able to identify the real identities of the participants. Data will be 
stored for 7 years beyond the completion of the study and at that time it will be destroyed. 
Data will be made available to you upon request.  
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Risks: This project does not involve any risks greater than those encountered in everyday 
life. The minimal risk of participation is that it may take some of your time from your study. 
Meanwhile, every attempt will be made to keep your identity confidential and to conduct 
interviews in an open, trusting, and warm environment.  
 
Benefits: By participating in this project, you will have the chance to write in English and 
publish your writings online and share with others.  You will practice English writing on 
a regular basis and read your classmates’ articles so that better understandings of the 
community members may be obtained throughout this activity. This class blog will be a 
brand-new forum, where your own thoughts and voices could be heard and responded. 
This is also the place where you may communicate to others your feelings and emotions 
through your writings and seek comfort and support.   
 
If you have any questions about this research study, please feel free to contact me, Yang 
Guo, a doctoral student at (573)823-3715 or at ygm66@mail.missouri.edu. The faculty 
advisor of this study is Dr. Roy F. Fox, a professor for Learning, Teaching & Curriculum; 
foxr@missouri.edu or (573)882-6572. For additional information or to ask questions 
regarding participation in research, please feel free to contact the UMC Campus IRB 
Office at (573) 882-9585.  
 
I have read and understand the Participant Consent form and agree to participate in the 
study.  
 
 
Printed Name of Participant                                                                                Date 
 
 
Signature of Participant                                                                                       Date 
Phone Number: _________________________________________ 
Email: ________________________________________________ 
I have read and understand the Participant Consent form and will not participate in the 
study.  
 
 
Printed Name of Participant                                                                                      Date 
 
 
Signature of Participant                                                                                             Date 
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参与研究同意书 
密苏里大学研究项目 #1194834 

班级博客：中国英语学生的网络英文写作体验 
 

亲爱的同学你好： 
       欢迎你参加此项英文网络写作交流活动。此研究的目的是探索中国大学生的课后英文博客写作

活动。通过同学们 15 周的博客写作与交流，我将研究博客是否有利于中国学生的英语写作以及如

何将博客引入中国英语写作课程。 此项目的研究者-密苏里大学课程指导系的郭洋女士将在她的导

师 Dr. Roy Fox 的指导下展开这项研究作为她的博士生毕业论文课题。 
 
你们在这项研究中将： 
1. 将你写的文章发表到我设计的班级博客网站上，并且阅读，评论其他同学发布的文章。这项研

究将会需要你每周在家 （或在学校）上网一次， 上网时间预计为 45 分钟到一小时。整个研究

将从 2011 年 10 月份进行到 2012 年 1 月初。遇到学校期中考试期间会暂停进行。 

2. 我会先给你一份调查问卷，再在期末与你面对面交谈，以便了解你参与此项研究的心得感想。

问卷的作答时间约为 20 到 30 分钟，面对面的采访交谈时间大约为 45分钟，交谈时我将录音。 

 
参与自愿：你们将自愿参与这项研究。你们可以在任何时间选择不参与这项研究。这不会影响你们

学校的成绩也不会有任何的惩罚。此研究正经过密苏里大学审核批准。 
 
保密性：我将尽一切努力使你们的个人信息和资料保密。在做研究称述和出版发行中，我将使用匿

名而不是你们的真实姓名和地址，这样除了研究人员，任何其他人将不可能知道你们的真实身份。

所有的数据将在研究结束后保留 7年然后被销毁。 
 
风险：这项研究所涉及到的风险不会比你们在日常活动中所遇见的大，参与此研究可能的风险就是

它可能会占用一些你们的学习时间。同时，我将尽力将你们的个人信息保密并且努力营造一个公

开，诚信并且温暖的采访环境。 
 
益处：通过参与此次研究，你将有机会进行英语写作并与其他同学在网路上分享。你将定期进行英

文写作锻炼并且阅读其他同学的文章以此增进班级成员的了解。这个班级博客同时也是一个全新的

论坛，在此你们的想法和声音可以传达给他人并且有所回应。在这里，你们同样可以通过写作表达

你们的情绪并且寻求同伴们的安慰和支持。 
 
如果你们对此研究有任何问题，请联系本人郭洋：电话：（ 573 ） 823-3715 或者电邮：

ygm66@mail.missouri.edu. 我的课题指导老师是密苏里大学课程指导系的教授 Dr. Roy Fox, 电邮：

foxr@missouri.edu 或者电话：(573)882-6572. 如果对参与此研究有任何问题或者希望了解更多情

况，请联系密苏里大学研究项目审核办公室，电话：（573）882-9585. 
 
我已阅读并了解此参与研究同意书并同意参与此研究____ 
我已阅读并了解此参与研究同意书，可我不同意参与此研究____ 
 
签名:____________________ 电邮：____________________________________ 
日期: ________________ 
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Appendix B: Participant Consent Form for Instructor 

UMC Research Project #1194834 
Class Blog: Chinese ELL Students’ Online English Writing Experiences 

2011-2012 
 

The purpose of this project is to examine the after-class blogging practice of Chinese 
ELL students at college level. Through the students’ English blogging experiences and 
online communication over 15 weeks, I will explore how blogging may benefit Chinese 
ELL students’ English writing and be integrated in regular English writing instructions at 
Chinese college classrooms. The investigator, Yang Guo, is conducting this study as her 
dissertation research under the guidance of Dr. Roy Fox, Department of Teaching, 
Learning, and Curriculum at University of Missouri. 
 
Your participation in the study will involve: 

c. Talking about your teaching experiences and expectations with your ELL learners 
in English writing during two digitally-recorded interviews. The first interview 
would take place at the start of the semester and will last about 30 minutes. This 
interview will focus on describing your prior experiences and understandings for 
teaching this writing class. A follow-up interview about 20 minutes will be held at 
the end of the study and you will be asked to talk about what you have observed 
about this blogging practice with your students.  

d. You will assist the investigator to recruit participants for her research and interact 
with the students and comment on their writing pieces on the class blog.  

 
Participation is Voluntary: Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may 
choose not to participate at any time. Permission to conduct this study is being obtained 
through the University of Missouri. For additional information or to ask questions 
regarding participation in research, please feel free to contact the UMC Campus IRB 
Office at (573) 882-9585.  
 
Confidentiality: Every effort will be made to keep your information and identity 
confidential. In presentations and publications, the investigator will use pseudonyms 
instead of names of real people and places, so that except the investigators of the study, 
no one else will be able to identify the real identities of the participants. Data will be 
stored for 7 years beyond the completion of the study and at that time it will be destroyed. 
Data will be made available to you upon request.  
 
Risks: This project does not involve any risks greater than those encountered in everyday 
life. However, you may feel uncomfortable being observing your teaching during class 
sessions. However, the investigator will take certain measures to decrease your 
discomfort level. For example, the investigator will sit with students, trying not to disturb 
your attention. Also, the investigator will follow your rules and regulations for this class. 
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Meanwhile, every attempt will be made to keep your identity confidential and to conduct 
interviews in an open, trusting, and warm environment.  
Benefits: This research may contribute findings to the field of English writing instruction 
that assist teachers working with ELL students and improve the quality of teaching. The 
study will provide a safe environment in which you can talk about your thinking of 
teaching English writing to Chinese ELL students in a thoughtful way. Also, as one of the 
participants of this research project, you will be offered a good chance to reflect on your 
own teaching experience as well as develop a better understanding of ELL writers. 
Through such a metacoginitive process, you will gain more experience with teaching 
English writing to ELL students.  
 
If you have any questions about this research study, please feel free to contact me, Yang 
Guo, a doctoral student at (573)823-3715 or at ygm66@mail.missouri.edu. The faculty 
advisor of this study is Dr. Roy F. Fox, a professor for Learning, Teaching, and 
Curriculum; foxr@missouri.edu or (573)882-6572. For additional information or to ask 
questions regarding participation in research, please feel free to contact the UMC 
Campus IRB Office at (573) 882-9585.  
 
I have read and understand the Participant Consent form and agree to participate in the 
study.  
 
 
Printed Name of Participant                                                                                Date 
 
 
Signature of Participant                                                                                       Date 
Phone Number: _________________________________________ 
Email: ________________________________________________ 
I have read and understand the Participant Consent form and will not participate in the 
study.  
 
 
Printed Name of Participant                                                                                      Date 
 
 
 
Signature of Participant                                                                                             Date 
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Appendix C: Beginning Survey Questions to the EFL Students  

1. Are you interested in English learning? Why? 

你对英语学习感兴趣吗？为什么？ 
 
2. Do you enjoy writing? Why? Tell me about yourself as a writer. 

你对写作感兴趣吗？为什么？从写作的角度谈谈你自己。 
  
3. Do you think English writing is important? Why? How will it relate to your future 

life and work? 

你认为英语写作重要吗？为什么？在你将来的工作生活中它将如何影响你？ 
 

4. Do you think you are a good writer in Chinese language? Why? in English? 

用中文写作的话，你认为自己是个擅长写作的人吗？ 为什么是（不是）呢？用

英文写作的话呢？ 
 
5. Do you write journals/diaries? In what language? Chinese or English? 

你平时写日记吗？用哪种语言？中文还是英语？ 
  

6. Can you describe your feelings when you are asked to write and submit an English 
composition?  

能不能描述下当被老师要求写一篇英文作文并且要交，你的心情如何？ 
 
7. Are you nervous while writing? What is your anxiety level when writing in Chinese, 

scaling from 1-10? In English? 

写作的时候，你心情紧张吗？自己来评估下，从 1 到 10，当你用中文写作时，

你的紧张程度是几？如果用英文呢？ 
 
8. What is your opinion of /attitude to the Internet? Do you surf online on a regular 

basis? How often? How long each time? 

你对网络持什么态度，有什么想法？你会经常上网吗？多久一次？每次多长时

间？ 
 
9. What do you usually do when you get online (playing games, chatting online, 

browsing web pages, looking for information, writing Emails, listening to music, 
etc.)? 

你一般上网会做什么 (玩网络游戏，上网聊天，浏览网页，查询信息 , 写
Email，听音乐，等等)？ 
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10. Do you have a personal weblog site? Do you read others’ blogs? Do you comment on 

their blog entries? What do you know about weblogs? 

你自己有博客吗？你会去阅读别人的博客文章吗？你会在他们的博客上发表评

论吗？你所了解的网络日志（博客）是什么？ 
 
11. Tell me one successful English writing experience you have had. Why do you think 

that is sweet memory? 

能不能谈谈你最成功的一次英语写作经历？为什么你认为这个经历很美好难

忘？ 
 
12. Can you describe one of your worst English writing experiences? Why do you think 

it’s bad? 

能不能说说你最糟糕的一次英文写作经历？为什么糟糕令你难忘？ 
 
13. What topics are you interested? What kind of English materials would you like to 

read （ Love stories; poetry; memoir; newspaper; fictions; non-fictions, 
autobiography, etc.）?  

你对什么样的话题感兴趣？你最喜欢阅读什么样的英语读物（爱情故事，诗

歌，回忆录，报纸，小说，写实类作品，自传，等等）？ 
 
14. What are the topics you like to write about (current social & political issues, 

economic situation, personal life experience, emotional problems, academic papers, 
family stories, music, sports, etc.)?  

写作的时候，你最喜欢写什么话题（当今社会政治问题，经济形势，个人生活

经历，情感问题，学术文章，家庭故事，音乐，运动，等等）？ 
 
15. What are the major problems/difficulties you have when writing in English?  

当你用英文写作的时候，主要的困难/障碍有哪些？ 
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Appendix D: Beginning Survey Questions to the Classroom Instructor 

1. What do you think of your current students’ English proficiency level? 

请简单描述下你现有班级学生的英语水平。 
 
2. What do you think of your students’ English writings? Are they good writers in 

Chinese? What about in English? 

你认为你的学生英语作文怎么样？用中文写作的话，你认为你的学生是擅长写

作的好作者吗？用英文呢？ 
3. What are your expectations for your students in their English writing? 

你对你学生的英文写作有什么样的期望？ 
 
4. What skills do your students need most in their L2 writing (generating ideas, write 

fluently and coherently, write with meanings, write accurately with few or no 
grammatical errors, etc.)?  

你认为在英文写作中，你的学生最需要什么样的写作技巧/技能（知道写什么，

流利连贯地写作，言之有物，语法正确无误，等等）？ 
 
5. What assistances is your school providing them in English writing?  

在英语写作方面，你的学校给了学生们什么样的协助？ 
 
6. What do you think are the major obstacles for your students in L2 writing? 

你认为在英语写作中，你的学生最主要的困难有哪些？ 
 
7. What problems have you found in your students when they write in L2? 

在你学生的英语写作中，你认为学生们的作文主要存在哪些问题？ 
 
8. Can you tell me one of your best experiences with your students’ English composition?  

能不能谈谈你最美好难忘的一次英语作文教学经历？ 
 
9. What topic did you assign? How did they accomplish?  

你一般会布置给学生什么样的写作题目？他们完成的怎么样？ 
 
10. Tell me one of your worst experiences with the students’ English writing? What topic? 

Why do you think it was not well-fulfilled? 

能不能谈谈你最糟糕的一次英语作文教学经历？要求学生写什么题目？你认为

什么导致学生们这次完成的不好？ 
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11. What is your traditional/typical way of teaching English writing in China? 

在中国，传统的英语作文教学方式是什么样的？ 
 
12. Have you tried other methods/medium in teaching English writing? What are they? 

And how did they work? 

你有没尝试别的方法或者媒介来进行英语作文教学？什么方法？效果如何？ 
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Appendix E: Writing Apprehension Scale 

写作忧虑程度表 
Today’s date: 今天日期 _______________ 
Assigned Number / Pseudonym: 学号/匿名________________ 
DIRECTIONS:   Below is a series of statements about writing.  There are no right or 
wrong answers to these statements.  Please write a “1” to “5” based on how each 
statement applies to you. . .  
以下是一系列关于写作的陈述。对于这些陈述没有正确或错误之说。请根据你自身

情况在各陈述边写下 1-5 
1.  Strongly agree 强烈同意 
2.  Agree               同意 
3.  Are uncertain    不确定 
4.  Disagree           不同意 
5.  Strongly disagree 强烈不同意 

While some of these statements may seem repetitious, take your time and try to be as 
honest as possible. 尽管以下有些称述也许有些重复，请尽量用心如实填写。 
_____  1)  I don’t like writing. 我不喜欢写作。 
_____  2)  I have no fear of my writing being graded. 我不怕我的作文被评分。 
_____  3)  I look forward to writing down my ideas. 我期望着写下我的想法。 
_____  4)  I am afraid of writing essays when I know they will be graded. 当我知道我写

的文章会被评分时，我会害怕/担忧。 
_____  5)  Having to write is a frightening experience. 不得不去写作是一个可怕的经

历。 
_____  6)  Handing in something I wrote makes me feel good. 递交上我写的东西让我

感觉良好。 
_____  7)  My mind seems to go blank when I start to write. 当我开始写的时候我的思

维一片空白。 
_____  8)  Writing ideas seems to be a waste of time. 写下想法貌似是在浪费时间。 
_____  9)  I would like to see my writing published in a magazine, newspaper, or school 
publication. 我想看到我写的东西被发表在杂志，报纸或校刊上。 
_____ 10)  I like to write my ideas down. 我喜欢写下我的想法，点子。 
_____ 11)  I feel confident that I can clearly express my ideas in writing. 我很自信我能

清楚地通过写作表达我的观点。 
_____ 12)  I like to have my friends read what I have written. 我喜欢朋友们读我写的东

西。 
_____ 13)  I'm nervous about writing. 对于写作我感到紧张。 
_____ 14)  People seem to enjoy what I write. 大家貌似享受阅读我写的东西。 
_____ 15)  I enjoy writing. 我享受写作。 
_____ 16)  I never seem to be able to clearly write down my ideas.我好像从来都不能清

楚写出我的想法 
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_____ 17)  Writing is a lot of fun. 写作给我带来很多快乐。 
_____ 18)  I expect to do poorly in classes that make me write.  我知道在让我写作的课

上我表现不好。 
_____ 19)  I like seeing my thoughts on paper. 我喜欢看到我的想法跃然纸上。 
_____ 20)  I like to discuss my writing with others. 我喜欢和其他人讨论我写的文章。 
_____ 21)  I have a terrible time organizing my ideas in writing. 在写作时，我不能很好

地组织我的想法 
_____ 22)  When I hand my writing, I know I'm going to do poorly. 当我递交文章时，

我知道我写的不好 
_____ 23)  It's easy for me to write well. 写好作文对我来说很容易。 
_____ 24)  I don't think I write as well as most other people. 我不认为我写的有大多数

其他人好。 
_____ 25)  I don't like my writing to be graded. 我不喜欢我写的东西被评分。 
_____ 26)  I'm no good at writing. 我不擅长写作。 
Directions for Scoring the Writing Apprehension Scale 写作忧虑程度记分指导 
Positive Scores 正分   Negative Scores 负分 
题号： 
#1 =      #2 = 
 4 =       3 = 
 5 =       6 = 
 7 =       9 = 
 8 =      10 = 
13 =      11 = 
16 =      12 = 
18 =      14 = 
21 =      15 = 
22 =      17 = 
24 =      19 = 
25 =      20 = 
26 =      23 = 
______     ______ 
Total Positive Scores 正分总数 =  Total Negative Scores 负分总数= 
 
W. A. = 78 - Total Positive Scores + Total Negative Scores  
写作忧虑程度总分=78-正分总数+负分总数 
Range:  26 - 130  (Low score is low apprehension; high score indicates high 
apprehension) 范围： 26-130 （低分代表忧虑程度低，高分代表忧虑程度高） 
YOUR SCORE 你的分数：___________________________ 
 
Source:  "Empirical Development of an Instrument to Measure Writing Apprehension."  
John Daly and Michael Miller.  Research in the Teaching of English, Vol. 9, No. 3, Winter, 
1975. 
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Appendix F: Handout: Some Tips on How to Blog on Our Class Blogs 

 
 How to enter the website: 

Type www.ellblogging.blog.com;   or www.ellblogging1.blog.com in your Internet 
browser address bar,  
Key in your username (your QQ email address), and your password, then click on LOG 
ON.  
 
 How to change your name which appears publicly?  

Click on your ID on the upper right corner – My profile – Name – First name, last name, 
nickname – DISPLAY NAME PUBLICLY AS (choose one you prefer) 
You may also upload a picture as your identity picture, or write something about yourself 
in BIOGRAPHICAL INFO. 
Don’t forget to save all the changes by clicking on UPDATE PROFILE on the bottom of 
the page.  
 
 How to add a post? 

Click on ADD NEW on the upper left corner – choose POST  
Enter your title in the upper blank bar, and the main body of your writing in the big blank 

window on the bottom.  
 
Insert photos, videos or audio files: You may upload pictures, video clips, or audio files 

(songs, your voice records, etc) by clicking on IMAGE, VIDEO, or AUDIO, locate the 
files in your computer, choose and upload the files (do not exceed 25M). 

 
Choose correspondent task number from CATEGORIES, click on SAVE DRAFT, if you 

still need to modify the post. If you are ready and want your writings to be viewed by 
others, don’t forget to click on PUBLISH after you’ve finished the work.  

 
 How to comment on others’ posts? 

Click on LEAVE A COMMENT, which is located at the end of the post that you want to 
comment – Write down your words in the big window under LEAVE A REPLY – click on 
POST COMMENT to publish your comments.  
You may also reply to others’ comments by clicking on REPLY under their comments.  
 
 How to view specific person’s writings and comment to their posts? 

Click on the specific author’s name from the AUTHORS list on the right of the page – 
choose the blog entry that you want to read from this author by clicking on CONTINUE 
READING – read and leave comment to him/her.  
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Appendix G: Assigned Writing Prompts for the Study 

 
Oct. 29 2011 Task One: What’s your symbol? 

Dear Students, from this week on, you will start posting your own writings in this class 
blog of your own. Here is what you are going to do for this week: 

Since we are still new to each other in this blog setting, I hope each of you can give 
a brief introduction of yourself in this way: Just think about what make(s) you different 
from others? How would you like others to recognize you from the rest? Please find a 
symbol (a hard-working bee? an exploring ocean-diver? A mountain climber? Or a 
butterfly, etc.?) to present you or the current state of your life and explain why you 
choose this symbol. 

You are very welcome to paste a picture here to help others better understand your 
symbol. Enjoy the writing and commenting of the first week! 

 
Nov. 13 2011 Task Two: That person who had changed me… 

Dear Students, 

Thanks for your posts during the past two week, I understand it must have taken much of 
your effort to get to know this new writing environment and learn the new blogging 
techniques. You’ve done pretty good work and please hold on and you’ll make it! 

I noticed that many students still have not changed your ID names. Please give yourself a 
unique name here (in English, could be anything, be creative and imaginative!) and 
include each of your post to the proper categories (task one, task two, etc.). Finally but 
not least, please DO NOT FORGET TO PUBLISH YOUR POSTS after you’ve finished 
the writing, otherwise, other people may not be able to view it. Please also read and 
comment other friends’ posts (under the title, you may find leave a comment option, click 
and comment), you may speak up your own feelings, and also give others suggestions or 
advice. Be polite and supportive:) 

The following is the task for you to complete during this week: 

On the journey of your life, there may be a plenty of people who have influenced the path 
that you choose, or have left deep impression on your mind. Think of such people and 
choose one who has played essential role on your decision-making moments, and 
describe how they have changed/influenced you. You may consider a teacher, a family 
member, or even a stranger you’ve ever met or read of, etc. Feel free to paste a picture 
here, if needed.  
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Nov. 20 2011 Task Three: That song really touches me… 

Dear Friends, 

Thank you so much for sharing with us the stories of your important person in your mind. 
I believe it was some of their words and deeds that helped shape part of your 
characteristics on your path of life. I really enjoy reading your words, and sincerely hope 
that your words and stories could be viewed by more people and touch their hearts. So 
please, while you publish your writing, please spare some of your time to read others’ 
stories and say something to the authors:) 

For the following week, you are going to share with us one of your favorite songs and let 
us know why you were touched by this song, by its lyrics or its melody? Or by the 
meanings behind this song? How? You can also introduce the singer of this song. We 
would love it if you can upload the song here in your post (when you compose the post, 
click on the audio, image, or video button to upload your own songs, pictures or videos 
here). If you don’t have the song in your computer, or if the file is too big and you can’t 
upload it here, you may consider to provide us the links to the song’s MV on websites 
such as tudou.com, youku.com, etc., so that we can l0cate it and listen to it.  If you would 
like to share with us some pictures here, you may want to check the websites such as 
Baidu.com, google.com, or bing.com, etc. 

Today I’d like to invite you to listen to one of my favorite songs: Should It Matter, by 
Norwegian singer Sissel. 

I wish you may also enjoy her shockingly beautiful voice and the telling of her sad love 
stories through this melody from heaven. I know this song had touched many people’s 
souls, and I believe it will move yours, too:) 

For more information about this song, and the translation to the lyrics, you may visit this 
webpage: http://baike.baidu.com/view/2840129.htm 

 
Nov. 27 2011 Task Four: The most meaningful gift… 

Dear all, 

This week our class blog has been a little bit quiet. I really hope that more students could 
have your voices heard. You don't have to write a long article, since there is no word 
limit or requirement for your posts. Just speak up, and let us know what you are thinking 
about. "You are what you say". Just two or three sentences can tell us who you are and 
what you want to let us know about you. Just like what we had promised, we are not 
judging or grading your papers, we are just reading your words, and trying to understand 
your thoughts and minds.  
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The following is what you are going to write about for this coming week: 

Task four will allow you to open the door to the past. Try to recall the most meaningful 
gift you've ever given to others, or that you've received from others. Did you take the 
picture of the gift? Do you still have the picture? Insert it here and share with us. And if 
it's okay, please also let us know when you received/gave it, under what circumstances, 
and the stories behind it. If you don't have the picture of the gift anymore, you may 
choose to select a picture from the Internet and describe what it was like when you 
gave/received it.  

We are waiting to hear more voices:) 

Dec. 4 2011 Task five: “Wild Geese” 

Dear students, 
Let’s relax and read a poem “Wild Geese” by American female poet Mary Oliver. Please 
don’t tell me you don’t understand poems. Everyone is seeing something different from 
the same poem. Just bring up what you’ve read of and what you’ve thought of. And 
please share your thoughts with others. I believe many of you are little poet yourself in 
Chinese and I can’t wait to read your interesting comments on this poem. 

Wild Geese  

You do not have to be good. 
You do not have to walk on your knees 
for a hundred miles through the desert, repenting. 
You only have to let the soft animal of your body 
love what it loves. 
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine. 
Meanwhile the world goes on. 
Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain 
are moving across the landscapes, 
over the prairies and the deep trees, 
the mountains and the rivers. 
Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air, 
are heading home again. 
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely, 
the world offers itself to your imagination, 
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting– 
over and over announcing your place 
in the family of things. 

© Mary Oliver 
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P.S.:  Please remember that Susan and I are not the only readers of your writings. You are 
readers as well as writers in this community, so please don’t forget to also comment to 
others’ posts:) 

Dec. 11 2011 Task Six: What happened after the Monkey King Returned… 
 
Dear Students, 
I was so amazed at your thoughts, questions and the connections you’ve brought up from 
the poem Wild Geese. I am really impressed at how deep and critical some of your ideas 
are. I have great confidence in you, and in your ability of writing good English articles. I 
do believe you’ll employ English as a tool of communicating your ideas to others as 
freely as using your mother tongue soon: ) I hope you could be perseverant and have the 
same confidence:) The task for the upcoming week is as follows: 
 
You must have read the novel Journey to the west (西游记) as one of the four Chinese 
literary classics. In this task I want you to be creative and write another ending to the 
original story written by Wu, Cheng’en. What will happen in your version of The journey 
back to the East? 
 
Dec. 18 2011 Task seven: Living styles 

Dear all, 

I know currently you have come to the busiest time of the semester, therefore, after this 
task, we will pause this project for two weeks so that you may focus on your final exams. 
We will not post new tasks until Jan. 1 2012 (starting from task eight, you’ll be writing 
on free topics, which means you may write on whatever topics that you are interested and 
introduce whatever you would like to communicate to your classmates here). You are 
also very welcome to make up the previous tasks that you forgot to publish. 

As for the seventh task, you are going to consider the following issue: 

Some people prefer to live together with parents, while some others would rather live 
alone. What are your thoughts and opinions? Why? 

For this task, you need to write at least 120 words on the topic above, take a position and 
then explain your reasons to support it. 

Good luck on your exams and happy writing! 
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Appendix H: Blog Etiquette and Our Expectations 

Oct. 2011 
Dear students, 
 
Welcome and thank you for joining in this online English writing activity!  
 
We create this class blog for you to share your own stories, express your feelings, and 
exchange your ideas with other friends within this community. What we expect to read is 
your ideas and minds, not to just focus on your words, therefore, we hope each one of 
you will truly value what others say, but not how they say it. In this sense, grammatically 
errors will not be the main focus. Please remember, you are readers as well as writers. 
You are writing to communicate and exchange your ideas with your friends, not to be 
graded by teachers. Please listen to what others say carefully and respond to them with 
your heart, but not merely with your words.  
 
The following are some rules for you to follow during our blogging experience.  
 
1. This online writing activity will last for 15 weeks, in order not to interfere with your 

final exams; we will pause for one to two weeks, and then resume it. We truly hope 
that you may persist till the end and continue to post even during winter vacations.  

 
2. We will post your writing topics /tasks on Sundays, please complete and post your 

articles and comments to at least TWO classmate's blog entry before the midnight of 
the following Sunday. 

 
3. Unless you have permission, or have indicated clearly where you quoted the words, 

it’s NOT OK to post someone else’s words in your own blog entries. 

 
 
4. We are creating this blog community for the whole class to communicate, to share 

and to learn, and to witness the development in your English writing, so please write 
creatively, practice more, and use as much English as possible.  

 
5. It’s ok to disagree with each other’s opinions either in the blog entries or in comments, 

but please notice, learning to respect others and be tolerant is also an important lesson. 
DON’T HURT OTHERS with impolite or vulgar language.  

 
6. It’s always good to see others pay attention to our own blogs, so please don’t forget to 

also respond others’ comments. 

  
7. We truly wish to make this blog site a warm community for each other to feel free to 
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SPEAK, so please be encouraging and understanding, show your patience and help 
each other make progress in English writing  

 
 
 
 
2011 年 10 月 

班级博客规程及要求 
亲爱的同学们， 
你们好！ 
 
欢迎并且感谢你们参加这次网路英文写作活动！ 
我们创建这个班级博客，希望同学们可以分享你们自己的故事，宣泄你们的情感，并且和这个

集体里其他的成员交流你们的心得体会。我们希望读到的是你们的想法和主张，而不仅仅是你

们的文字。因此我们希望你们每一个人都能够重视别人说的是什么，而不是别人怎么说的。因

此，语法错误将不是我们考察的重点。请记住，你们是作者，同时也是读者，你们写作的目的

不是为了给老师们读然后让他们打分，而是为了真正地和你们的朋友交流你们的思想。请认真

倾听，并且用心给他人评论，回复，而不仅仅是用文字表达。 
 
以下是你们在网络写作过程中应该遵循的一些规程： 
1. 这次的网络写作活动将持续 15 周，为了不影响同学们期末考试复习，中途我们将中断 1-2

周，然后再重新开始。我们衷心希望你们能贵在坚持，即使在寒假中也能继续发文交流。 

2. 我们将在每周日将你们要写的话题发布到博客上，请在接下来那周周日午夜前将你们自己

的文章以及给别人的回复（每周至少两篇）发表到博客上。 

3. 除非你们获得允许，或者明确注明引用文字的来源，你们不能在自己发表的文章中抄袭别

人的文字。 

4. 我们创建这个博客是为了让全班同学能够交流，分享以及学习，为了见证你们英文写作的

进步，请多多练习，发挥你们的想象力和创造力，并且坚持尽可能地用英文表达。 

5. 在你的博客文章中或是评论中你可以与别人持不同观点，但是请注意，学会尊重他人也是

重要的一课，请不要伤害他人，礼貌用语。 

6. 有别人关注并回复你的文章总是令人开心，所以请同样别忘记回复别人的文章。 

7. 我们衷心希望能将这个班级博客变成一个温暖的集体，从而每一个人都能自由开口表达。

请互相鼓励，互相理解，请对他人耐心，互相帮助，在英文写作中取得共同进步！ 
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Appendix I: Questions for Group Interviews 

 
1. Do you have internet access in your dorms? What activities are you involved in 

while online?  
2. Tell me something about your majors, how’s the coursework? Is it hefty? 
3. What topics do you and your friends usually talk about after class? 
4. What are the difficulties for your blogging? What are your concerns blogging 

online? 
5. Do you know why many students are not participating, or not that actively? 
6. Do you read other classmates’ articles? How do you feel viewing other 

classmates’ articles? （相比之前文章都只是交给老师看） What about 
commenting to their writings?   

7. What facilities does the university provide for your English learning? 
8. What are your expectations toward English studies? What do you expect teachers, the 

university to do for you? 
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Appendix J: Individual Interview Questions 

 
1. What do you usually do after class?  
2. Do you get online on a regular basis each week? Where do you get online? How 

long/how often are you online? What activities are you involved in while online? 
3. What other activities do you do to learn English after class?  
4. What is your view of writing? 
5. How do you put your writings online? Can you please tell me about your process? 

Are you writing directly online or writing down the paragraphs on a piece of 
paper first and then copying onto the class blog once you have a chance to get 
online?  

6. Are you doing anything else while you are posting online? Chatting? Email? 
Music? 

7. What keeps you blogging? What do you think are the benefits of blogging? 
8. What do you think about the assigned blogging and the free-topic blogging? 

Which one is easier for you to write on? 
9. Do you have any difficulties during blogging? 
10. What do you think about this online writing and communicating experience? 
11. Why are most students reluctant to comment on others’ writings? Do you read 

other classmates’ posts? Did you comment on any posts? If no, why not? 
12. Compared with submitting writings in paper, are you nervous publishing online? 
13. Would you like to continue writing online and sharing English stories with others? 
14. What do you expect from this blogging experience?  
15. Do you have anything else to share with me? Do you have any questions? 
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Appendix K: Interview Questions for the Instructor 

 
1. What do you think of using blogging in your class? 

2. What advantages have you noticed using blogging in teaching English writing 
through this experience? What about the disadvantages? 

3. Through your observation, please tell me the changes that have taken place in 
students’ English writings and their attitudes, if there are any? 

4. How can we improve class blog so that it can better facilitate English writing 
instruction?  

5. What’s your view of writing? 

6. Why do you think many students are not participating in our activities? 

7. What do you think are the reasons that most of your students did not interact with 
others online (comment on and respond to others’ writings)? 

8. Have you ever asked your students to write on topics of their own choice? Why? 
What do you think about the assigned and unassigned blogging? What are the 
advantages and disadvantages of each? 

9. Is there any specific university requirements and expectations of the college 
students’ English learning? 

10. What materials are you currently using for the listening and speaking class? What 
do you think about the materials? What’s your plan for this semester? How many 
units do you need to finish? 

11. Can you talk about the English curriculum setting in your class? How many 
classes each week? What subjects or contents are you teaching? 

12. Can you tell me the English teaching /learning environment in our university? 

13. What are your opinions about each of the focal students? Their classroom 
performances, characteristics, study attitudes, etc. Are there any anecdotes with 
the students that you want to share with me? 

14. What aspects of Chinese culture do you think have influence on students’ English 
learning? How?  
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Appendix L: Follow-up Interview Questions for Students 

 
1. What do you think of yourself as a writer? As a student? Do you think you are a 

good writer? What are your self-requirements for classroom activities, 
assignments and tests? (作为一个作者，你怎么认知自己/你认为自己是个什么样的作

者？你认为自己是个好的作者吗/擅长于写作吗？作为一个学生呢？你对于参加课堂活

动，老师布置的作业和测试，对自己有什么要求吗？一定要力争上游？要考好？压力

很大？) 
 

2. Do you think the classroom activities /textbook topics are related to your life? Are 
you interested in those topics (life, love, health, travel, etc.)? What topics do you 
expect? And what materials do you wish to introduce into the classroom? （你认

为课堂活动或者课本上的讨论话题和你们的生活有关联吗？你对那些课题感兴趣吗 
（关于人生，爱情，健康，旅行，等等）？你期待课上讨论些什么话题？你希望课堂

上能引入介绍些什么样的阅读或者听力材料？ 
 

3. Think about the Free-write incident, why didn’t you want to exchange writings 
with your classmates and give him/her a score? （据说上课时，有次老师布置你们

自由写作，然后交换阅读，可是你们表现的不太愿意，当时为什么不想/愿意和同学交

换阅读，然后打分呢？） 
 

4. Are you curious about what other students are writing about? Do you have the 
interest to read others’ writings? （对于别人写的文章，你会很好奇吗？有兴趣去读

别人的文章吗？为什么？） 
 

5. Are you concerned that your comments will embarrass the writers and make them 
feel losing face? （你会担心你对别人文章做的评论让作者尴尬没面子吗？为什么?） 

 
6. What will you react if you receive a negative comment or other classmates pick 

out the errors in your writing? (如果你的文章收到了负面评论，或者别的同学挑出文

章中的错误，你的反应会怎么样？) 
 

7. How do you cope with/deal with the difficulties and obstacles while blogging? 
Who will you turn to for help?（在我们进行班级博客这个项目时，你遇到了哪些困

难，是怎么解决的？你会找谁/如何寻求帮助？） 
 

8. Given the current class blog environment, are you nervous writing? Compared 
with the past, do you have more confidence in English writing? How? And why? 
（想在项目结束了，你觉得自己的英文写作有何变化吗？和过去比较，现在写文章还

紧张吗？是否更有自信了？为什么？  
9. What do you want to tell me/share with me? What questions or suggestions do 

you have? (还有什么想和我分享的吗？有什么问题想问我，有什么建议？) 
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Appendix M: Categories and Descriptions of Barnes & Todd’s (1977) Social and 
Cognitive Functions for Content Analysis 

 
Social and cognitive functions in exploratory talks (Barnes & Todd 1977, p. 20) 

Level 1 Level 2 

1.1 Discourse Moves 
�Initiating 
�Extending Qualifying, 

Contradicting 
�Eliciting Continue, 

Expand, Bring in, Support, 
Request information 

�Responding Accepting 

2.1 Social Skills 
�Progress through task: Clarifying  

given questions, Shifting topic, Ending a  
discussion, Managing manipulative tasks 

�Competition and conflict: Competition for 
the floor, Contradiction, Joking, Compelling 
participation 

�Supportive behavior: Explicit agreement,  
Naming, Reference back, Explicit approval  
of others, Expression of shared feeling 

1.2 Logical Process 
�Proposes a cause 
�Proposes a result 
�Expands loosely 
�Applies a principle to a 
case 
�Categories 
�States conditions under 

which a statement is valid 
or invalid 

�Advances evidence 
�Negates 
�Evaluates 
�Puts alternative view 
�Suggests a method 
� Restates in different 
terms 

2.2 Cognitive Strategies 
�Constructing the question: Closed task, 
open task 
�Raising new questions 
�Setting up hypotheses:  

Beyond the given, Explicit hypotheses 
�Using evidence: Anecdote,  

hypothetical cases, using everyday language,  
challenging generalities 

�Expresses feelings and recreating 
experience: 

  Expressing ethical judgments, Shared 
recreation 

 of literary experience 
2.3 Reflexivity 
�Monitoring own speech and thought:  

Own contributions provisional 
�Interrelating alternative viewpoints:  

Validity of others 
�More than one possibility, Finding  

overarching principles 
�Evaluating own and others’ performance 
�Awareness of strategies: Audience for 
  recording, summarizing, moving to new topic 
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Appendix N: Coded Student’s Blog Entry Sample 

Blog Entry by Michael Thinking Strategies 

 

 Representing: use 
colorful text and 
bigger font size 

 Selecting: chose to 
discuss about 
housing in China 

 Prior knowledge 

 Seeing relationship: 
under pressure 

 Considering 
different 
perspectives 

 Dissonance: 
different living 
styles 

 

 
 Considering 

different 
perspectives 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Seeing relationship: 

if only...we will… 
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